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1. Introduction 
The effeccive use of transient electromagnetic waves for mineral 
exploration depends on a proper understanding of how these waves propagate in 
and are effected by different geological materials and structures. 
of these effects forms the basis of the work presented here. 
A study 
Transient electromagnetic waves propagate in the ground at a rate that is 
determined by the electrical conductivity and the magnetic permeability of the ground. 
The direction in which the maximum current density propagates is determined 
by the type of source that is used to generate the waves (15, 18,19). For 
realistic host rock conductivities and measurement times, the velocity of 
propagation is quite fast. For this reason the effect of loop height of the 
transmitter is unimportant except for the earliest of times (16). However, 
some care should be exercised in interpreting the depths to conductors by 
means of the direction of the observed magnetic fields since the currents, 
even in a uniform ground, can behave as though they derive from sources at 
depth (17). For the situations that are generally met with in practice, 
displacement currents have a negligible effect. 
Drastic changes to the appearance of the transient decay curves can be 
caused by geological materials whose conductivity or magnetic permeability 
varies with frequency. For a ground with a frequency dependent conductivity 
that may be described by means of the Cole-Cole Model, changes in sign of the 
transient may be observed (11,12). These effects may also be seen in the 
case where the conductivity of a structure, within an otherwise uniform 
ground, varies in the manner of the Cole-Cole Model (4). These studies show 
i. 
that the transient electromagnetic method of prospecting is sensitive to 
induced polarization effects, and this may account for some of the anomalous 
transients that have been encountered by the field geophysicist (4,12). 
A magnetic permeability that varies with frequency is sufficient to 
explain all the observations that have been made in regard to surveys 
carried out over areas where superparamagnetic minerals are present on the 
earth's surface (1,2). A weakly magnetic ground, however, produces a 
transient that is quite similar to those observed over a non magnetic ground 
(2). 
The effect of a conducting host enclosing a conducting structure is, for 
some stage of the transient, to produce a transient that can not be described 
by a simple exponential function (4,5,6,9,13). For the case of a conducting 
host the final form of the transient may be modelled by assuming that the 
electric field within the conductor can be approximated by the inducing 
electric field (6). One study showed that the resonant responses of the 
conductor rapidly decay and that the final form of the transient is 
determined by the conducting host rock enclosing the conductor (5). 
It has been usual to model the transients by Fourier transformation of 
the frequency response of the structure. A consequence of this is that it is 
frequently desirable to have closed form expressions for a number of 
frequently occurring integrals. Some of these integrals have now been 
evaluated (7,10). 
An alternative approach is to view the equation, for the transient, as 
being made up of a number of terms that are related to the singularities in 
the function describing the spectrum of the transient (14). This approach 
ii. 
readily separates out the resonant from the non resonant response of the 
structure (5,13). It frequently leads to quite simple expressions, that are 
suitable for practical purposes (1,2,5,6,8). Also, the alternative 
perspective leads to quite different questions being asked about the 
transient (14). 
Finally, it can be demonstrated that the effect of the host rock is to 
make the inversion of transient electromagnetic data quite difficult and that 
supplementary information is needed. This is true for layered and non 
layered structures (3,8). 
iii. 
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-IE EFFECT OF A SUPERPARAMAGNETIC LAYER 
ON THE TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC 
RESPONSE OF A GROUND* 
T. LEE** 
ABSTRACT 
, T. 1984, The Effect of a Superparamagnetlc Layer on the Transient Electromagnetic 
.;>onse of a Ground, Geophysical Prospectmg 32, 480-496. 
A thm superparamagnetic layer on the earth's surface greatly affects the transient electro-
~netic response of a conducting ground. The effect of the layer 1s most evident for smgle-
? transient electromagnetic data where transient voltages decay as 1/t Even when a 
irate transmitter and receiver are used, the effect of the superparamagnet1c layer 1s still 
nounced. In this case the effect of the l/t term m the equat10n 1s much less. More 
1mant now 1s a 1/t2 term. The effect of the superparamagnetlsm can readily be seen in the 
lytlcal expressions for the apparent res1stiv1tles. If the presence of the superparamagnetlc 
:r 1s not recogmzed, then the apparent res1stiv1t1es decrease with time rather than 
•roach the true value of the host rock. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
·e effect of superparamagnetic minerals on the transient response of vanous geo-
.ical structures has been observed in a large amount of TEM data collected m 
ny different areas of Australia by CSIRO and a number of institutes and private 
npanies (Buselli 1982). 
Buselli has analyzed the effect in some detail. He lists the following essential 
tures: 
At the later stages of the transient the apparent resistivities of the ground 
decrease with time in areas where they would be expected to increase. 
For coincident-loop transient data the voltages decay as 1/t at the later stages of 
the transient. 
Received March 1983, revisions July 1983. 
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Fig 1 The geometry of the model. 
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The effect is due to superparamagnetic mmerals in a thm layer at the earth's 
surface. 
The 1/t dependence of the tramnent can be dramatically reduced by employing a 
separate receiving loop. Moreover, the reduction occurs even when the separate 
receiving loop 1s only slightly separated from the transm1ttmg loop. 
At the time that Buselli published his paper, Weidelt (1982) argued that one 
"lould pay much more attention to the frequency dependence of the electrical 
onductivity and the magnetic permeability of the ground. Prev10usly Lee (1981a) 
ad shown that if the conductivity of the ground were to vary with frequency, then 
nomalous transients could be produced. The purpose of this paper is to show that 
11 of the features noted by Buselli with regard to what is now called the super-
mamagnetic effect can be explained if the magnetic permeability of the ground is 
lilowed to vary with frequency. 
The actual model of the ground is shown in fig. 1. This figure shows a two-
1yered ground, both layers of which have the same conductivity cr 1 . The magnetic 
ermeability of this ground is set equal to the permeability of free space (µ0 ) every-
1here except in the top layer where it is a function of frequency. The precise nature 
f µ 1 (the magnetic permeability of the top layer) is discussed in the next section. 
The ground is assumed to be excited by a step current of height I 0 flowmg in 
1ircular loop of radius a on the earth's surface. Initially we shall be concerned with 
1e calculation of the transient electric field (E) at (p, 8) (fig. 1). Once this quantity 
as been found 1t is a simple matter to calculate the voltage in any receiving loop, 
>r the voltage V is simply 
V = 1 E ·di (1) 
Here, di denotes an element of the receiving loop and the integral 1s understood 
) be taken along the entire circumference of the receiving loop. 
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2. THE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF THE SUPERPARAMAGNETIC LA YER 
From equation (15.15) of Chikazumi and Charap (1978) one sees that if a constar 
magnetic field is suddenly created at zero time (t = 0) in the vicinity of some supet 
paramagnetic matenal, then magnetization In(t) of the material can be descnbed b-
the equation 
I (t) =I [i - 1 (loo exp (-y) d -loo exp (-y) d )] 
n no In (' 2/r 1) t/<2 Y y t/ti Y y 
Here r 1 and r 2 are the lower and upper time constants of the material respe< 
tively and I no is the final value of the magnetization of the material. 
Taking the Laplace transform of(~), one has that 
- /no[l 1 J (1 +<2P)] 
In =-p -In (<2/<1) n 1 + ilp . 
This result can be obtained by first integrating by parts and then using resu 
No. 5.4 of Oberhettinger and Bad1i (1973). If we allow for the spectrum of the ste 
function source, then the transfer function S for the magnetization is given by 
Suppose now that in the presence of a magnetic field H the magnetization of tt 
rocks ts such that they are essentially nonmagnetic. In this case the quantiHI 
In~/H = Xo (the susceptibility of the rocks) is quite small, and 
[ 1 (1 +<2P)] S=xHI- In . 0 In (r2/r1) 1 + r 1p (t11 
Thus the spectrum of the susceptibility x of the rocks is simply S/H. If in th. 
equation p is replaced by iw to represent the spectrum for an exp (iwt) dependenct 
one has 
[ 1 I (' 2 iw + 1)] X = Xo 1 - · n . , In (r2/r1) r 11w + 1 
and the permeability of the material µ 1 is given by 
(~ 
It is important to realize that this equation can be simplified. For the probler 
we are now interested in, the time range is much greater than the shortest relaxatio 
time but less than the longest relaxation time. That is to say, the quantity r 1 is sma 
relative to r 2 • Therefore, 
(5 
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Notice that in this last equation the absolute value of the quantity 
xa(l - _ln_(iw_r2_)) 
In (r2/r1) 
small since Xo is small and w is comparable to 1/r2. 
3. THE TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC RESPONSE OF THE 
GROUND 
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.ippose that a large circular loop of radius r lies at z = - h, h > 0 above a two-
•vered ground, the upper layer of which has a thickness d, permeability µ1, and 
nducttvity CJ, and the lower layer a conductivity of CJ and a permeability µ0 . If a 
rrent of I exp (iwt) flows in the loop, then the electric field £ 1, observed at the 
rface of the ground at a distance p from the center of the loop, is given by 
(10) 
~e Morrison, Phillips and O'Brien 1969, p. 87.) 
Here Z 1 and Z 2 are quantities that were first introduced by Wait (1962). They 
.i:isfy the relationships 
1 Z
2 + Z 1 tanh (n 1d) z = Z1 2 , Z 1 + Z tanh (n1d) 




nl = .j(A2 + iWCJ1µ1), 
n2 = .j(A2 + icM 1µ0). 
(11) 
Notice that any effect of displacement currents has been ignored since the dielec-
; constants of all the media have been set to zero. 
If a step current of height I 0 flows in the loop, a transient electromagnetic field 
•{t), is observed. This field can be described by 
1 Joo _ E 1(t) = - exp (iwt)E 1(w) dw. 2n _
00 
(12) 
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Since d is small, E1(w) can be approximated by expandmg Z 1/(Z0 + Z 1) as 
Taylor series in terms of d. From this we learn that 
z 1 A. dA. 3 (µf - µ6) 
---=--+ (JI 
Zo + z1 nz +A. (A.+ nz)2 µ0µ1 
Smee µ1 is almost equal to µ 0 one can further simplify the expression to 
z1 A. 2A.3 xd 
Z 0 + Z 1 = n2 + A. + (A. + n2)2 . (JI 
In this last expression 
X = xo(l _ In (iwr2))· 
In (r 2/r 1) 
In what follows we have to consider the behavior of E at the wire itself beca1 
the superparamagnetic effect is greatest for the one-loop system. That is to say, , 
must allow for the fimte radius b of the Wife. If we assume that the current 
uniformly distnbuted throughout the cross-section of the wire, then 
I E1 
E = t nb2 dA, 
where A is the cross-sectional area of the wire. 
With these remarks in mind one separates the contnbutions to the total elect 
field into primary and secondary contributions. To this end one writes 
E() -JoµoJoo (" )[ioof A,rexp(-A.z) J1(Ar)J1(Ap)d d d t = --- exp iwt · r z p 
2n _ 00 0 A (n 2 + A.) nb2 · 
iool xrA.exp(-A.z) 11(A.r)J1(A.p)dd d1 _ + 2 · b2 r dz 11. 0 A 7C 
+ L 100 (cA. ~3~)2 - ~)exp (-A.z) rli(A.:~/A.r)d dA. dz dr] dw. 
The first two terms m (17) can be simplified immediately because they aw 
respectively, the response of a uniform ground (Lee and Lewis, 1974) and a singu 
term which has arisen because of the superparamagnetic layer. If the wire is allo\\ 
to lie on the ground, then (16) can be reduced to 
E(t) = EP - IoµoadA(p) J00 exp (iwt)x dw 
4n _
00 
aµ I df 00 ioo [ 2A.2 1] 
- ~ 0 exp (iwt) xA.J 1(A.p)J 1(A.a) (A. 2 - - dA. dw, 
n -oo o + nz) 2 
where 
1 loo i 11(A.p)J1(A.r) A(p) = - A. b2 exp (-A.z)r dr dz dA.. 
a o A n 
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Notice that in (18) the integral over the cross-sectional area of the wire for the 
:ondary term is approximated. This was made possible because for that integral 
: integrand varies slowly over the wire since b is very small in comparison to a. 
re a is the distance from the center of the wire loop to the middle of the wire 
.. ckness; that is to say, it is the average radius of all the infinitesimal wire loops. 
~ordingly, r and z were set equal to a and zero, respectively. By this means the 
.egral was approximated by nb2 which cancelled against the nb2 in the denomina-
. The quantity A(p) is evaluated m the Appendix. 
The integral m the second term of (18) can be readily evaluated by contour 
.egration for t > 0. From this we have 
1 f 00 • + Xo 1 
- exp (1wt)x dw = · -2n _ 00 In ('r 2/r 1) t ' 
nsequently 
10 µ 0 a x0dA(p) E(t)=Ep--- 1 ( / )+Esp+Es, 2t n c2 c1 
ere 
Notice that at the later stages 
E ~ - µo pl o (CJ 1µ0 a2)3;2 
P 40Jnat t 
: Lee and Lewis 1974). 




The first thing to notice at this stage of the analysis is that even though the top 
er of the ground 1s quite thin, it has nevertheless given nse to a very intense local 
:l in the vicinity of the transmitting wires. The second term in (20) can be 
~rpreted as a current proportional to 1/t flowmg in the transm1ttmg loop. From 
>elli's observations one knows that this current can dominate the transient 
cage. We shall return to this pomt later. 
Terms involving t- 712 , t- 912 , etc., have been ignored m (23). The behavior of the 
d term for the later stages of the transient is easy to find. All one has to do is to 
:rchange the order of integration and integrate around the branch cut m the 
)er w-plane. This cut extends from w = 1J.2 /(CJ1µ 0 ) to ioo (fig. 2). The integral with 
Ject to }, is easy to evaluate once the Bessel functions are expanded in powers of 
This procedure will become much clearer after we consider the evaluation of E.). 
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jrm(w) 
0 Rl(w) 
Fig. 2 The path for the contour integral for the second term of equation (20). 
By this means one finds that at the later stages 




sp t 128 a2 t II 
Terms involving C 4, t- 5 , etc., have been ignored in (24). 
The expression for Es may be reduced by first interchanging the order of mte~ 
tion and then evaluating the mtegral over w by contour integration. To this end , 
notices that the quantity n2 imphes a branch cut along the positive imaginary w-~ 
from the point L1.2/(er 1µ0) to infinity and that the term log (iw) also implies a bra. 
cut along all of the positive imaginary w-ax1s. Because of Jordan's theorem 
integral of the spectrum of Es about infinitely large, quarter circular arcs in 
upper w-plane is zero. Consequently the integral over w along the real axis may. 
replaced by an integral about the positive imaginary w-axis (fig. 3). It is conven· 
to spht the integral into two parts, the first part from 0 to iil2/(er 1µ 0) and the sec•• 
part from iil2/(er 1µ0) to ioo (fig. 2). If one sets w =exp (in:/2)R on p+ and w = 
(-3n:i/2)R on p-, where p+ and p- are paths to the right and the left of 
imaginary w-axis, then one finds that 
x - 2n -- dR + 2 {l ;,11cu1µ0) [i!.3 exp (-Rt) 1] 100 exp (-Rt) o (il + n2)2 4 ;,2;ca1µ0J (er 1µ0 R)2 
x (2il In (-r: 2 R).j(Rer1µ 0 - i!.2)- n:(2il2 - Rer 1µ 0 )) dR} dil. 
To proceed, one writes R = il2/(er 1µ 0) and splits the first integral with respect 
into two parts, the first part from 0 to e and the second from e to 1. The reason 
this is to allow us to evaluate the integral with respect to il after interchangmg 





g. 3. The path for the contour integral for the remaining mtegration over w in equation 
0). 
·der of integration for all the integrals with respect to s, exct:pl for that one that is 
:tween 0 and s which may be evaluated now because B 1s small. In fact 
E = dloaµo'l.o ( 00 J1(.A.p)J1(A.a) 
• ln (•2/r 1) Jo 2n 
x { ~~::3 f exp (-st22/(CT1µ0){ (i +Ji_ s)Y - ~] ds - ~~~: 
x r exp (-st.A.2/(CT 1µ0{(1 + .Jt1 - s))2 - ~] ds 
+ 2.A.3 I"' exp (-st~2/(CT1µ0))(2.J(s -1) In (sA.2•2)- n(2 - s)) ds}d 
CT 1µ0 Ji S CT 1µ0 
To proceed, one notices that all integrals over A. are of the form 
L00 A.3J 1(A.a)J1(A.p) exp (-A.2ts/(CT 1µ0))~(A.) dA.. 
ere F(A.) is either 1 or In (A.2sr;2/(CT1µ0)). 
By means of the addition theorems for the Bessel functions, one finds that 
lhere R2 = a2 + p 2 - 2ap cos 8. 
(26) 
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This result can be expressed as 
.=_______Q - cos (e) J0 (A.R)A. exp - -- F(A.) dA. de. (Jµ o i2 " i"' ( ).2ts) t2n os 0 0 (J1µ0 
To proceed, one first evaluates the integral from 0 toe and then the integral o' 
A. after first interchanging the order of integration where necessary. The integral w>1 
respect to s from 0 to e is easily evaluated after noting that for small s 
1 
[1 + J(l - s)] 2 
1 s 
-~­ . 
4 8 (~ 
Also the integrations with respect to A. are easily evaluated by means of sor 
results (Nos. 1.705 and 1.706) of Wheelan (1968). 
After neglectmg terms smaller than a2 and employing Wheelan's results, one ha 
E = loaµoXo a[1w1µo lZit exp (-R2(J1µ 0/(4t)) 
s In (c 2/r 1) 8t2 J0 2n 
x cos (e) de+ l"' 11(A.p1~1(A.a) 
2ni"'(2-s) o 2 ((J1µ 0 ) J J + - - 2 - - exp (-(J 1µ0 R /(4st)) -- ds de . t 1 s os 2ts (~ 
In (29) Ei(x) is the exponential integral see (Abramowitz and Stegun 1965, p. 2~ 
No. 5-1-2). The remaining integral over s may be reduced by first subtracti 
(adding) the term 1/8 to the integral and then integratmg with respect to .{ afM 
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ngmg the order of integration. After these manipulations one finds that 
x cos (8) - . __!___Q 
[
Zx [ 3 U µ 
• 0 8t2 1 
nu1µ0 rix 11 1 ( 1 1) 
- -t2- Jo J0 J(l - s) (J(l - s) + 1)3 - 8 
cos (8) 12x cos (8) 
x exp (-R 7 u 1µ0/(4ts))--·- ds dtJ + - 2-2ns 0 n 
2n 100 (2 - s) o (u1µ 0 ) J J +- - 2 --;-exp(-u1µ 0 R 2/(4st)) -- ds de. t 1 s us 2ts (30) 
By this stage the reader will be glad to learn that (30) can be simplified. Firstly, 
: allows s to approach zero. Secondly, the single integrals invol~ing e are approx-
.. ,ted by expanding the exponential mtegral as a power series and then integrating 
n by term. Thirdly, the mtegral involving Bessel funct10ns and the exponential 
ction is approximated by expanding the Bessel functions as a power series in Jc 
I( then integrating term by term. The remaining integral involving a Bessel func-
1 is evaluated by means of result No. 11.204 of Wheelan (1968). Fourthly, the 
:gral with respect to s between 0 and 1 is evaluated by making the substitution 
1/cosh2 (t/!) and then following the procedure of Lee (1981b). Fifthly, the infinite 
:gral with respect to s is simplified by expanding the function within the outer-
·st pair of brackets as a power series in inverse powers of s. This is quite straight-
. .vard for the exponential integral may be expanded by means of result No. 5.1.10 
'\bramowitz and Stegun (1965, p. 229). By this means one finds that once terms of 
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II 
In (31) y is Euler's constant which has the approximate value of 0.57' 
(Abramowitz and Stegun 1965, p. 255). The function G(p/a, a/p) is equal top/a 
p < a or is equal to a/ p for p > a. To proceed, one expands the exponential 1 
Bessel functions mto their respective series form (Abramowitz and Stegun 1965, 
69 and 377). If the mtegrals with respect to s are evaluated by elementary means 1 
terms smaller than In (t)/t4 are neglected in the series representation for the ex 
nential or Bessel functions, one has 
II 
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\quation (32) may be reduced by integratmg with respect to 8. This may be 
lily done either by elementary means or by using result Nos. 4.2214 and 4.3976 
rradshteyn and Ryzhik (1980). By this means we find that 
+In (rr 1~~a2)( ~3 + 1:(a2 ;p2)(rr 1~~a2))J. (33) 
•n (33), the function 
1(0, In (p/a)) = 0, p ~a, 
=In (p/a), P >a. (34) 
~ollecting the results from (20), (21), (24), and (33) we have 
(35) 
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4. DISCUSSION 
From fig. 4 and (1) one sees that the voltage V induced in a receiving loop is 
v = IE cos (t/!) di. 
Here, t/! is the angle between the direction of the electric field and the 
element of the receiving loop. To be more specific and to gain a better idea c 
meanmg of (35), 1t is convement to examine a number of limitmg cases. 
The first case to consider 1s if the transmitting loop coincides with the rece 
loop. In that case the voltage induced in the receiver is: 
Equation (37) shows why the superparamagnetic effect is so senous. Wl-
happening 1s that, although Xo is small, so too is b. The result 1s that the first te~1 
(37) will be the dommant term for sufficiently small b. Accordingly, the vc 
decays as 1/t. Notice also that from a plot of V against t on log paper, it mig 
possible to estimate the important quantity Xo d/ln (T 2/r 1). 
We show below that this quantity 1s required if we are to estimate the app 
resistivity of the ground. The point 1s made, therefore, that even though coinci 
loop time-domain data obtained over a superparamagnetic layer are only 
slightly affected by the conductivity of the ground, they still contain inform 
that can be used to help interpret noncoincident loop transient electromag 
data. 
Now suppose that the transmitting loop is separate from the receiving Joor 
the wires of the transmittmg and receiving loops do not cross each other. !DI 
case, the observed voltage is described by (38). For the case where the wires do 
each other, (38) must be modified by using the exact expression for A(p) 1 
0 
Fig. 4 Geometry for the element of the loop of wire 
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limty of the crossed wires (see (A3) of the appendix): 
(38) 
Notice that for this case the presence of the term b in the numerator has 
stically reduced the contnbution of the first term. However, even though the 
•ltour of the receiving loop might be adjusted to minimize that term and to 
ximize the secondary terms for some particular times, nevertheless it 1s still true 
t the transient eventually decays as 1/t. 
It is interestmg to calculate the apparent resistivity pa 1 ( = 1/a1) of the ground 
the method of Lee (1977). Lee (1977) showed that the apparent resistivity of the 
·und Pa at the later stages of the transient is given approximately by 
= µo az (Jo.Jn aµo)2;3 
Pa tsf3 20V . (39) 
If we apply this result to (38) and allow t to be large, we find that 
Pa oc 1/t. (40) 
From (40) one sees that the apparent resistivities ultimately do not approach the 
! resistivity of the host rock. Rather, the estimated resistivity will decrease as one 
s data from the later stages of the transient. 
The results presented above show that some care is needed when interpreting 
1sient electromagnetic data over a superparamagnetic ground. They also support 
observat10ns made by Buselli (1982) and provide some insight mto the nature of 
transient. It 1s also clear that any further analysis will require some accurate 
isurements of the susceptibility of the various superparamagnetic s01ls. This task 
awaits the experimentalists. 
In the absence of any satisfactory rock measurements, the geophysicist must try 
stimate from his field data alone the conductivity and the magnetic properties of 
ground. We have already noticed that if coincident loop data are plotted on a 
-log graph paper, the curve corresponding to the later stages obeys 
V) = constant - In (t). In this case, the constant can be found from the mtercept 
he graph with the In V-axis. Accordingly, an estimate for xod/ln (r2/r 1) can be 
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found. Once this is known, one can estimate from (38) the resistivity of the grou: 
This estimate might be compared with that from an alternative method. 
Suppose the transient voltages for a noncoincident loop geometry are known 
a series of times. At the later stages the data are described by (38). Let the volta, 
Vi and V2 be known at times t 1 and t 2 • Accordingly, one has two sets of equati< 
for the unknowns. These equations can be used to calculate (J and Xo d/ln (i-2/i- 1). 
Alternatively, one can form the equation 
If this data set is fitted to (41) in a least-squares sense, it will be found that fr 
the slope of the line one can estimate the quantity xod/ln (i-2/i- 1), and once 11 
quantity is known the conductivity or the resistivity can be determined from 
constant term in (41). 
APPENDIX 
If a is the average radius of the wire loop (i.e., the distance from the center of 
current loop to the middle of the wire thickness), and if A(p) is calculated for 
average height b above the ground (i.e., the wire lies on the ground), then 
1 i co f b f ./(b2-s2) 
nb2A(p) = - (a+ s) 211(2p)J1(2(a + s)) 
a 0 -b -.j(b2-s2) 
x exp [ -Ji.(b - z)] dz ds dJi. 
= ~ 100 fb (a+ s)J1(2p)J1(2(a + s)) 
a Jo -b 
x exp [ -Ji.(b - .J(b2 - s2))] - exp [ -Ji.(b + .J(b2 - s2))] ds dJi. 
= _!__ f b J(~)(Q1 2((b _ .J(b2 - 82))2 + p2 +(a+ s)2) 
na -b p 1 2p(a + s) 
- ((b + .J(b2 - s2))2 + p2 + (a + s)2)) ds 
Q112 2p(a + s) 
(see result No. 560.02 of Byrd and Friedman 1954). 
If a = p then both the arguments of the two ring functions are close to unity 
consequently the expression for A(p) can be approximated by using the asympt 
form of the ring functions near their singularities (Magnus, Oberheltinger and ~ 
1966, p. 196). 
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Accordmgly, for this case 
i 1 lb (b + .J(b2 - s2)) 
nb ~(p) = na Jo In b - J(b2 - s2) ds (A4) 
1 ~-· bn 
na 
(A5) 
1 ~(p) =nab· (A6) 
!However, 1f I a - p I ~ s, then (A3) can be approximated by expandmg the differ-
~ of the ring functions as a Taylor series about the point (r 2 + (a + s)2)/ 
1 + s)). 
16y this means one finds that for I a - p I ~ s 
1.(p) =-=-!._ f b J(a + s) (b2 - s2) [p2 +(a+ s)2 
nab2 -b p (p - a - s)2 2p(a + s) 
x Q1 2(p
2 
+ (a + s)2) - Q _ 1 2(p
2 
+ (a + s)2)] ds, (A 7) 1 2p(a + s) 1 2p(a + s) 
pproximately 
1 [(p2 + a2)Q- i 2(p2 + ai)- Qi 2(p2 + ai)]· (p - a)2 2pa 1 2ap 1 2ap 
(A8) 
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The transient electromagnetic response of a 
magnetic or superparamagnetic ground 
T. Lee* 
ABSTRACT 
The effect of superparamagnetic minerals on the tran-
sient response of a uniform ground can be modeled by 
allowing the permeability of the ground µ to vary with 
frequency ro as 
Here i: 1 and i:2 are the upper- and lower time constants 
for the superparamagnetic minerals and Xo is the direct 
current value of the susceptibility. 
For single-loop data it is found that the voltage will 
decay as 1/t, provided that 
10x0 In (2a/b) c. (a2µ0 cr) 312 d 
---'--'"---- » v n -- an 
In (i: 2 /i:i) t 
Here, a 1s the radms of the wire loop and b is the radius 
of the wire, t represents time and µ0 1s the permeab1hty 
of free space Even 1f a separate transmitter and receiver 
are used, the transient will still be anomalous For this 
case the l/t term m the equations is less important, and 
more prevalent now is the 1/t2 term These results show 
that a uniform ground behaves m a similar way to a 
ground which only has a thin superparamagnetlc layer. 
A difference 1s that whereas the amplitude of the 1/t 
term could be drastically reduced by usmg a separate 
receiver, this 1s not the case for a umform ground 
A magnetic ground for late times will decay as 1/t2 5 . 
However, if the conductivity of the ground is estimated 
from apparent conductivities it will be found that the 
value of the conductivity will be incorrect by a factor 
that 1s related to the suscept1b1hty Xo of the ground For 
a weakly magnetic ground the estimated conductivity 
cr 1 1s related to the true value of the conductivity cr 1 = 
cr[l + 19x0 /14] 213 . 
INTRODUCTION 
As Lee (1983) showed, the presence of superparamagnetic 
minerals on the transient electromagnetic (EM) response of a 
ground 1s to cause the transient to decay as 1/t A consequence 
of this is that the apparent resist1vities decrease rather than 
mcrease with time While Lee's results were obtained by ana-
lytical methods, they are in accord with those of Buselli (1982) 
who reported s1m1lar effects from some of his field data. The 
results are a special case of those ofWeidelt (1982) who showed 
that anomalous results could be obtained if either the conduc-
tivity or the permeability of the ground were to vary with 
frequency. Lee (1981) showed that the effect of allowmg the 
conductivity of a umform ground to vary with frequency was to 
produce transients that changed sign with time. The purpose of 
this paper 1s to examme the transient EM response of a uniform 
superparamagnetic grounu 
Previously Lee (1983) considered the case of a thm super-
paramagnetlc layer overlymg a conductive ground In that 
paper 1t was shown that even if the layer were quite thin, it still 
had a pronounced effect on the observed transient. It was 
shown there that 1t might be possible to allow for the effect if 
the field data were fitted to the formulas in that paper. The 
purpose of this paper is to highlight some of the subtleties of the 
transients caused by superparamagnetic mmerals. We will 
show that for the case of a half-space of superparamagnetJc 
material the equat10ns to be fitted to the data are different from 
those already described One important difference will be that 
for this case the transients cannot be expected to be altered as 
much by usmg a separate transm1ttmg loop A conclusion 
followmg from these mvest1gations will be that m the case 
where superparamagnetic minerals are present in the ground 
then 1t 1s necessary to allow for the permeab1hty of the ground 
to vary with frequency before attemptmg to interpret the tran-
sient EM data. 
Another conclus1on is that in the later stages a magnetic 
ground will decay in a way similar to that of a nonmagnetic 
ground. However, 1f the conductivity of the ground is estimated 
from the later stages of the transient, then 1t will be found to be 
m error by a comphcated factor that depends upon the per-
meability of the ground 
For this analysis, the ground 1s excited by a step current of 
strength I 0 , flowmg m a circular loop of radms a on the earth's 
surface First I shall be concerned with the calculation of the 
transient electric field (E), then the voltage V induced m a 
rece1vmg loop. This voltage 1s described by 
V = i E · dt. (1) 
Manuscnpt received by the Editor Apnl 12, 1983; revised manuscnpt received September 15, 1983 
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Here, dt 1s an element of the receivmg loop and the integral 1s 
taken about the entire length of the receiving loop. 
TRANSIENT EM RESPONSE Gro"'--o/ 
OF A SUPERPARAMAGNETIC ~E 
Suppose that a large circular loop of radms r hes at z = -h, 
h ;;::: 0, above a uniform superparamagnet1c ground of conduc-
t1v1ty cr and permeab1hty ~1 1 . If a current le'"'' flows m the loop 
then the electric field E1 (which only has an azimuthal compo-
nent E1), observed at the surface of the ground at a distance p 
from the center of the loop will be given by the equat10n 
(Morrison et al., 1969, p. 87). 
E1(iro) = -iroµ 0r 1 1 1(A.r)J1(A.p) dA., (2) - 100 e-•hJ..µ le'"'' 
u A.µ1 + n1µ0 
where 
n1 = JA. 2 + 1rocrµ 1 
Also from Lee (1983, eq. 7) 
µ1 = µo{l + x{1 -In (irotz ~ ~~(~:~)1 + 1)]}· 
Notice that when ro = 0 
(3) 
(4) 
Accordingly, Xu 1s the direct current value of the suscepti-
bility. t 1 and t 2 are the lower and upper time constants of the 
superparamagnetlc ground, respectively. 
For this study I will be concerned with those times for which 
the superparamagnet1c effect is v1s1ble. Accordmgly I assume 
that / t 2 ro / » 1 and presuppose that / t 1 ro / « 1. In these cases 
the terms 1rot2 + 1and1rot 1 + 1 m equation (3) can be approxi-
mated by 1rot2 and 1rot 1, respectively. One then finds that 
µ 1 ~ µ0 [ 1 + Xo ( 1 - 1~ (~~/:2:)) J. (5) 
Notice that equation (5) reduces to equation (4) if t 1---> 0. 
Thus one expects that in the final result the express10n should 
reduce to the transient response of a magnetic ground if t 1 is 
allowed to approach zero I return to this pomt latet 
If a step current of strength l 0 flows m the loop, then a 
transient EM field E1(t) will be observed. This field can be 
described by 
(6) 
Since / µ1 / is almost equal to µ0, equation (2) can be reduced 
by expandmg 1t as a Taylor senes m terms of (µ 1 - µ0)/µ 0 
where 
n0 = JA. 2 + iroµ 0 cr. 
In what follows I consider the behavior of E 1 at the wire 
itself. This 1s because the superparamagnet1c effect 1s most 
commonly observed m single loop transient EM data Accord-
ingly, we must allow for the finite radius b of the wire. If one 
assumes that the current is uniformly distributed throughout 
the cross-section of the wire, then 
i E1 E= -dA b2 ' A 1t (8) 
where A 1s the cross-sect10nal area of the wife. 
With these remarks in mind, one separates the contributiorts 
to the total electric field into primary and secondary contri-
butions. To this end one writes 
(9) 
Notice that a factor 1/4 has been added and subtracted from 
equation (9). The reason for this is to ensure that the last 
integral in the expression will be convergent even for the case 
p =rand h = 0 
The first two terms m equation (9) can be simplified immedi-
ately because they are, respectively, the response of a uniform 
ground (Lee and Lewis, 1974) and a smgular term which has 
arisen because of the superparamagnetic layer If the wire is 




Notice that when equation (10) was written, the integral over 
the cross-sect10nal area of the wire for the secondary term was 
approximated This was made possible because, for that inte-
gral, the integrand was slowly varying over the wire because bis 
very small in companson with a. Here a is the distance from the 
center of the wire loop to the middle of the wire thickness. That 
is to say, it is the average radms of all the mfinites1mal wire 
loops. Accordingly, r and h were set equal to a and zero, 
respectively By this means the mtegral was approximated by 
nb2 which cancelled the nb 2 in the denommator. The quantity 
A(p) 1s evaluated in Appendix A 
The integral m the second term of equat10n (10) can be 








FIG. l. The path for the contour mtegral for equation (15). 
means one learns that 
1 f"' ,.,, µ1 - µo d Xo 
2n _
00
e ---µ;;--- CO=tln('ti/'t1)' t > 0. (11) 
Consequently 
E(t)=E _loµoa XoA(p) +E 
P 4t In ('t2/'t 1) " 
(12) 
where 
· [-"'- _ -2:_ + A. 3 2 - ~]di.. dco. n0 + A. 2n0 n0(n0 + A.) 4 (13) 
To proceed, first notice that (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965, 
formula 9 179) 
12" cos e 100 { 1 a2 (A. ) = -- Jo(AR) 2-2 - e-•o• - e-i.z 0 2n 0 ko az no 
A. 1 1 a 1 a2 
----+----
2no 4 ko ako k6 az2 
[ a2 ( -).z A.e-noz) k6 A.e-noz]} • - 2 e - -- + di.. d0. az no no (14) 
Here z is a dummy variable which is set equal to zero once 
the differentiat10ns are carried out. 
Also 
R = J p2 + a2 - 2ap cos 0, 
and 
k6 = icocrµ 0 • 
Since the mtegral with respect to A. is absolutely convergent, 
the order of the differentiation and integration may be inter-
changed. If this 1s done, then the mtegral may be evaluated by 
using elementary results or Sommerfeld's integral. If the d1ffer-
entat1ons are carried out after the integral has been expanded 
as a power series m k0 , then one finds that 
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l00 J 1(A.p)J,(A.a)(1..: no - 2~o + no(A. ~ no)2 - ~)di.. 
= j 2" cos 0 [ I (- l)"(n - l)k0 n(Rk0 )" 3 
Jo 2rc n=3 n! 
_ Jk I (- l)"(n - l)(n - 2)(k0 R)"- 5 
On=S nl 
1 00 (- l)"(k0 R)" 1 00 (- l)"k0(n - l)R"- 3] 
- 2R n~I n! + k6 n~3 n! d0. (15) 
It 1s now a simple matter to evaluate the integral with respect 
to m. To this end one deforms the contour integral into the one 
about the positive imaginary m axis. The contributions to the 
integral from the large quarter-circles vamsh because of 
Jordan's lemma (see Figure 1). If one sets m = se'"'2 and m = 
se- 3"''2 on p+ and p-, respectively, then one learns that 
loaµoXoi 2" [ 00 (-l)"(n-l)nR•- 3 E, = - -- - cos 0 I 
1 
l(n - 2) 
27t 2rc 0 n = 3 n . 
00 (- l)"(n - l)(n - 2) 
- 32: R"- 5/(n-4) 
n=S n! 
1 00 (-l)"R" 00 (-l)"R"- 3 J 
- 2Rn~l nl I(n)+ n~3 n! I(n-2) d0, 
(16) 
where if n is even ( = 2m) 
I(n) = o ( - l)nf2e-••snf2 ds 2( crµ )"'2n i oo 
In ('t2/'t ,) o 
2n( -1)"12(crµ 0 )"12 f'(n/2 + 1) 
t•f2+' In ('t2/'t1) , (17) 
or1fn1sodd(=2m + 1) 
I(n) = 2(crµo)"'2(-1)<•+ 1)/2 joo s•f2e-•• [1 - In (S't2) J ds 
Jo In ('t2/'t1) 
and (18) 
(19) 
Here vis a dummy vanable which 1s set equal to n/2 once the 
differentiation is earned out. 
By this means one learns that for n odd 
I(n) = 2(crµo)"'2(- l)<n+ i>12 r(;!i~ ~ 1) 
[
l _ \jl(n/2 + 1) + In (t/'t2) J 
In ('t2/'t 1) In ('t2/'t 1) ' 
(20) 
where \jl(z) is the digamma function (Abramowitz and Stegun, 
1965, p 258, no 6.3.7). 
In order to clanfy, it 1s interesting to calculate the first few 
terms of E,. When one does this, one finds that 
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Io aµo Xo r in { - Rncrµo 




2(crµ0)3'2r(5/2) [ '!'(5/2) In (t/-r2) J 
210nt512 In (-r2/-r 1) In (-r2/-r1) 
7R3n(crµ 0)2 +------
144 In (-r2/-r 1)t3 
~ s12fi[1- '!'(7/2) ln(t/-r2)J}de 





EP ~ - Io µop (a2crµo)3/2 (22) 
40Jrr.ta t 
and one has, at the later stages of the transient, the result 
( p2 + a2) 1 [(p2 + a2)2 J ·Q -- -- -- +1 112 2ap 2 2ap 
. (P2 + a2) } .J4Pa _ __!2_ Io µo Xo P 
Q- 112 2ap p +a 560 at 
(
crµ 0 a
2) 3'2 [l _ '!'(5/2) + In (t/-r2) J 
t In (-r2/-r 1) In (-r2/'t ,) 
Io µop (a2crµo)J/2 
- 40fi,at -t - · (23) 
The reader should notice that the mtegrals in equation (21) 
have been evaluated m terms of rmg functions so as to follow 
the notation of Lee (1983). The necessary details can be found 
in Lee (1983) and Hobson (1955). 
TRANSIENT EM RESPONSE OF A MAGNETIC GROUND 
For the case of a magnetic ground where µ 1 is independent of 
frequency, one has from equat10ns (2), (6), and (8) that 
Io µo J f co e'"" rco e-'hA.µ1r 
E = - 2;- A -co nb2 Jo A.µ1 + n1µ0. 
(24) 
To proceed, one first interchanges the order of integrat10n 
and transforms the mtegral with respect to ro to one about part 
of the positive imaginary ro axis (see Figure 2) Notice that the 
mtegrals about the large quarter-circles vanish as a result of 
Jordan's lemma. When one writes ro = (A.2s/crµ 1)ein/l and ro = 
(A.2s/crµ 1)e- 3n•/2 for ro on the paths p+ and p-, respectively, 
then one has after integrating about the branch point the result 
j Im(w) 
0 R.t(w) 
FIG 2. The path for the contour mtegral for equation (24). 
__ Ioµo l r00 e-i.h r00 µ1µ0~ exp (-A.2ts/(crµ 1)) 
E- 1t A J0 nb2 J, (µf- µ6) + µ6 s 
A. 2rJ1(A.r) 
· J 1(A.p) ds dA. dh dr. (25) 
crµ1 
Now notice that the mtegrand for the integral over the 
cross-sect10nal area of the wire 1s slowly varymg because for 
t > 0 the mtegrals with respect to s or A are absolutely conver-
gent Accordmgly, r and h can be set equal to a and zero, 
respectively. By this means the mtegral can be approximated by 
nb2• This quantity will cancel the nb2 in the denominator, and 
accordmgly one has 
= _ Ioµoa ico lea J{s-=1)µ 0µ 1 exp [ -A.2ts/(crµ 1)] 
E 2 2 2 
1t I o (µ 1 - µo) + µo s 
. A. 2 J 1(A.a)J 1(A.p) dA. ds (26) 
crµ1 
The A mtegral may be evaluated by expanding the Bessel 
funct10ns as a power series m A. and then integrating term by 
term Employmg the result for the power senes of the product 
of two Bessel functions that has been given by Erdelyi et al. 
(1953, p IO), there results 
E=--- L - lmL -Ioµo p co (crµ 1a2)m+J/2 m (p)m 
1tta m=O 4t n=O a 
r(m + 5/2) 
n'(n + l)!(m - n)!(m - n + 1)!' 
m which 
rco ~µOµl ds 
Im= J, (µf _ µ6) + µ~s S2m+5/2" 
Notice that at the later stages of the transient 
Io µo (crµ1 a2)J/2 3Jrr. 




In general Im must be evaluated numerically However, it is 
possible to find an approx1mat10n for Eat the later stages 1f one 
assumes that 
µ1 = µo[l + Xo] 




FIG. 3. Geometry for the element of the loop of wire. 
When one expands equat10n (29) as a Taylor series about the 
point Xo = 0, then one learns that 
E = - Ioµop (a2crµo)J/2 - 19loXoP (a2crµo)3/2 (31) 
40Jnat t 560Jnat t 
Now notice that equation (31) could have been obtamed by 
allowmg t 1 -> 0 m equations (3) and (23) given prev10usly By 
this means, I have provided a check on the solutions. 
When one examines equation (27) or (31), one sees that 
eventually the electric field will decay as t- 512 • This form of 
decay is the same as that for a nonmagnetic ground. I will 
return to this point later. 
DISCUSSION 
From equation (1), one has that the voltage V mduced m a 
receiving loop is given by 
V = 1 E cos (1j1) dt (32) 
Here, ljl 1s the angle between the qirect10n of the electric field 
and the line element of the rece1vmg loop (see Figure 3). A 
better idea of the meaning of equation (16) can be had by 
examinmg a number of limiting cases. 
The simplest limitmg case which one can consider is that for 
a magnetic ground. If one were to examine equation (31), for 








I 14 (34) 
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One sees, therefore, that a weakly magnetic ground will 
eventually behave as a nonmagnetic ground of a different con-
duct1v1ty. The same conclusion would have followed if I had 
used equat10n (29) instead of equat10n (31). 
In marked contrast to this, however, 1s the behavior of a 
superparamagnet1c ground. If one considers the case for which 
the transm1ttmg loop coincides with the receiving loop, then 
the voltage mduced in the receiver at the later stages will be 
(35) 
Equation (35) shows that although Xo is small, the term 
In (2a/b) need not be This term will be the dommant one for 
sufficiently small b and large a. Consequently, the voltage 
decays like 1/t Results are given m Table 1 for two different 
values of Xo. Those results illustrate the last pomt. They also 
show the percentage contribut10n to the total vol.age that the 
first term makes. 
Suppose that a transmitting loop is separate from the receiv-
ing loop and the wires of the transmitting and receiving loops 
do not cross each other. For this case, the observed voltage will 
be descnbed by equat10n (36) below. [For the case where the 
w1res do cross each other, equation (36) must be modified by 
using the exact expression for ~(p) in the v1c1mty of the crossed 
wires; see equation (A-2) of the Appendix.] Then 
1 [(p2 + a1)2 J (p2 + a2)} 
-2 ~ +1 Q-1/2 ~ dt 
_ ~ Io µo Xo (cr 1µ0 a1 ) 3' 2 
560 at t 
[
l _ 1j1(5/2) + _ln_(t/_t2_) J 
In (t 2 /t 1) In (t 2 /ti) 
i I µ (a2crµ )3/2 i · p cos ('l') dt - fa --0 p cos (1j1) dt. t 40 nat t 1 
(36) 
Notice the absence of the term In (2a/b) has reduced the 
contnbut1on of the first term. Nevertheless, 1t is still true that 
the transient will eventually decay as 1/t. 
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Xo 0.1 Xo = 0.01 
Time (ms) v (T/V) x 100 v (T/J1x100 
.1 6.05 x 10-2 
.2 2.57 x 12-2 
.3 1.63 x 10-2 
.4 1.19 x 10-2 
.5 9.42 x 10-3 
.6 - 7.78 x 10-J 
.7 6.63 x 10-3 
.8 5.78 x 10-J 
.9 5.12 x 10-J 
1.0 4.59 x 10-J 
2.0 2.27 x 10-J 
3.0 1.51 x 10-J 
4.0 1.13 x 10-• 
5.0 9.03 x 10-• 
6.0 7.52 x 10-• 
7.0 6.44 x 10-• 
8.0 5.64 x 10-• 
9.0 - 5.01 x 10-• 
10.0 - 4.51 x 10-• 
Lee (1977) showed that the apparent resistivity of a conduc-
ting ground, Pa ( = 1/cr), at the later stages of the transient is 
given approximately by 
~ µo a2 (I 0 Jnacrµ 0) 213 
Pa tsf3 20V (37) 
For large t, one has that 
Pa ex: 1/t. (38) 
This equation shows that the apparent res1st1v1t1es will decrease 
with time. 
One sees from tlus <liscuss10n that the usual methods of 
mterpreting the response of a umform ground give unsatis-
factory results for the case where the ground is super-
paramegnetlc All one can do is to try the methods which Lee 
(1983) advocated to interpret the results over a thm super-
paramagnetic layer Meanwhile, there 1s a need for some rock 
properties to be measured so that one can gam an idea of the 
quantities i: 1, i:2 , and Xo· 
It is mterestmg to compare the transient EM response of a 
uniform ground with the response of a ground where only the 
top layer is superparamagnetic. 
In the case where the superparamagnetic material was con-
fined to a thm top layer of the ground of thickness d, one had 
that 
V ::::: _ Io aµo Xo d 
bt In (i: 2 /i:i) 
- Jnaµo Io (crµo a1)312 
20t t 
(39) 
Further, when separate transm1ttmg and rece1vmg loops are 
used one has from equat10n (38) of Lee (1983) that 
V __ Io µo Xo db f 4 (a 1 




















1.48 x 10-2 
- 4.13 x 10-J 
2.19 x 10-J 
1.47 x 10-J 
1.10 x 10-J 
8. 78 x 10-• 
7 .31 x 10-• 
- 6.26 x 10-• 
- 5.48 x 10-• 
- 4.87 x 10-• 
2.32 x 10-• 
1.52 x 10-• 
1.14 x 10-• 
9.08 X 10-s 
7.55 X 10-s 
6.47 X 10-s 
5.65 X 10-s 
5.02 X 10-s 
- 4.52 X 10-s 
Io µo dxo crµo f , 
- In (i:
2
/i: i)l 6t2 J G(p/a, a/p) cos ('I') dt 
Ioaµo (aµoa2)3/2 l 
- -y- -- p cos ('I') dt. 





















Here G(p/a, a/p) is equal to p/a, for p < a, or equal to a/p for 
p >a. 
When one compares equations (39) and (40) with equations 
(35) and (36), the following pomts can be made. First, the effect 
of the radius of the wire on the transients is very different m 
both cases. In the case of a superparamagnetic layer, one sees 
that the effect of separating the transmitter and receiver 1s to 
transfer the term b from the denominator to the numerator, and 
accordingly the effect of the top layer of superparamagnetic 
material is greatly reduced. 
In the case of a superparamagnet1c half-space, however, the 
effect of the wire thickness 1s quite different. Form that case the 
loop radius appears as In (2a/b) where the transm1ttmg loop 
coincides with the receivmg loop. On the other hand, in the case 
where the transmitter 1s separate from the receiver, the radius of 
the wire does not enter into the equation at all. Taken together, 
these last two remarks show that for the case of a super-
paramagnet1c ground the effect of separatmg the transm1ttmg 
and receiving loops is much less than m the case where the 
superparamagnetlc effect anses because of a thin layer of super-
paramagnetic material 
The second point to be made is that 1t may not always be 
possible to allow for the effect of superparamagnetlc materials 
when mterpretmg transient EM data. This conclus10n 1s con-
dit1onal on more work being done on this problem. In order for 
this work to be done, however, it is essential that the suscepti-
b1hty and the time constants of various superparamagnetic 
materials be measured. It 1s only then that more detailed calcu-
lat10ns can be made. 
860 
Fmally, I remark that when the results presented here are 
combmed with those of Lee (1981), one sees that, 1f one allows 
for the electrical properties of the ground to vary with fre-
quency, then by a study of the theory of transient e!ectro-
magnetics one is led m qmte a natural way to the study of 
mineral d1scnmmatlon by means of the spectral characteristics 
of the electrical properties of the various minerals. 
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APPENDIX 
If a is the average radms of the wire loop (i.e., the distance 
from the center of the current loop to the middle of the wire 
thickness) and if A(p) is calculated for filaments of average 
height b above the ground (1.e., the wire lies on the ground), 
then 
lfb I~ 7tb2A(p) = - (a + s) · 
a -b -./bl-s2 
· f" e-b).-z).J 1[A.(a + s)]J 1(A.p) dz ds dA. (A-1) 
Lee 
and 
1 f b f ./b2-s' (a + s) 
= ~ -b -Jb2-s2 1tJ(a + s)p . 
[
(b + z)2 + p2 + (a + s)2] d 
· Q111 2p(a + s) z ds (A-2) 
(see result no. 11.401 of Wheelan, 1968). 
If a = p, then the argument of the ring function is close to 
umty, and consequently the express10n for A(p) can be approxi-
mated by usmg the asymptotic form of the ring functions near 
their singularities (see Magnus et al. 1960, p 196). 
Accordmgly for this case 
1 fb I Jb2-s2 1 (a+ s) 
7tb2A(p) = - - - · 
a -b -./b'-s' 27t J(a + s)p 
· In [(b + z)
2 
+ 
82] dz ds 
4a(a + s) 
1 fb I~ ~ - 21ta -b -./b2-s' . 
· In [(b + z)2 + 82] dz ds 
4a(a + s) 
1 Ib 11n 
= - 21ta -br Jo 
I (
r
2 + 2br cos 8 + b1) 
. n 4a1 d8 dr 







(see result no. 4.2214 of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980). There-
fore 
A(p) = In (2a/b)/(1ta). (A-6) 
However, 1f I a - p I ~ b, then equation (A-2) can be approxi-
mated as 
1 I b I~ a (p2 + a1) 7tb 2A(p) = - -- Q112 --- dz ds 
a -b -./b2-s2 7tFP 2pa 
(A-7) 
whence 
1 (p2 + a1) 
A(p) = 1tFP Ql/2 ~ (A-8) 
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Inversion of Transient Electromagnetic Data 
From a Spherical Conductor 
TERRY J. LEE 
Abstract-This paper considers the problem of inverting single loop 
transient electromagnetic data from a spherical conductor. 
First, analytical expressions are presented for the transient voltage, 
and then the various partial derivatives of this voltage with respect to 
the parameters of the ground are found. Secondly, it is shown how all 
these expressions can be used with existing inversion schemes, such as 
the Marquardt or ridge regression scheme for the inversion of data. 
Finally, results are presented to show that, even when the transient data 
is contaminated by 20-percent random noise, good estimates for the 
earth parameters can be found. In this case, however, only 4 parameter 
combinations are well resolved. Further, when there is only 5-percent 
noise present in the data, it is still not possible to resolve more than 5 
sets of parameters. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
F OR AT LEAST the last ten years there has been a growing interest in the inversion of electrical and electromagnetic 
data by a method known as ridge regression. As far back as 
1974, Ware et al. [l l] discussed the inversion of horizontal 
loop sounding data. More recently Petrick et al. have described 
a method of inverting three-dimensional resistivity data using 
alpha centers [2]. Basing their analysis on a previously pub-
lished algorithm by Jupp and Vozoff [3], Jupp and Vozoff [4] 
have described their results for the inversion of two-dimensional 
magnetotelluric data. It comes as a surprise to find that, de-
spite such a rich literature devoted to the inversion of steady-
state electromagnetic data and resistivity data, there is practi-
cally nothing written on the inversion of time domain data. 
Transient electromagnetic data from a layered ground has 
been inverted by Rodriguez-Ovejero [5]. However, the results 
of this Master of Science thesis have still to be published. In 
any case, nonlayered cases are the most frequently occurring 
situations. There is a need then to be able to invert data from 
discreet ore bodies that are appro'~imately spherical. 
The purpose of this paper is to describe the results we have 
obtained by using the inversion subroutines ofDr.D.L.B. Jupp 
to invert time domain electromagnetic data from a buried spheri-
cal conductor. The theoretical basis of Dr. D.L.B. Jupp's 
programs have been described in a paper by Jupp and Vozoff 
[3]. The transient electromagnetic data to be inverted was 
generated by solving the integral equation for the electrical 
fields about a spherical conductor in a poorly conducting 
halfspace. The solution of the appropriate integral equation 
has been descirbed by Lee [6]. The actual geometry is shown 
in Fig. 1. 
Manuscript received September 30, 1982, revised June 8, 1983. 
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Fig. 1. Loop traversing a buried sphere. 
II. ANALYSIS 
Suppose that a sphere of conductivity a3 radius band perme-
ability µ 0 lies at a depth d in a uniform ground of conductivity 
a2 and permeability µ0 • When a step currentofheightJ0 flows 
in a loop of radius a and at a distance p from the vertical axis 
of the sphere, then a transient voltage V(t) will be measured. 
This voltage may be considered to be made up of two others: 
Vp(t), the voltage of the uniform ground, that is the voltage 
that would be measured when there was no spherical conductor 
present, and Vs(t), a voltage that arises because of the presence 
of the conducting sphere. Expressions for these voltages have 
been found previously (see Lee [6] ). 
From equations (29), (41), (43), and (50) of Lee [6], one 
has that 
V(t) = Vp(t) + Vs(t) 
where 
2(-1)' (2j + 2)! (a2a
4
2tµo)j+i 




V - 3µoa2 Io ii -zwt{_!__ [T2 + T2 ] WM1 
s - 4 e k 3 11 01 WM 11 c 2 
(I) 
0196-2892/84/0100-0014$01.00 © 1984 IEEE 
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Rl(w) 
-------
1 {21T a 
Toi=- - -UdO 






1T U cos(} d(} 
where 
Fig. 2. Path for the contour integral. 
Here c denotes that the integral is taken about a path shown in and 
Fig. 2. 
WMn = bk3jn+1 (bk3)jn(bk2)- (bk2)jn(bk3)jn+1(bk2) 
WM~ = bk3jn+ 1 (bk3) hMbk2) - (bk2) jn(bk3) h~-1 (bk2) 
WNn = -
1
- [WMn- 1(n + lr+ nWMn+1] 2n + 1 
1 1 [ 1() 1 WMn=-- WMn-i n+l +nWMn+i] 
2n + 1 
h1 =yq - /1.2 
h0 =ill.. 
In writing down these equations displacement currents have 
been neglected. 
This expression for V(t) was found by the solution of an in-
tegral equat10n and is only valid for a poorly conducting ground. 
As the solution stands, a considerable amount of computing is 
required in order to compute answers from it. Because of this, 
Lee [7] sought to find an alternative expression for this volt-
age. Such a solution has been found, but subject to the restric-
tion that the conductivity of the ground is quite small. So as 
to highlight some of the characteristics of the equations used 
here, some of this previous analysis will be repeated here. This 
should allow the reader to follow better the subsequent de-
velopments and to allow him to appreciate the limitations to 
be placed on the data to be inverted. 
To proceed, one has to find approximations to the integrals 
in (3), which are valid for a poorly conducting ground. To this 
end one notices that 
1 L21T a T11 = - cos (} -a U d(} 2tr 0 d 
P=yp 2 + a2 - 2ap cos(} . 
The function U can now be approximated by noting that 
2 [ a2 Joo "-U= - - - -eih1d J. (/l.P) d/I. k~ ad 2 0 ih 1 ° 
since 
ih1 = ±iyk~ - /1.2 
= - y/1.2 - k~ 
k 2 >/I. on P± 
k 2 <A. on P± 
respectively the integrals can be readily evaluated by using re-
sults 2.54, 6.48, and 6.50 of Oberhettinger [8]. By this means 
one finds that 
2 a2 eik2R 2 
U=+----- -k~ ad 2 R k~ 
on P±, respectively. 
Expanding the Bessel functions and neglecting the higher 
order terms in both the real and the imaginary terms one has 
that 
[ 1 k~ d (k2 ~ 2 7r U ~ - - - - ln - (R + d) ± - ik + i - k2 d R 8 4 3 2 16 2 
Therefore 
where 
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=a 2 J~ e-MA.J1("A.a)loCAp)d"'A 
0 
a3 
p=O (a 2 + a2)3/2 • 
=a2 [k3(a 2 -p2 -d2)E(k)+ kK(k) J 
87T(ap) 312a(l - k2) 21T(ap)lf2a ' p=l=O 
and k 2 = 4 ap/(d2 +(a+ p)2), Luke [9] K(k) and E(k) are the 
complete ellipitic integrals of the first and second kinds. 
2 1 2 Tu""' 4/2 
a 
f2 =a2 I~ e-M11 ("A.p)J1 ("'Aa)A.d"'A 
0 
= 0, p = 0 
2 1T(ap~~~~l _ k 2 ) {(1- t k 2)E(k)- (1- k 2)K(k)} 
p=l=O. 
Luke [9]: 
= 0, p = 0 
= 7Tk(~;) 1/ 2 [(1 - tk2)- E(k)], p =I= 0. 
The remaining quantities that must be computed are the WMl, 
WM1 , WNL and WN1 factors. Along p+ and p-the WMl and 
WNl terms are easily split into real and imaginary parts by re-
placing the spherical Hankel functions hh by jn ± iyn on P±, 
respectively. Since 1t has been shown that there are no poles 
in the spectrum when a2 = 0, (see p. 325 [6] ). We may 
expand the factors WM 1 /WM1 and WN1 /WN1 in power of 
k 2 b. This can be done once the Bessel functions involving 
these quantities are also expanded in powers of k 2 b. 
The relevant expansions of WMifWMl and WN1 /WN1 are 
WM1 (k2 b)3 j 2 (k3 b) 
WMl""' 3 . .(. (k2 b) 2 • ) (k2b) 12(k3b)+3zv_0 (k3b)-k;bJi(k3b) 
WN1 ""' 2(k2 b) 3 ""'_ '}:_ i (k b)3 + 4(k2 b)5 
WNl 2(k2b)2+3i 3 2 9 
Notice that when a2 = 0 the contour of Fig. 2 is replaced by 
an integral about the poles of the integrand which are at (k 3 b) = 
n1T, n = 1, 2, · · ·. Accordmgly this resonance response consti-
tutes the first term in the asymptotic expansion. The other 
terms still involve integrals about the negative w axis. 
Combining the results that we have obtained so far yields 
(after writing w =-is in the integrals along the branch cut) 
the approximate expression for Vs. 
Vs= 3 µoa
2lo ~ J: e-iwt .!!.._ j 2(byfiwa 3µ 0 ) 
2 ~ J 1 6a 4 j0 (byfiwa 3µ 0 ) 
4 I~ 4 I~ bs + - I b3pk5 e-st ds + - / 2 - k4 e-st ds 45 o 3 2 9 o 3 a2 2 
Here ki has been redefined as k1 = yf(ajµo b2 s). The bar on 
the integral denotes the Cauchy principal value and R l (x) de-
notes that only the real part of x is added to Vs. 
The integrals in the equation above have been integrated by 
Lee [7]. If we set (3 2 = a3µ 0 b2, a 2 = a2 /a3 we find the fol-
lowing expression for Vs. 
3µ 0 b3/ 0 7T 2 2 a
2 
'1iT pµolo ( b2)sf2J Vs""' 2 2 (I 1 +I 2 ) D + 2 - 4 ---:;f2 a2µo 3 a (3 b t 
2 3 3µob3 2 2 
+Sa aµolol1l+2TC(I 1 +/2 ) 
+ ! µolob 12(a µ b2)2 
3 t3 3 2 0 
where 
D= '£, e-n2rr2t/f32, (32=a3µob2, a2=a2/a3. 
n=l 
+ ....fITf3!(2 t3f2) _ r(~) f33/(3 tsf2) 
C = a 3 [(2 t - '}:_)1- (3 
3
v'7T] . 
2 3 12 t 512 
It was also shown m Lee [6] that alternative expressions for J 
for (3 2 / t small are 
-.Jiif35 [ 1 (32 (34 (33 
1
""' t 712 24 + 72t + l60t 2 + 288t 3 
(38691 (310 J 
+ +--302400t4 552t 5 • 
See(A9)ofLee [6]. 
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The interpretation of these equations is that the solution 
consists of three parts. The first is that due to the transients in 
a uniform ground. The second term is the resonant response 
of the sphere, and the third term has been interpreted as a series 
of waves that cater for the interaction of the resonant currents 
and those of the uniform ground. Further discussion of these 
equations can be found in Lee [7] . 
Notice that the derivation of the equations requires that if l 
is a typical length, then k 2 l must be small. This is equivalent 
to requiring that a2 µ 0 l 2/t be small. See Lee [7] for further 
discussion on this matter. Subject ot this restriction, the ex-
pression can be used as a starting point to develop the remain-
ing necessary equations to allow transient data to be inverted. 
As shown by Jupp and Vozoff [3] and other writers on in-
version techniques, all the computer routines start from some 
initial set of values that are assumed for the parameters, and 
then try to step in the direction of the parameter space that 
will best minimize the error between the calculated voltages 
and the measured voltages. In order to find the direction for 
this step, it is necessary to compute the partial derivatives with 
respect to the various parameters of the model. Further, as 
shown by Jupp and Vozoff [3], these derivatives are needed 
in order to gain a better estimate for the parameters. For 
these reasons, expressions must be found for the partial deriva-
tives of V( t) with respect to the various parameters of the model. 
As shown below, these derivatives may be conveniently written 
in terms of the derivatives of the quantities / 1 , / 2 , / 3 , C, J, and 
D with respect to the various parameters. Further, in the case 
of the functions C, J, and D, it is convenient first to calculate 
the derivative of these quantities with respect to a and (3. 





- 211. "" e_f32n2/t [9{32n2 - 8{34n4 + 2n6{36] n~ n 2 tsfz t1f2 t 9/2 
8983 (3 8 15(3 10 J 
+ 302400 f4 + 552 t 5 
3C 
f 2(-l)i(2j+ 2) ! (2j+ 1.5) (a 2a42tµ0)i+o.s j=O (2j+5)j!(j+ 1) ! (j+2)! 
an= f, (e-n2rr2t/{J2 (2n 2: 2t)) 
a{3 n=I (3 
a11 1 
-=--1 
ad a 4 
a11 1 
-=--I 
ap a s 
a12 1 
-=--/ 
ad a s 
where 
3a4 d I - p =O 
4 - (a2 + d2)Sf2' 
[ 
2k3 a3 dE(k) kda 3 
= 16a(l - k2)(ap)312 +((a+ p)2 + d 2) 
. [3k2(a z - pz - d2) E(k) 
l6a(l - k2)(ap) 312 
k 3(a 2 -p2 - d 2)(E(k) - K(k)) 
+-~------......,.--
l6ak(l - k2)(ap)312 
2k4(a 2 - p2 - d 2)(E(k)) K(k) 
+ --"----'----'--'----"--~ + -~--
I 6a(l - k 2 ) 2 (ap )312 4(ap) 1f2a 
+ k (E(k) - (1 - k2) K(k)\ll 2 
4a(ap) 112 k(l - k2) JJJ 11 
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15 = 0, p = 0 
= a
3k (K(k)-E(k)(I-tk2)_\ 
2rr(ap)3!2 ~ 1 - k2 J 
3d 2 E(k) 
- rra2p ((p + a)2 + d2)3/2(1 - k2) 
[
2(2 - k 2) E(k) - (1 - k2) K(k)] 
((a+ p)2 + d2)sf2(3(l _ k2)2) · 
Combining the results of all of the above equations, one learns 
that 
aV(t) = aVp(t) + 5a 2 .,fir l3p~0 10 (a2µ0 b2)512 
aa2 aa2 b2 8a2 t ·12 
2_Ioµob3 (12 +12) 3 ac 
+ 2~ 1 2a a 4 a va2 a 
3 a 3 a2 .,fir !3 pµo 5 1 
+ - - aµo Ioli J + - - -- . - . -
5 G2 b2 4 t 7/ 2 2 G2 
. (a µ b2)s/2 + 25 y:;rµolob I~ (a µ b2)s/2 
2 0 8 t7/2 2 0 
G2 
+ 20µo Io 12 (a µ b2)2 
3 t3 3 2 0 
·-+--C I -+I - +---a11 3µob
3 ( a11 a/2) 8 µofob 
ap a 2 1 ap 2 ap 3 t 3 
. I (a µ b2)2 a13 
3 2 o ap 
Suppose that the voltages are known at the coordinates (x, y) 
of a rectangular grid on the ground and the coordinates of the 
point directly above the sphere are (x0 , y 0 ), then 
P = V((x - Xo) 2 + (y - y 0) 2) 
and 
aV(t) aV(t)(x0 -x) --=--~--'-
axo ap p 
av(t) aV(t)(yo-y) 
--=--~~~ 
ayo ap p 
Once the formulas for the derivatives have been found, it is 
possible to consider the problem of "inverting" the voltages so 
as to obtain the parameters of the assumed model of the ground. 
In this case the actual parameters are a2 , a3 , b, d, x 0 , and Yo. 
This analysis is completed by ensuring that the inversion 
problem discussed here is well posed. To this end, two consider-
ations must be borne in mind. The first of these is that the data 
is about the same. The second is that some consideration has 
to be given to the relative sizes of the parameters. Because 
the relative range of the parameters is quite large, we have chosen 
to use the logarithms of the actual parameters. This also forces 
the parameters to be positive, for the exponential function is 
always greater than or equal to zero. 
Further, since the transient voltages can vary through several 
decades, we have decided not to use the actual voltages but the 
logarithm of the voltages. The problem therefore is to find 
which values of log(a2 ), log(a3 ), log(b), log(d), log(x0 ), and 
log(y0 ) will minimize S where 
N 
s = L: (log c~/ ~d)) 2 . 
i=l 
Here V, is the calculated voltage and ~d is the measured volt-
age or that voltage that would be obtained if measurements were 
made over the spherical conductor described above. The sub-
script i denotes the ith value of the voltage which may be due 
to a measurement made at a new position or a different time. 
There are N such voltages. Notice that the coordinate system 
used has to be placed well away from the center of the anomaly 
so that only positive values of x 0 and Yo are used. 
The inversion subroutines, written by Dr. D.L.B. Jupp and 
described by Jupp and Vozoff [3], require the derivatives of S 
with respect to the various parameters. If qi represents any 
one of the parameters, a2 , a3 , b, d,x0 , or y 0 , then 
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as N q1 aVi 
--=2 L: log(J!f!Jifd)·-·-. 
a log q1 1 : 1 ~ a% 
All the derivatives can be calculated with the aid of the results 
given above. 
Ill. RESULTS 
Dr. D.L.B. Jupp's program allows for a number of different 
methods of inversion. The special option used for this study 
ensured that the inversions were performed using the normal 
Marquardt method. As discussed by Jupp and Vozoff [3], the 
inversion scheme regroups the parameters into another set p, 
say in such a way that the regrouped set is related to the original 
set x, say by the equation 
P=S 1 Vrx. 
Here S 1 is the largest singular value of the generalized inverse 
of the Jacobian matrix. See Jupp and Vozoff [3] equation 
(2.21). The matrix Vis a matrix that rotates the parameter 
space. For all the cases studied here a standard model was used. 
This model consisted of a set of data to which a percentage of 
random noise could be added and a model which was specified 
by a set of parameters for which estimates were available. The 
actual value of the parameters·, the initial value of the param-
eters given to the computer program and the final values of the 
parameters after inversion for the different computer runs are 
shown in Table I. The distinguishing quantity for each of the 
runs was the level of random Gaussian noise relative to differ-
ent percent levels in the data. The level of that noise is also 
shown in the table. 
The data to be inverted consisted of the voltages that would 
be measured by a circular loop in the vicinity of the sphere. A 
given noise level was added to eacn voltage. The acutal posi-
tion of the loop center was controlled by a rectangle of the 
coordinates (x, y). The coordinates of the respective vertices 
were (100, 400), (300, 400), (300, 150), and (100, 150), 
respectively. 
The voltage was assumed to be measured within and -on the 
sides of the rectangle at points that defined a fifty-meter square 
grid. At these stations the voltages were assumed to be known 
for times of t• 1, 2, 3, and 4 ms. It is important to recall when 
looking <1t the results that the original parameters q are related 
to the x parameter by 
X; = log(q;), i = 1, 6. 
Tables II, III, and IV summarize the results of the calculations. 
These tables show the actual V matrix after inversion, the rela-
tive sizes of the singular values of the Jacobian, and the damp-
ing factors of the various parameters. See equation (2.7.1) of 
Jupp and Vozoff [3]. The important thing to notice about the 
dampmg factors and the singular values is their relative sizes. 
As shown by Jupp and Vozoff [3] the parameters may be 
classed mto two groups: those that are well resolved and those 
that are poorly resolved. Whether or not a parameter is well 
resolved depends upon the noise level of the data and the nor-
malized singular values of the Jacobian. These quantities allow 
a damping factor to be assigned to a given parameter or com-
bination of actual parameters. For the inversion techniques 
described here, the parameters are well resolved if their damp-
ing factors are well above 0.5 and are poorly resolved if their 
TABLE I 
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SINGULAR VALUES, DAMPING FACTORS, AND THE V MATRIX FOR THE 
FINAL MODEL 
(The data had 5-percent noise present.) 
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TABLE III 
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TABLE IV 
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damping factors are 0.5 or less. An inspection of Tables II, 
III, and IV shows that only 5 parameters are well resolved for 
the model with 5 percent noise and only 4 parameters are 
resolved by the time the noise level has reached 20 percent. 
This is despite the fact that good estimates have been found for 
the parameters of the ground. The suggestion is made, there-
fore, that for the time range considered here other geophysical 
data would be required in order to satisfactorily interpret tran-
sient data from a spherical conductor. Further, the fact that 
only 5 parameters have been well resolved, even for low noise 
data, can be interpreted by saying that the background conduc-
tivity of the ground must be considered in inverting transient 
data. The conclusion follows once one notices that once this 
quantity has been fixed then there are 5 well-resolved param-
eters among the 5 remaining unknown quantities. 
The table for the V matrix allows the interpreter to say some-
thing of the way in which the parameters of the model are 
grouped. Just as Jupp and Vozoff [3] have interpreted the 
output of their program for the inversion of resistivity data in 
terms of lengths and conductivities, we may also do the same. 
It should be borne in mind, however, that, although the V 
matrix can provide some insight into the problem of parameter 
groupings, there is need for experience by a variety of users 
before any general rule can be laid down. 
In looking at the V matrix one sees that the first parameter 
can be interpreted as an incre::is~ in the size of the sphere off-
setting a greater depth of burial. The second a,nd third param-
eters are the horizontal coordinates for the center of the sphere 
and do not group significantly with any of the other parameters. 
This result could have been expected because of the symmetry 
of the circular conductor. Also these parameters have the 
property that they are invariant with regard to the other param-
eters with respect to translations. Interestingly, these param-
eters would be the best resolved by inspection from the field 
data. The fourth parameter of the table is easier to interpret 
This quantity is quite different from the {3 2 quantity we have 
frequently seen in our equations and its ultimate interpreta-
tion must await further analytical as well as numerical investi-
gations of the problem examined in this paper. Notice that an 
increase in the noise level of the data does not substantially 
alter this discussion. 
The conclusion is that commonly-used inversion schemes can 
be used for the inversion of time domain electromagnetic data. 
Further, such schemes result in some parameter combinations 
which are not easy to interpret. In any case, single loop tran-
sient electromagnetic data obtained at the later stages of the 
~ransient appears to be insufficient to fix all the parameters of 
a buried spherical conductor. 
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The Detection of Induced Polarization with a 
Transient Electromagnetic System 
ROGER J. G. LEWIS AND TERRY J LEE 
Abstract-The study of two-dimensional TEM models consisting ofa 
·linder in a conductive host using measured rock properties show that 
2M surveys are capable of detecting induced polanzation (IP) effects. 
case history showing a comparable type of response 1s presented. 
1e IP effects manifest themselves in extreme cases as negatives in the 
>ponse and in other cases as anomalously high apparent resistivities. 
1e models used allow a study of the variation of responses produced 
varying the Cole-Cole constant for the cylinder properties. The 
·suits suggest that the different parameters produced distinct effects 
the response. If the rock properties reported in the literature are cor-
:t, it appears quite feasible to observe IP effects via TEM using an 
grounded system. There may also occur a set of negatives in the re-
•onse of a cylinder which are associated with high-conductivity con-
1tsts and geometrical effects. In the cases studied these two groups 
) readily distinguished. IP effects might be interpreted from a family 
zero responses (when these occur), apparent resistiVIty /time sections 
by stripping away the host rock response and comparison with a uni-
·m polarizable ground. There is a great deal of geometrical informa-
n about the scattering body at early times our of reach of many 
iratemporary mstruments. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
NDUCED polanzatlon (IP) surveys are widely used m the ex-
ploration for sulphide n11nera1Izat10n The convent10nal IP 
!thod and the magnetic mduced polanzatlon method (MIP) 
th require that current be passed mto the ground via at least 
"\1anuscript received January 14, 1983; revised June 27, 1983 This 
>rk was partially supported by a grant from Peko-Wallsend Lmuted 
llR. J. G. Lewis IS with the Geology Department, Umvers1ty of Tas-
m1a, Hobart, 70001, Austraha. 
mr J. Lee 1s with Geopeko, D1v1s1on of Peko-Wallsend Operations, 
mted, Gordon, N S.W , 2072, Australia 
two current electwde~. The lra<l1l10nal IP method requires the 
use of other grounded electrodes for potential measurement, 
though in MIP these are replaced by a sensit1V1te magnetometer 
and the electrode geometry is selected to max1m1ze electric 
flux collect1on by a conductive body [l]. More recently similar 
techmques have been descnbed for the measurement of re-
s1sl1V1ty by Edwards et al [2]. The possibility of elimmating 
the physical connections with the ground completely and the 
poss1b11Ity of ach1ev111g an airborne IP system usmg entireiy 
electromagentic methods has been recogmzed for over a decade 
[3], [ 4]. We show that in at least some cased IP effects are 
readily detectable in TEM results and indicate certam charac-
tenstics of the TEM responses of polanzable bodies that appear 
to be of diagnostic value. 
Hohmann et al. [3] studied theoretical models at frequencies 
below 30 Hz and made field measurements 111 the range 15-
1500 Hz 111 an effort to evaluate the potential of an inductive 
IP system. Only amplitude measurements were used and it 
was shown that the observations could be fitted by simple 
structures made up of nonpolanzable matenals. The conclu-
s10n from this study was that amphtude measurements alone 
were unl!kely to be of use m determimng the presence of an 
IP response but the question of the use of phase measurements 
was left open. Smee that time, phase measurements with stan-
dard electncal IP have been widely used [ 5] and ftirther de-
tailed measurements of the phase responses of in sztu minerali-
zation have become available [ 6 J. 
Among the results of Hohmann et al. [3] 1s an mteresting 
observation that at the Northern Lights test site the resitivity 
0196-2892/84/0100-0069$01.00 © 1984 IEEE 
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Fig. 1 Total magnetic intensity profiles across NKW. The anomaly between 9900E and lOOOOE appears to be associated 
with the mmeralizat10n. 
obtamed by conventional and mductive methods differed 
significantly This may be an indication of polarization effects 
in light of the followmg discussion on apparent resistivities as 
measured with TEM. 
There have been suggestions in the literature for some time 
that IP effects may manifest themselves as anomalous negative 
responses in transient electromagnetic (TEM) measurements 
[26]. In this sense, negative is taken to mean m the opposite 
sign to the TEM response of a single loop system on a uniform 
earth of real conductivity [7]. The fact that induced polariza-
tion effects could cause the transient response of a dipole on a 
umform ground to change sign was pomted out by Bhatta-
charyya [8]. Bhattacharyya [9] also gave a discuss10n of the 
significance of displacement currents whose effect are also 
equivalent to a complex conductivity. 
This possibility for uniform and layered grounds has been 
discussed by Morrison et al. [10] who showed that negative 
TEM responses could arise in layered structure responses 
where extreme IP parameters were present. Rathor [11] con-
sidered the effects of IP properties of umform grounds on 
various geophysical measurements and concluded that the ef-
fects of polarization should be discernable m the field. 
It should be noted that the works discussed above have used 
conductivity spectra which differ significantly from the Cole-
Cole model used here. 
Lee [12], [13] mvestigated the effect of polarizable materials 
upon TEM responses of a sphere in free space using the mea-
sured properties of rocks as a basis of discussion. This work 
showed that the sign of the response would change from nor-
mal to negative with the passing of time. While this result is of 
interest its application to real cases must be considered doubt-
ful in view of the effect of a conductmg host rock upon TEM 
responses [ 14] . 
The response of a umform halfspace of polarizable material 
has been studied by Lee [15]. These results also show a nega-
tive response at late times and are especially mteresting as 
some light is shed on the subleties of the mathematical basis 
for the anomalous TEM effects. Further, these results show 
that the late time decay for a polarizable halfspace is at a quite 
different rate than that of a ground of real conduct1V1ty. 
In addition, actual TEM surveys have often produced anom-
alous negative TEM responses where it is known or suspected 
that polarizable media are present, e.g., Spies [16]. 
More recently, Weidelt [ 17] has shown that single loo;, 
transient data will be of the same sign for arbitrary structure 
provided that the conductivity and magnetic permeability aro 
frequency mdependent. 
II. A CASE HISTORY 
To illustrate the type of effect occasionally observed i; 
actual surveys and long suspected of being due to the presenc· 
of polarizable material, we present a brief case history from a· 
area in northern Australia. Here several dnll holes (SD-13 
SD-9, etc.) over a negative TEM anomaly have revealed sulphid 
mineralisation [27]. 
The local geology consists of three distmct rock types. Th 
oldest is a mineralized quartz staurolite schists overlain by 
fine-grained biotite schist. These basement rocks are expose• 
through a tectomc window in fine-grained porphyritic ad 
flow rocks or shallow intrusives. The surface exposures ir 
elude ironstones and gossans with boxworks. Below the su11 
face the gossans contam some cerussite. 
The rocks have undergone at least three deformations an•• 
the sulphides occur as anastomosing vems and stringers, on!. 
some of which area parallel to the main cleavage. The sulphide 
typically make up about 5 percent of the rock and those sarr 
pied by shallow drillmg are predominantly pyrite. 
The mineralization in this case is associated with a total fiel•· 
magnetic anomaly of up to 100 nT peak amplitude. It 11 
better defined on !me 9700N, the !me to the north of thao 
where the other geophysical measurements were made (Se 
Fig. 1 ). The cause of this anomaly is not clear at present. 
An ordmary induced polarization survey reveals resistivit. 
and chargeability anomalies in the region of the magneti 
anomaly ·(Fig. 2). The maximum chargeability observed m 
time slice with mean delay of 780 ms 1s 3.2 percent. The ar 
parent res1st1vit1es are m the range 329 to 20 n · m. 
A TEM survey was conducted on !me 9650N usmg a 100-r 
comcident loop and the SIROTEM instrument (Buselli an 
O'Ne!l [ 18 ]). Agam, the effects of the mineralization ar 
quite apparent from the results m Fig. 3 which shows all th 
observations. The effects of a grounded fence at 9700E ar 
qmte apparent and distmct from the effects of the mmeral 
zation further east. The most mteresting feature of the TE~ 
survey is that the response starts off normally at early time 
but becomes negative between channels 3 and 4 (between 1 ' 
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Fig. 2. IP and resistivity profiles from NKW. The chargeab11Jty high is at about the position of the magnetic anomaly. The 
lowest apparent resistivit1es lie further west. Collectively the chargeability high and resistivity low cover the area of 
anomalous TEM response. 
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Fig. 3. TEM results from NKW. Note that the early and late responses 
are essentially normal and greater than the tnid-t!me responses. 
j 2.0-ms mean delay) and reaches a maximum negative re-
mse at channel 3 (3.4-ms mean delay) From that time on 
: response becomes progressively more positive until at the 
•est observation time (channel 20, 33.4 ms) the response 1s 
'te normal. 
•\s will be. seen later, the response at 2 ms closely resembles 
.t expected from a cylinder in that there is a central positive 
h flanking negatives. 
rt is manifestly apparent that the response 1s generally less 
~r the mmeralization than elsewhere and that the decay over 
ange of times is more rapid than in the reg10ns away from 
mineralization. Both observations are at variance with the 
•1ple notion of slow decays over conductors. 
1 the following sections we show that some features of this 
'JOnse are obtained in theoretical two-dimensional models 
.h cylindrical polarizable bodies in a halfspace of real con-
;tivity. It is, however, not an exact companson for two 
;ons. The first is that the field case given is at least 2 t-di-
1sional (i.e., the loop used is not two-dimensional though 
the body may be) and secondly we are unable to compare the 
actual rock properties with those in the numerical models due 
to lack of measurements. Indeed, the paucity of detailed 
property measurements on Australian rocks will be a major 
problem in extending work of this type. 
III. NUMERICAL MODELS 
We have used the theory for a mode-matched solution de-
scribed by Howard [19] to calculate the steady-state electro-
magnetic response of a cylinder m a halfspace. The resulting 
frequency domain data was transformed to the time domain 
by the use of cubic splines [20]. The calculations allow all 
the conductivities to be complex so that IP effects can be in-
cluded. The necessity for a frequency-dependent conductivity 
to be complex is discussed in Fuller and Ward [21] and Weidelt 
[17). In essence it is a reqmrement for causality. Other cal-
culations of combmed IP-EM effects using complex conduc-
tivities have been presented by Hohmann [22]. In the results 
presented here the halfspace resistivity is always real. We have 




Fig. 4. The basic geometry for all the models discussed here SI and 
S2 are the conductivities which may be arbitrary complex functions 
of frequency. 
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Fig. 5. The basic formulae of the Cole-Cole model and the values used 
for the Kidd Creek parameters 
used the well-known Cole-Cole model [23] to describe the 
electrical properties of the cylmder. We have used as a starting 
point the actual rock properties measured by Pelton et al. [ 6] 
at the Kidd Creek deposit which may, in the absence of more 
extensive data, be taken as respresentative of the properties 
of the "massive sulphide" class of deposits. As it is of mterest 
to determine which of the four Cole-Cole parameters are re-
sponsible for particular features in the TEM response, we have 
studied cases where a smgle parameter is vaned systematically 
from the original Kidd Creek value. We also study certain 
other cases which shed light on the requirements for detecting 
the IP effects in a TEM survey and also certam real conduc-
tivity cases which are useful for comparative purposes. 
IV. RESULTS 
Fig. 4 shows the basic model used for all the cases presented 
here. The transmitting loop (TX) rs modeled by a step current 
flowmg m two parallel wires, but m opposite d1rect1ons. The 
receiving loop (RX) is similarly modeled The actual quantity 
calculated is volts per ampere per meter. 
We now turn to the cases using measured intluced polanza-
tion parameters or limiting cases. The properties of the Cole-
Cole model and the measured values for the Kidd Creek de-
posit are set out in equation (2) of Lee [15) (Fig. 5). First 
consider the TEM response of the structure where the cylmder 
has the real conductivity given by the zero frequency value of 
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Fig. 6 The response obtained with the standard model using the zerc 
frequency Kidd Creek conductivity for the cyllnder (6.4 X 10-2 s/m) 
Here, as mall subsequent models the loop width is 25 m, the cylinde. 
radius is 50 m and the center of the cylinder is at a depth of 100 m 
The background has a real conductivity of 5 X 10-3 s/m. Here a:• 
elsewhere NF refers to the number of frequency domain calculation:• 
that were used to produce the transient 
Fig 6 shows a typical response where the conductivity con 
trast is low, m this case 15.67 The response has a minimun 
over the cylinder and a maximum on either s:de Althougl 
more type cases should be calculated, it appears that a maxi 
mum occurs when the loop is a little less than the cylmde· 
depth, removed from the cylinder axis and at moderate times 
The corresponding apparent res1st1vity time section is showr 
m Fig 7. Below the line labeled 1 percent, the apparent resis 
tiv1ty is within that tolerance of the background res1st1vity Th( 
simplicity and form of the apparent resistivity ts remarkable. 
We next turn to the case when the conductivity of tht 
cylinder is that obtamed from the Kidd Creek parameters a 
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11g. 7. The apparent resistivity-time section correspondmg to the case 
shown in Fig. 11. This may be taken as representative of the behav10r 
of a real conductivity cylmder Below the shaded line the apparent re-
sistivit1es are within 1 percent of the true res1stiv1ty of the halfspace. 
lhe high-frequency limit (Fig. 8). The resistivity 1s appreciably 
Jwer due to the high chargeabihty and the general form of the 
esponse 1s as m the previous case with the exception of the 
rea close to the cylinder axis where negatives occur at early 
unes. This negative is produced purely by geometrical and 
~sistivity contrast features. This does not contradict the re-
1lts of Weidelt [17] whose proof that negatives cannot anse 
.om nonpolarizable materials depends upon the transmitter 
eing of fimte dimensions. This is not the case here. The 
ccurrence of these types of negatives does not limit the use-
1lness of the model because we will show that they have dif-
:rent characteristics than those associated with a polarizable 
ound. 
The use of the actual Kidd Creek properties produces a spec-
l'CUlar change in the isochrons (Fig. 9). The decay is abnor-
•mlly rapid in the region off the cylmder and indeed goes 
~gative m the time range 5 .6 to 18 ms. At later times the re-
.,onse is of normal polarity. It is thus apparent that we have 
produced the gross from of the TEM survey in the case 
story outlined above. However, there ts no central normal 
une as seen in the cylinder cases so the comparison is not 
••mpletely valid 
The waveforms display a combination of the features of 
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Fig. 8. The response obtamed when the cylinder has the high frequency 
limit of the Kidd Creek parameters (a= 0.77 s/m). The h1gher conduc-
tivity contrast produces negatives at early times above the cylinder. 
IP effects. In particular the early time negatives seen in the 
upper frequency hmit case are present here. Fig. 10 shows 
the correspondmg apparent resistivity time section. There is 
a fundamental difference from that of the nonpolarizable 
bodies in that a second lobe of high (and sometimes, as here 
negative) apparent resistivitJes appears. The upper part of the 
plot has the same general form as that for a nonpolarizable 
body but it is compressed into earlier time and somewhat 
deformed by the early time response immediately above the 
cylinder. The bi-lobed form of the apparent resistivity time 
section seems, from the models studied so far, to be quite 
diagnostic of the occurrence of IP effects. It is also clear that 
these effects are very persistent and extend to times too late 
to be observed by current mstruments. That this is so ts hardly 
surprismg. We are entering the time range where ordmary IP 
responses are observed and despite the tendency to regard IP 
and EM/TEM as d1stmct topics, they are fundamentally of the 
same nature. 
It is instructive to examine the region of negatives a little 
more closely. In Fig. 11 we plot the time of passage through 
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I DO 200 300 
D1STRNCE FRO~ CTL l IW:'.R RX l S 
CTL I NOER 8=50 Z= ! DO s l:: ODS 52=1Kl00 CREEK I 
~ir=70 LOOPWlJTH=25 CPSE p I. 
TOTAL 
-
F, ocCl ; SOCHRc':S ITX=RXJ 
Fig. 9. The response when the cylinder has the Kidd Creek properties. 
The zone of negatives (dashed isochrons) reproduces in gross form 
the results from NKW. In addition every feature found to be indica-
tive of effects appears in this figure. 
zero against the round trip distance from the loop to the 
cylinder and back. Fig. 11 shows the coincident transmit/re-
ceive results and there are clearly two populations. A hori-
zontal line connects consecutive zero pairs on the same wave-
form or decay curve. The population on the left-hand side 
are the zeros associated with geometrical and conductivity 
contrast effects over the cylinder at early times. The right-
hand population are the zero-crossings due to IP effects. In 
all the cases we have studied, these populations are quite dis-
tinct. Fig. 12 shows the same plot for the permutations of 
13 transmit/receive combinat10ns when we remove the coin-
cident restriction. Clearly the same general "footprint" pat-
tern is enhanced. In fact, the outlmes exactly coincide. How-
ever, in the noncoincident loop cases there are also sign changes 
due entirely to the two loop geometry. It is apparent that the 
shape of the "footprint" may be diagnostic m cases· where the 
response changes sign. 
While is 1t clear that IP effects can produce the type of effect 
sought, it 1s also mteresting to systematically vary the Cole-
Cole parameters one at a time to see m what way the IP effects 
RPPRRENT RESISITIVITY - TIME S~CTION 
ITX=RXJ 
ClLl~DER R=SO Z=IDO 51= ODS 52=1KIDD CREEl<J NF=70 





POS l TI ON 
l OD 150 200 
300 
Fig. 10. The apparent resistivity-time section corresponding to Fig. 14. 
The occurrence of the late time negative resistivitles seems diagnostic 
of large IP effects. The bi-lobed form off the cylmder axis is typical 
















,_ 1 DO 
B. i 10 
TIME IN MSEC 
100 1000 
CYLINDER R=50 Z=lOO 51=.005 52=(K!DD CREEKJ 
NF=70 LOOPWIDTH=25 CRSE Pl. 
ZEROS IN TOTRL E FOR RLL TX=RX 
Fig. 11. The footprint for the Kidd Creek case using only coincident 
transmit-receive loops. There are no zeros due to loop geometry in 
this case. Points JOmed by a line are consecutive zeros m the same 
decay curve. There are two distinct zero populations. The lat time 
populat10n is associated with IP effects. 
















8. 1 10 
TIME IN MSEC 
100 
CYLINDER R=50 Z=lOD Sl=. 005 S2= (KIDD 
NF=70 LOOP~IDTH=?5 CRSE Pl. 
ZEROS IN TOTRL E FOR RLL TX/RX 
1000 
CREEK I 
'ig. 12. This corresponds to the results in Fig. 17 but includes all the 
zeros from the permutations of 13 loops used as transmitters or re-
ceivers. The outlme of the IP zero group is the same as obtained in the 
prev10us case. However, there are also zeros due to loop geometry. 
hange. If we hold the de conductiVIty constant there are 
liree parameters to vary Some results of the variations are as 
)Hows 
1. Variation of c (Frequency Dependence) 
Fig. 13 shows the response when c = 0.25. The reduction m 
· has removed the negatives associated with IP effects but the 
mchrons are still deformed downwards. In some cases the ex-
•ent of the deformation is about two orders of magnitude. 
1\pparently with this model the threshold for negative transi-
•ions occurs for a value of c between 0.25 and 0.3 
Fig 14 shows the result of increasmg c to 0 .5. The negative 
·one extends to a much later time (42 ms) than in the onginal 
1odel. As with all the cases showing IP negatives, the negative 
alued isochrons are convex upward in the off axis zone while 
IMle positive isochrons following the negative have the opposite 
onvexity. 
•:. Variation of m (Chargeability) 
Since the chargeabrlity m may be more related to conven-
lional IP measurements than the other parameters, we study 
)Ur cases with different values of m. 
Increasing m to 0 95 further mcreases the extent of the nega-
ive response region (Frg. 15). 
Decreasmg m to 0 .85 again changes the response srgmficantly. 
'here rs a zone of anomalously rapid decays but only a very 
nail region where the response is actually negative (Frg. 16). 
At m = 0.7 the response (Frg. 17) lacks the IP negatives al-
)gether but there are still signs of abnormally rapid decay 
'here the convexity of the rsochrons changes m the off axis 
Jne. Also, there are effects corresponding to a resistivity low 
ver the cylinder extending to very late times. These charac-



















015TRNCE FROM CYLINDER RXl5 
CYLINDER R=SD Z=lOD 51= 005 52= IKC C=. 251 
NF=70 LOOPW!DTH=25 CR5E P2 
TOTRL E FI ELD I 5JCHRON5 ITX=RXI 
Fig 13. The response obtamed by reducing c to 0.25 but otherwise 
usmg Kidd Creek parameters There are no negatives due to IP effects 
but instead a zone of extremely rapid decays. 
The response with m = 0.5 appears in many ways "normal" 
but there are agam anomalous effects over the cylmder cor-
respondmg io an apparent resistivity low extending to very 
late times (Fig. 18). Thus while the more spectacular effects 
of the polarization are absent its presence can still be deduced. 
C Variation of Tau (Time Constant) 
The time constant in a loose sense controls the duration of 
the IP effects. This rs certamly true in the case of ordinary IP 
surveys (Pelton et al [6]). In the Cole-Cole formulae, tau is 
always raised to the power c, so we use very large variat10ns 
io produce appreciable effects. 
Increasing tau by a factor of 100 produces the results m 
Fig. 19. The effects are dramatic. The response goes negative 
at about 10 ms and is only back to normal at 750 ms 
Decreasing tau by a factor of 0.01 might be expected to 
dramatically reduce the duration of IP effects. Indeed, the 
response as shown m Fig. 20 is without the IP family of 
negatives. 
It is clear that apart from the continuat10n of disturbances 
to very late times, several of the responses of less polapzable 
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CTL!NOER A=SO Z=IOJ Si=. OOS S2= !KC C= SI NF•70 
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Fig. 14. The response obtamed by using c = 0.50. The size of the nega-
tive response region is greatly increased over that obtained in the 
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100 200 300 
DISTANCE FROM CTLINDER AXIS 
CTLINDER R•50 1•100 51•. OOS 52= IKC H= 951 
NF•70 LOOPHIDTH•25 CASE PS. 
TOTAL E FIELD ISOCHRONS ITX=RXl 
Fig. 15. The response obtained by increasing the chargeability to 0.95 
(above the Kidd Creek value). Again the negative area is increased. 
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100 200 300 
DISTANCE FROH CTLINOER AXIS 
CTLINOER R=50 Z=IOO SI= 005 52= !KC H= 851 
NF=70 LOOPHIOTH=25 CASE P7 
TOTAL E FIELD 150CHRONS ITX=RXI 
Fig. 16. Reducing the chargeabihty to 0.85 produces this response. 
































DISTANCE FROM Clll NDER AXIS 
CTLINDER R=5D 1=100 SI= D05 S2= IKC H= 71 NF•70 
LOOPHIDTH=25 CASE PS. 
TOTAL E FIELD ISOCHRONS ITX=RXI 
Fig. 1 7. The response when m is reduced to 0. 7. While there are no IP 
negatives there are effects persisting until the latest tunes over the 
cylinder and in the off axis zone. 














7 0 100 200 300 
DISTANCE FROM CTL!NOER AXIS 
CHINOEA R=50 Z=lOO SI= 005 S2=1KC M=.51 NF=70 
LOOPW I OTH=25 CASE P9 
TOTAL E FI ELD I SOCHRONS ITX=RX I 
lf'ig. 18. The response for m = 0.5. The long persisting effects evident 
in all the polanzable models are still present. 
lJod1es appear, in waveform, to be rather "normal". That may 
lbe so but the IP effects are clearly visible m the apparent resis-
ltivity time sections. To illustrate this we mclude Fig. 21 
• .vh1ch 1s the section obtamed when the chargeability 1s re-
iuced to 0 .5. The apparent resistivity section again has the 
;haracteristic bi-lobed form clearly revealing the IP properties 
)f the cylinder. It may well be that such effects are present 
n many field observations but unless they are sought out they 
.vould be easily overlooked, particularly in view of the rather 
iarrow time window available on most mstruments. This 
.vould typically cover just over a quarter of the sect10n used 
iere 
It 1s apparent from the above that IP effects are readily 
letected by TEM and the quest10n naturally arises. How can 
me extract the IP parameters from the results in real surveys? 
Jndoubtedly in the cases extreme enough to produce nega-
1ves, a technique based on the analysis of the "footprint" may 
.. e viable. This observat10n is based on the fact that for all 
lhe cases studied here, vanat10ns on the charactenstics of the 
.ootprint shown ih Fig. 12 were found [25]. Equally, the ap-
arent resistivity section for polanzable bodies 1s of a quite 
1agnostlc form and might be used. However, m keeping with 

















DISTANCE FROM CTLINOER RXIS 
CTLINOER R=SO Z=IOO Si= 005 S2=1KC TRU•IOOJ 
NF=70 LOOPHIOTH=25 CRSE P4 
TOTAL E FJELD JSOCHRONS ITX=RXI 
300 
Fig. 19. Increasing tau by a factor of 100 drastically affects the later 
time response At the last time (750 ms) the response has returned 
to normal. The onset of the negative region seems to be somewhat 
delayed m companson with other cases. 
chargeab1lity usmg comparisons with a umform ground in the 
same way that one defines apparent resistivity. The transient 
response of a uniform polarizable ground is described by Lee 
[15]. An apt comparison is the case where the ground has the 
Kidd Creek properties (Fig. 22). The chief features are the ex-
tra rapid early decay, a change in sign and then an abnormally 
slow decay. Reducing the chargeability drastically shows what 
may be a more typical situation (Fig 23) The negative transi-
tion 1s shifted towards the end of the operat10nal range of 
some mstruments and may pass undetected m noise. Applica-
tions of standard interpretation techniques, such as the de-
termination of apparent resistivity (Lee and Lewis [20]), will 
produce errors of up to about an order of magmtude. 
The fundamental difficulty in attempting to derive an ap-
parent chargeab1!tty is the difference in waveforms between 
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Fig. 20. With tau reduced by a factor of 100 there are·still very small 
late effects over the cylinder and in the off axis zone. 
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Fig. 21. The apparent resistivity time section for the case m = 0.5. The 
resistivity low over the cylinder and the lower lo be of high resis-
tivities clearly reveal the IP effects. However, most instruments are 

























-6. 1 10 100 1000 
TIME IN MSEC 
UNIFORM GROUND - KIDD CREEK B=25. 
Fig. 22. The TEM response of a uniform ground with the Kidd Creek 
properties. The response is for a circular loop of radms 25 m. Note 
the early change of sign and the extraordinarily slow negative decay 
at late times. The asymptotes are for grounds with the de and Infinite 
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TIME IN MSEC 
UN I FORM GROUND - KC M=. 10 8=25. 
Fig. 23. Reducing the chargeability of the uniform ground to 0.1 
move the change in sign into the time range where it could easily be 
lost in noise and then anomalously rapid decay might pass unremarked 
even though the observed voltages are misleading by about an order 
of magnitude. 


















CYLINDER R=50 Z=lOIJ 51=. 005 52= lKIDD CREEKJ 
NF=70 LDOPW!DTH=25 CASE Pl. 
SECONDARY E FOR fX= 75. 0 ,9X= ''i. 0 
llfig. 24. The secondary E waveform from the cyhnder with the Kidd 
Creek properties. It is more comparable with the uniform polanzable 
ground response than the directly observable quantity and might 
form the basis of an mterpretat1on scheme where "apparent" param-
eters are extracted. In particular note the abnormally slow decay as 
compared with the asymptotic value calculated assuming only modes 
0 and 1 exist in the body t:urrent system. 
. he body and ground responses. The ground produces a smgle 
;ign transit10n, the body an ephemeral transition or no transi-
10n at all. The two are basically not comparable. However, 
f one strips off the effects of the conductive host and looks 
wtt the secondary field due to the body alone then waveforms 
>f a similar character are obtamed (Fig. 24) and this might 
orm an appropriate basis of comparison. Indeed 1t would 
. eem that a complete set of apparent Cole-Cole parameters 
.1ight be produced. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
For the model used here there are two groups of negatives 
1hich may occur 111 the TEM response of a cyl111der. One is 
ssociated with high conduct!Vlty contrasts and geometrical 
1ctors; the other is clearly shown by the models to be asso-
1ated with properties of the cylinder. 
The common form of the early parts of all the apparent re-
t1vity time sections for cylindncal bodies suggests that this is 
iagnost1c of the body geometry It also suggests that by con-
~ntrating on late times only, mstrument designers are remov-
1g a potentially very important class of features from the 
!ach of the user. 
It must be assumed that sulphide mmeralizat10n will show IP 
ffects 111 view of the extensive use of conventional IP surveys. 
he case history presented strongly suggests that such effects 
·e also important in TEM surveys as the gross observed ef-
fects can be reproduced usmg models with polarization effects. 
Indeed, the models presented suggest that IP effects are readily 
detected by TEM measurements and that failing to take ac-
count of polanzation effects may result in interpretations 
which are orders of magnitude in error. [n particular, estimates 
of apparent resistivity are likely to be far too high. 
In light of the results presented it seems fair to say that at 
least there is an urgent need for new interpretation techniques 
which can cope with the problems revealed. 
The applicability of two-dimensional EM models to the real 
world is well known to be fraught with some difficulties as ef-
fects shown by three-dimens10nal bodies are absent. Accord-
mgly there is also great incentive to produce practical 3-D 
TEM modeling techniques. 
F111ally we agree with the remarks made by Dr. J. R. Wait 
that ultimately it will be found necessary to untangle IP and 
EM responses [26]. Also, the reader should be aware that the 
Cole-Cole model is not the only one for as far back as 1954 
Dr. Wait suggested that the mverse loss tangent factor could 
also be used [28]. Some discussion of dispersive complex 
conductivities and permittlvitles can be found in chapter five 
of a book edited by Dr. L.B. Felsen [29]. 
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THE TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC 
RESPONSE OF A CONDUCTING SPHERE IN 
AN IMPERFECTLY CONDUCTING HALF-SPACE* 
T. LEE** 
ABSTRACT 
LEE, T. 1983, The Transient Electromagnetic Response of a Conducting Sphere m an Imper-
fectly Conducting Half-Space, Geophysical Prospectmg 31, 766-781. 
The presence of a conducting environment about a spherical ore body must be con-
sidered when calculating the transient electromagnetic response of the ore body due to a step 
current flowmg m a large circular loop at the earth's surface. Failure to do this can easily lead 
to errors in excess of 10% in numencal calculat10ns. Moreover, there is only a hmited time 
mterval in which the response of the spherical conductor is easily seen. 
In a poorly conducting ground the resonance response of the sphere is the first to be 
excited Later, however, the non-resonance or wave-type response is excited. These waves 
destructively interfere and finally the response of the sphere decays with time as t- 112• 
For a range uf times and depths the best loop for detecting the sphere has about the 
same radms as the sphere. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the results of two earlier papers. In the first a 
solution was found for the transient electromagnetic response of a sphere in a 
layered ground to a step current that flows in a large loop at the surface of the 
ground (Lee 1981). In the second paper Lee (1982) examined the later stages of the 
transient response of various conductors. 
One criticism of the first paper was that the equations were quite complex and 
were not suitable for programming on a minicomputer. Although the equations of 
the second paper were quite simple they only described what was happening to the 
transient at the later stages. The equations presented here are designed for a com-
puter program to be run on a minicomputer and at the same time describe the 
transient for the times commonly used in prospecting. 
* Received June 1982, revisions January 1983. 
** Peko-Wallsend Operations Ltd, PO Box 217, Gordon, NSW 2072, Austraha. CSIRO, Div. 
of Mmeral Physics, POB 136, North Ryde, NSW 2113, Austraha. 
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The approach to the analysis begins by noticing that the transient response of a 
Jhere in air has been known for a long time. Moreover, the solution given by 
amenetski (1969) and Wait (1951) has a very simple form. The idea is to seek a 
)lution for a poorly conducting environment which will reduce lo the simple form 
"r the case of a sphere in air. 
It should be pointed out that the solution given here does not require that the 
'here be placed in a conducting whole space, as was the case with Kaufman (1981). 
urther, the solution given here allows the loop to traverse the sphere. Consequent-
' the following analysis allows the geophysicist to compute profiles of the transient 
sponse of the sphere. 
ANALYSIS 
he analysis presented here is aimed at finding a good approximation for the 
.ansient electromagnetic response of a conducting sphere in a conductmg half-
mce (fig. 1). The ground in which the sphere is embedded is excited by a step current 
)Wing in a large circular loop that lies on the surface of the ground. The following 
ialysis commences where Lee (1981) ended. The particular feature of the analysis 
-resented below is that approximations are found for the equations of the more 
~neral analysis that was presented previously. By this means one is able to carry 
ut all the required integialions analytically. 
The overriding concept in the derivation is to obtain an expression for the 
ansient voltage which will be valid when (J 2 µ 0 12 ft is about 0.2 or less. Here (J 2 is 
1e conductivity of the host rock, µ 0 the permeability of free space, t 1s time and l is 
1e distance from the center of the sphere to the center of the receiving loop. No 
strict10n is placed on the size of the spherical conductor. Before commencing the 
ialysis it is worth noting that (1) which follows was produced by mode-matchmg. 
characteristic feature of modes is that they have different spatial characteristics . 




Fig 1. Loop traversmg a buried sphere. 
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in others as being too small. The idea, then, is not just to ensure that the calculatio 
is accurate for transients in some places but also to retain as much accuracy , 
possible, even when the position of measurement changes. 
Suppose that a sphere of conductivity a 3 , radms b, and permeability µ 0 lies at 
depth d in a uniform ground of conductivity a 2 . When a step current of strength J 
flows in a loop of radius a and at a distance p from the vertical axis of the spher•• 
then a transient voltage V(t) will be measured. This voltage may be considered to t 
made up of two parts: v;,(t), the voltage of the uniform ground, that is the voltaf 
that would be measured when there was no spherical conductor present, and V.(t), 
voltage that arises because of the presence of the conducting sphere. Expressions fc 
these voltages have been found prev10usly. 
From (29) of Lee (1981) one has 
V(t) = v;,(t) + V.(r), 
where 
= aµ 0 I 0Jn J(a2a2 µ0 ) I 2(-l)l(2j + 2)! (a2a2 µ0 )i+l 
VP t J4t i=o(2j+5)j!(j+l)!(j+2)! 4t 
~ aµ 0 I 0Jn J(a2 µ0 a2)(~(a2a2 µ0)- ~(a2a2 µ0) 2 + ~(a2a2 µ0) 3 .. ·) 
t J 4t 5 4t 7 4t 9 4t ' 
3 µ 0 a2 I 0 · 1 . { 1 2 2 WM 1 1 WN 1 } V. = 4 1 cexp (-1wt) k~ [T 11 + T 01] WMi - kz WNi T1b2 dw ()I 




Fig 2. Path for the contour mtegral. 
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WMn = bk3 jn + 1 (bk3)jn(bk2) - (bk2)jn(bk3)Jn + 1 (bk2), 
WM; = bk3jn + 1 (bk3)h;(bk2) - (bk2)jn(bk3)h; + 1 (bk2), 
1 
WNn = -- [WMn_ 1(n + 1) + nWMn+ 1], 2n + 1 
1 1 1 1 WMn = -- [WMn_ 1(n + 1) + nWMn+ 1], 2n + 1 
k~ = lW0"2 µo, 
k~ = iwa 3 µ 0 , 
- r 00 2A.J 1 (A.p )J 1 (A.a) ("h d) d 1 
Tib - Jo (h1 +ho) exp 1 i 11., 
h1 = .j(k~ - A_2), 
h0 = iA.. 




To proceed, one first has to find approximations to the integrals in (3). To this 
11td one notices that 
T1b = __:_ U cos () d(), . i2" 2n. 0 (4) 
lb ere 
i 00 2J 0 (A.P)A. exp(ih1 d) u = (" 1 h )" dA., 0 111. + 1 1 
P = .j(p2 + a2 - 2ap cos ()). 
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The function U can now be approximated by noting that 
Since 
Ih1 = ± i.J(k~ - ,1,2) 
= - .J(),2 - k~) 
for k 2 > A. on P ± 
for k2 < A. on P ±, 
(~ 
respectively, the integrals can be readily evaluated by using results 2.54, 6.48, an 
6.50 of Oberhettinger (1972). By this means one finds that 
2 82 exp (ik2 R) 
U = + k~ od2 R 
2 [ 2 a o3 J[n (k2 ) (k2 ) 
- k~ k2 od + od3 l Jo l (R - d) y 0 l (R + d) 
+ i; J0(i (R - d))10(i (R + d)) J (<• 
on P±, respectively. 
Expandmg the Bessel functions and neglecting the higher order terms in both tt 
real and the imaginary terms one has 
[ 1 k
2 
d (k ) n ik3 J U ~ - R - --t-- In ; (R + d) ± ~ik2 + i 16 k~ d + 1; (R2 + 2d2) . (" 
Therefore 
where 
1 a 12" a2 
I 1 = - 2n oa J
0 
R de 
= a2 fx'exp (-},d)A.J 1(A.a)J0 (A.p) dA. 
a3 
for p = 0 (a2 + d2)3f2, 
= a2 + --"'"-'--[
k3(a2 - p2 - d2)E(k) kK(k) J 
8n( ap )312a(1 - k2) 2n(ap)112a ' for p ~ 0 
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.d 
k2 = 4ap/(d2 +(a+ p)2 ) 
ukt: 1962, p. 316, No. 21), K(k) and E(k) are the complete elliptic integrals of the 
st and second kinds; 
2 1 2 T11~4lz, 
a 
12 = a2 f0 cxp (-A.d)J1(A.p)J1(A.a)A. dA. 
= 0, for p = 0 
dka2 { i 2 2 } 
2n(ap)3f2(1 - kz) (1 - 2k )E(k) - (1 - k )K(k) ' 
!e Luke 1962, p. 316, No. 20), 
2 1 2 2· k3 2; J Ti b ~ - 2 [I 3 + i/ 3 2 pa 15 , 
a 
13 =a f''J 1(A.p)J 1(A.a) exp (-Ad) dJi. 
= 0, for p = 0 
2a i z 
nk(ap)112 [(1 - 1k )K(k) - E(k)], for p ~ 0. 
p~O (9) 
(10) 
The remaining quantities that must be computed are the factors WML WM 1, 
"NL and WN1 . Along p+ and p- the terms WMi and WNi are easily split into 
.al and imaginary parts by replacing the spherical Hankel functions h!, by j,;tiyn on 
t, respectively. Smee it has been shown that there are no poles in the spectrum 
1en <:J2 = 0 (see Lee 1981, p. 325), we may expand factors WMifWMi and 
N ifWNi in powers of k2 b. This can be done once the Bessel functions involving 
•ese quantities are also expanded in powers of k 2 b. 
The relevant expansions of WMifWMi and WNifWNi are 
WM 1 (k2 b)3j 2(k3 b) 
WMi ~ (k2 b)3jz(k3b) + 3{j 0(k3b)- (k:3bt ji(k3b)} 
WN 1 ~ 2(k2 b)3 ~ _£i(k b)3 4(k2 b) 5 
WNi 2(k2 b)2 + 3i 3 2 + 9 
(11) 
Jtice that for <:J 2 = 0 the contour of fig. 2 is replaced by an integral about the poles 
the integrand at (k3 b) = nn, n = 1, 2, ... Accordingly, this response constitutes the 
st term in the asymptotic expansion. The other terms still involve mtegrals about 
.e negative w-axis. 
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Combining the results that we have obtained so far yields (after wntmg w = -
in the integrals along the branch cut) the approximate expression 
Here k1 has been redefined as kJ = .,/(O"J µ 0 b2 s). The bar on the integral denotes th• 
Cauchy principal value and R 1(x) denotes that only the real part of xis added to V. 
The integrals in (13) may now be integrated using the results given in tl» 
appendix. The terms involving k~ may be integrated with the aid of the definition c 
the gamma function. The first term in (13) is easily integrated by noting that th 
poles are at (k3b) = nn, n = 1, 2, ... lfwe set /32 = 0"3µ0b2, ix2 = 0"2 /0" 3 , we have 
- oo exp ( - 132n2 /t) [3{32n2 - n4 /34] 
J - -2.,/(n)/3 n~l n 2t5f2 t?f2 
+ .,j(n)/3/(2t3'2) - T'(5/2){33 /(3t5'2) (1'.: 
and 
then we obtain 
~3µob3Ion 2 2 ~ 2 2 2 a2Jnpualo 2s12 V. ~ 2132 (!1 + I2) L.., exp (-n n t/{3) + b2 4 112 (0"2µob) /3 
a n= 1 t 
2 3 2 µo b3 2 2 
+ 51>: aµ 0 l 0 l 1J + 37C(/1 +12) 
+ ~ µo Ia b 12(0" µ b2)412. 3 t6f2 3 2 0 (1 
Futher details concerning the functions C and J can be found in the appendfr 
There the reader will find alternative expressions which are more useful for numer 
cal purposes when {3 2 /t 1s small. The details of the integrations that produced thes 
quantities are also in this appendix. 
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GEOPHYSICS OF THE PROBLEM 
.he interesting thing about the final formula is that it enables one to say something 
Jout the physics of the prohlem. Such statements generally t.:annot be made from 
irely numerical solutions. To understand the situation, notice that when the sphere 
in air no currents can cross its boundary. This is not the case when the sphere is 
a conducting environment. The terms, apart from the first, of (17) arise because of 
.e conducting environment. In these terms, the function J plays a crucial part. To 
1derstand the nature of J it is necessary first to look briefly at a simple model. 
It is well known that a plane electromagnetic wave striking a two-layered 
·ound results in a transient that could be considered as a series of waves that are 
:fleeted back and forth between the layers (see Kunetz 1972, or Lee 1974). If E 
·presents the transient electromagnetic field then 
(16) 
here 
:ere H 0 is the amplitude of the magnetic field which suddenly drops to zero 
lbereby causing the waves), t is time, µ 0 is the magnetic permeability, <J 1 is the 
mductivity of the top layer and <J 2 the conductivity of the basement, r is a reflec-
•On factor, and h is the thickness of the top layer. Notice that this express10n is 
uite similar to that for J. The suggested interpretation of J, therefore, is a series of 
aves that propagate about the sphere. Interestingly, the series for J can be trans-
••rmed to another by the Poisson transform. The transformed series converges 
•pidly and the leading term of the series decays as t- 112. This is the same transform 
:at was applied to (18). In that case it was shown that the electric field decayed like 
·
112 (See Lee 1977). When the alternative expression for J (i.e., equation (A.9)) is 
r<serted into the final expression for V. one finds that at the later stages the term V. 
ecays like t- 112 . 
Lee (1982) showed that this form of the decay can be found if it is assumed that 
. the later stages the field within the conductor is the applied field. What is 
1ppening, then, is that the waves are destructively interfering and collapsing to a 
~Id that is related to the primary field in a very simple manner. Because these 
aves are all over the sphere and destructively interfering, I have called them 
•Carmel waves" (after my 18-month-old daughter who sometimes shows similar 
~havior in our house). At the same time the natural resonances are also decaying . 
./hat is happening is that the resonant response at first dominates the response of 
ie sphere, but with the passage of time the nonresonant response dominates the 
ansient. This last pomt will be substantiated when we come to compute the rela-
ve errors that arise in calculations which neglect the effect of the conducting host 
)Ck. 
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NUMERICAL CHECKS 
Before presenting some computed results it is worth looking at some checks thi 
have been made of the solut10n. These checks compare computed results from ti: 
equat10ns above with model measurements and other calculations. 
The first point that has to be made is that such comparisons are essentially aw 
exercise in trying to reconcile the irreconcilable. The theoretician is well aware of ti: 
vagaries of the pontifical computer. On the other hand, any good experimenter wi 
tell you that one does not JUSt push the buttons. Both are well aware of the almm• 
uncanny insight that is required to produce reliable results. Consequently, i 
examining the following results, one should be aware that all measurements an 
experiments are subject to error. This problem is made more acute in our case whe 
we compare one result with another. 
To be more specific, a 10% error in calculation seemingly can become a 20~· 
error on comparison with other results because they too had a 10% error c 
opposite sign. 
Figure 3 shows this last point very well. In that figure we see that the resul11 
from the equations given here are close to either a modeled or a calculated resul 
There is an urgent need, then, for more results from scale-model experiments to ]:-






















O·O 0·5 l·O I 5 2·0 2·5 3·0 
Time (ms) 
Fig. 3. Companson of the results from the asymptotic solution with those of Palmer (197t 
and Lee (1974). 
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CALCULATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
he first set of calculations involves looking at the response of a buried sphere for 
irious depths and transmitter loop sizes. These results are shown in figs 4, 5, and 6. 
he conclusion is that the best response of the sphere is obtained at the earlier times 
1t1d when the loop size is about the same size as the sphere. 
It was remarked in the Introduction that it is common to model the transient 
~sponse of a spherical ore body by a sphere in air. That is, all the terms of (17) are 
,nored except those that arise because of natural resonances. The effect of the host 
)Ck is totally ignored. 
Stnctly speaking, there is always a response from the country rock in the field 
·1easurements. All the prospector can do is to measure the transient for those times 
>r which the country rock response is small m comparison to that of the ore body . 
. is interesting, then, to compute the percentage error incurred by those calcu-
tions that totally neglect this effect. The practical geophysicist might remove the 
.ackground response by subtractmg i--;, from V and then calculating the relative 
Tor. For this reason we have decided to compute the relative error with and 
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1g 4 Profiles for times of 1, 2, and 3 ms of a 25 m loop traversmg a buned sphere. The 
tdius of the sphere is 50 m and the depth 75, 100, 125, and 150 m, respectively. The conduc-
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Fig. 5. Profiles for times of 1.0, 2.0, 3 0, 4.0, and 5 0 ms of a 50 m loop traversmg a burie· 
sphere. The radius of the sphere is 50 m and the depth 75, 100, 125, and 150 m, respective!), 
The conduct1V1ty of the sphere IS 2 S/m and that of the ground 0.01 S/m. 
Results for these calculations are shown in figs 7 and 8. The model used for thes 
calculations is also shown in these figures. Notice that the errors can easily excee1• 
10% and that there is only a limited time range where the errors are quite small 
Moreover, at the later stages of the transient one sees that the effect of the host rocJ. 
is quite significant, even when ~ has been removed from V. By this stage th .. 
resonant response makes only a small contribution to the transient. This is becauso 
at this stage the ore-body response decays like t- 112 and can be less than the hos 
rock response which decays like t- 512 • 
The conclusion to be drawn from the results presented here is that the nature o 
the transient electromagnetic response of a sphere in a conductmg environment car 
be quite different from that of a similar sphere in free space. Moreover, thest 
differences in the nature of the response can be significant even when the back 
ground IS only very poorly conducting. The consequence of this is that the transien: 
should be measured for those times for which the ore-body response is largest. Tht 
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"ig. 6. Profiles for times of 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 ms of a 100 m loop traversing a buried 
.,.phere The radius of the sphere 1s 50 m and the depth 75, 100, and 125 m, respectively. The 




NB at 10 ms 
V=2 Ix 10-6 0=150 
V=3 83 x 10-6 0=100 
V,6 28 x 10-6 0,75 
Time (ms) 
100 
·1g. 7. The relative error incurred in the calculation of the transient electromagnetic response 
iy neglectmg the effect of the host rock. The upper set of curves is for the case when the effect 
.f the half-space ~ is included m the calculations. The lower set of curves is for the case when 
lhe effect of the half-space VP has been first subtracted from V before the error has been 













NB at 5 ms D= 75,\ \ 
V•I 17• 10-5 0•75 \1 \ 
V•I O•I0-50•100 1\1 
IO v.92,10-•o,150 \ 11 
0 I l·O 10 100 
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Fig. 8 Some further calculations of the relative errors Here the conductivity of the spher 
has been reduced to 2 S/m 
are. It would appear, besides, that it is a good idea when prospecting to use a 100.11 
size that is about the same size as the ore body being sought. This choice of 10011 
size appears l:o be independent of the depth of burial of the ore body. 
APPENDIX 
1. The integral J 
-f00 x 3jz{x) exp (-wt) dw 
J - 3· ( ) ' 
o ~o x 
(A.1 
x = /JJw. 
The bar on the mtegral denotes the Cauchy principal value. 
Since 
. 3j 1{x) Jz(x) = -- - J0(x) 
x 
one finds that 
-f00 x 2j 1(x) _ -i00 x 3 exp (-wt) dw J - ( ) exp ( wt) dw 3 . , o Jo x o (A.2· 
Integratmg the first integral by parts and the second by noting the definition of th•• 
gamma function reduces J to the form given in (3): 
J = /3 3 {f 2 l 00 (ln ( 12 sin (x) I) - ln (2x))(~w 112 - tw312 ) exp (-wt) dw - ~~:;)} 
(A.3 
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'he term ln (2x) m the above integral can be evaluated by using result No. 6.36 of 
)berhettmger and Badii (1973, p. 53). 
Therefore 
l oo • 3 1/2 3/2 fJ.Jn {J3r(5/2) J = 2/3 ln (12 sm (x)IK2~tw ) exp (-wt) dw + ~ - 512 . 0 2t 3t (A.4) 
The remaining integral can be evaluated by first expanding In (21 sm (x) I) as a 
'ourier series (result 1.14 of Oberhettinger 1973, p. 8 and then integrating term by 
erm with the aid of result No. 7.78 of Oberhettinger and Badii (1973, p. 66). By this 
1eans one finds that 
_ _ 
00 
exp (-{J2n2/t) [~ {J2n2 _ n4/J4] fJ.Jn _ r(5/2) 3 
J - 2/J.Jn n~l n 2 t5f2 t7f2 + 2t3f2 3t5f2 fJ . (A.5) 
-.J otice that the series in (A.5) converges quite rapidly for "large" {3 2 /t, but only 
lowly for "small" {3 2 /t. It is possible to find an alternative expression for J which is 
11referable for "small" {3 2 /t. That expression can be derived from (A.3) which may be 
1ntten as 
100 a (I sin xi) [J3r(5/2) J = - 2/J Jo ow ln -x- exp ( -wt)w312 dw - Jt 512 . (A.6) 
-Iowever, 
ln (I sin XI) = I (- lt2zn-l Bzn pznwn. 
X n= 1 11(211} ! (A.7) 
-Iere B2 n are the Bernoulli numbers (see Abramowitz and Stegun 1975, p. 75, No. 
IU.71). 
Therefore, 
J = -2/J ~ (-lt 22n-1B pzn r(n + 3/2) 
~ (2 )1 Zn tn+3/2 ' 
n=2 n · 
(A.8) 
Nhence, for small {3 2/t, one has 
.J(n){Js [ 1 pz p4 {36 96ps pio J 
J '::::::, ~ 24 + 72t + 160t2 + 288t3 + 302400t4 + 522t5 . (A.9) 
WI/ e remark in passmg that (A.8) may be deduced from (A.5) by the apphcation of the 
!Poisson transform (Titchmarsh 1937, p. 60). 
~- The integral C 
(A.10) 
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Here 
x = P-Js, 
rx2 = a2/a3. 
Equation (10) may be approximated by neglecting those terms that contai 
powers of rx that are greater than the third. Whence 
l"' rx 3ji(x)2 x 3 exp (-st) ds 
C ~Jo 9j 0 (x)(j 0 (x) - 2rxixj 1(x))' (A.Lil 
The bar on the integral in (A.11) denotes that the Cauchy principal value of th 
integral is understood. 
Smee 
we get 
= j 00 rx 3ji(x)xiJ 1(x) exp (-st) ds _ rx3 j 00 x 3jz{x) exp (-st) ds 
C J0 3j 0{x)(j0{x) - 2rxixJi(x)) 9 Jo j 0(x) (A.12 
1 2 3 3 I"' ~ ----:-----( ) ai [x rx Jz(x) exp (-st)] ~oX P 0 
-£00 ;i 3j:~x) [:s x 3ji(x) exp (-st)] ds- 1~3 (A.13• 
-rx
3 f ':° xij 1(x) 3 (2t 1) 
= - 3- 0 
jo(x) exp (-st) ds + rx pi - 3 J. (A.141 
Equation (A.14) may be further reduced by the aid of (A.2). One finds that 
c = rx3[ (~; _ DJ _ :~~,~ J. 
Notice that for small pi1i (A.15) can be further reduced by the aid of (A.9). 
By this means one finds that 
rx
3 p1 -Jn [ 7 pi 1 32 (pi)i p6 2423 J 
c ~ t9fi 2160 + t . 360 + 14175 t + t3 1159 200 . (A.16· 
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l\symptotic expansions for transient electromagnetic fields 
. Lee* 
ABSTRACT 
Asymptotic expansions may be derived for transient 
electromagnetic (EM) fields. The expansions are valid when 
uµ 0 / 2 / t 1s less than about 0 1 Here /, u, µ 0 , and t are the 
respective lengths, conductivities, permeabilities of free 
space and time 
Cases for which asymptotic expansions are presented 
include (1) layered grounds, (2) ax1symmetnc structure, 
and (3) two-dimensional (2-D) structures. 
In all cases the transient voltage eventually approaches 
that of the host medmm alone, the ratio of anomalous 
response to the half-space response bemg proportional to 
I/ t" Ilere v 1s equal to 0 5 for layered strnctu1es am! 
I 0 for 2-D or 3-D structures. 
INTRODUCTION 
There are few results available for the transient electromagnetic 
M) response of layered structures either with or without m-
mogeneitles In a review of the literature, Lee (1979) argued 
tt the treatment of the problem 1s often very s1mphst1c. The 
,ult was that many of the published results were confusmg 
•cause they often disregarded the smgularit1es m the spectrum 
ten derivmg approx1mat1ons for 1t at the low frequencies. Lee 
n9) also noted that mstruments now exist which will measure 
! response at very late stages of the transient. That 1s, those 
;truments concentrate on the very low-frequency (VLF) con-
•1t of the spectrum Here we show that by giving careful con-
"eration to the singularities of the spectrum, 1t is possible to 
•tam asymptotic expansions for the transient EM processes 
These expansions will show that at the very late stages, the 
ns1ent is dorrunated by the ground without the heterogeneity. 
r earlier times the transient 1s sensitive to any heterogeneity 
the ground The purpose of this paper 1s to present a way of 
:ermmmg how the heterogeneity affects the transient before 1t 
•ost m the umform ground response 
This study supports the results of Smgh (1973) who argued that 
: effect of the host rock on the transient must be considered if 
ious errors are to be avoided Singh (1973) also noted that, for 
.;phere m a umformly conducting space, the transient was con-
lled by a branch cut type of singularity m the spectrum of the 
nsient We also show that this 1s the most important smgulanty 
the spectrum produced by a wide range of geometnes. 
Kamenetski (1969) also considered the problem of denvmg 
asymptotic expansions for the transient EM response of various 
structures. However, our study goes much further than Kam-
enetski's (1969) study. In particular we give expressions for the 
transient response of layered structures where the basement 1s 
conducting. These expressions show that Kamenetski' s (1969) 
model of a conducting overburden 1s a very poor one. Kamenetskl 
(1969) also considered the later stages of the transient response 
of a spherical conductor However, he only gave expressions for 
a conductor in free space As Smgh ( 1973) showed, these ex-
pressions are no longer valid when the conductor 1s m a conduct-
mg environment 
Although we restnct our attention to those systems that errlploy 
large loops, it should be noted that the results can be extended m 
a straightforward manner to other systems. Flfst we consider the 
transient response of a layered structure. We first redenve a 
result from Kamenetski (1969). However, our treatment 1s more 
rigorous m that we first show how the analytic properties of the 
spectrum have been changed and then give an exact expression 
for the model. Then we show how this expression may be re-
duced by further approximations to that expression from Kam-
enetsk1 (1969). Following this, we consider the problem where 
the conductivity of the basement 1s nonzero. There 1t will be 
shown that the previous model of a conductive overburden 1s a 
very poor one The following two sections treat the problem of 
findmg the later stages of the transient response of conductors m a 
conductive environment. The results of these sections are checked 
agamst other numencal solutions 
LAYERED STRUCTURES 
Morrison et al (1969) gave an expression for the voltage V 
measured by a loop of radms a at a height h above a medmm of 
n layers It was assumed that a umform current of I(w)e•wt 
flowed in the loop When displacement currents are neglected, 
the expression becomes 
- f"' zle-2>-h 
V = -iwµ 0 a 2 27T/ 1 J6(A.a)dA.. 
o z + Zo 
(1) 
Here Z1 1s found from the backward recurrence relation due to 
Wait (1962) 
and 
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FIG. I. Geometry for the layered ground. 
v+ 1 + z tanh n h 
z1 = z 1 1 1 z 1 Z + V + 1 tanh n h ' 1 
'J J J 
iw µ, 0 
where j = 0, 1, .. n, n1 = Y(A. 2 + 1w<T1 µ, 0 ) and <T1 and 
h1 are the conduct1v1ty and thickness of the 1th layer (see Figure 1) 
The recurrence relation begms at the nth or basal layer. For 
simplicity, all permeabiht1es have been set to µ, 0 , the permeab1hty 
of free space. 
If the spectrum of /(w) 1s 10 /(iw), that is, if a step current 
flows in the loop, then the transient voltage V(t) 1s 
(2) 
Here we have replaced iw by p The mner mtegral m equation (2) 
can be evaluated by contour mtegrat1on once the smgular1t1es of 
Z1 /(Z1 + Z0 ) are known 
An mspectlon of the recurrence relation given m equation (I) 
shows that there will be no branch cuts m the p-plane pro-
vided the conduct1V1ty of the bottom layer 1s zero Alternatively, 
if the conductivity of the bottom layer 1s not zero, there 1s a 
branch cut because of the term n n = VA. 2 + p CT n fl.a. This is the 
only branch cut. This can be seen by d1v1dmg the numerator and 
the denommator by Z1 and then notmg that m the recurrence rela-
tion the branch cut contnbut10ns can only arise because of the 
z1+ 1 term. Only one V + 1 term requires the mtroduct10n of a 
branch cut m order to define all the others; 1t occurs when J + 1 
equals n This last observat10n venfies the stated result. One 
should note, however, that poles must be allowed for m all cases 
In the following section we give an asymptotic expans10n for 
the case where the conduct1v1ty of the bottom layer (CT n) 1s fimte, 
but here we consider the response of a slab If we take these to-
gether we will see the effect of our gross simplification. 
Conducting slab in free space 
For a loop restmg on a slab of thickness d and conductivity CT, 
the transient voltage from equat10n (2) 1s 
µo/ a2 l"' f 'x a J 1 (za)2 V(t) = ---· 
2CT µod 3 Q -ix aT I 
smh m1 e•T ds dz (3)11 (mf + z2) smh m1 + 2m1z cosh m1 
Here we have rescaled the particular case of equation (2) by the 
substitutions T = t/<Tµ,od 2 , mf = s + z2 and a.= a/d, z = 
A.d, and s = CTµ, 0 d 2 p Clearly, there are no branch cuts Thi~ 
can be seen by not1cmg that the numerator and the denommato111 
can both be expanded m odd powers of m 1 On cancellmg ar. 
m1 term, one finds an expression m even powers of m 1. Smcf 
there are only poles, the s-integrat1on can be evaluated by contom• 
integration once the locations of the poles are known 
Jaeger (1959) showed that the roots of tan (a. x) = 2xz; 
(z2 - x2 ) are all real Wntmg m1 = 1 x. the equat10n for thf 
poles becomes 
-(z2 - x 2 ) sin (x) + 2zx cos (x) = 0 (4 
Comparmg equation (4) with that of Jaeger (1959), we see tha 
x must be real. Further, an asymptotic expans10n for these zero. 
can be found by McMahon's method (McMahon, 1894) Thi· 
method yields 
Xn = ~ + 2z/~ - (% z3 + 4z 2) / ~3 + G z5
+ 136z4+ 16zs)/~5,n=O, 
and 
x0 = Vz V2 - z/3 - z2 /90 = v'Zz[l - 1 /(12z)] . (.S. 
Here~= nTI, n = I, 2. 
Equation (5) can be checked against Jaeger's ( 1959) table. Th 
results for z = 0.2 are shown m Table 1 The table shows tha• 
provided z is less than 0.2, only the first two terms of equatio 
(4) are needed to specify the pos1t1on of the poles 
If Sn 1s the value of sat the nth pole, then 
fLo/a2 . 2TI lx 
V(t) = 3 [Ji (za)] 2 · 2CT fl.ad O 
-z2T ~ (Sn - z)2 4zSne 5 Tdz 
. e L,, 
n=O 2Snz 2 + 2zSn - 2z3 - S~ - z4 . 
For large T, 
µ,10 a2 • 2TI J xV(t)=- 3 [Ji(za.)]2ze-2ZTdz 2CTµ,od O 




This 1s the result given by Kamenetsk1 (1968), who denved it t 
ignoring the smgulanties of the spectrum In the next sect1c 
we show how this procedure leads to errors m eslimat10n , 
later stages of the transient response of a conductive overburde 
The errors anse because a branch cut m the spectrum was r 
placed by a series of poles We will also see that the anomalo. 
field decays as t-3 and not t-4 
Layered structures-Conducting base 
We now return to equalion (2) and attempt to approximate t' 
integral with respect to p. This time we will not assume that t 
basement is nonconducting The model bemg considered then 
a layered ground. 
The p mtegral m equation (2) can be evaluated by deformir 
path of mtegration about the branch pomt at p = - A 2 / 
:µ. 0 ) = p 0 and around the poles m the left hand side of 
complex p-plane (Figure 2). This yields 
V(t) = 11 + 12. 
e 11 1s the contnbution from the sum of the integrals about 
poles and 12 1s the integral about the branch pomt (Figure 1) 
.. mce V 1s causal and V(t) 1s real, then 1f there 1s a pole at 
· Pn, there 1s also one at the complex conjugate of Pn 
um, 1976, p. 134). Notice also that the real part of Pn must 
less than zero so as to have decaymg transients at the later 
~es This 1s m contrast to the contnbut1on from the branch cut 
ch can result m a zero argument in the exponential term For 
, reason the following asymptotic expansion is denved usmg 
·'/the contnbution from 12 That is, for large t, 
(8) 
:ently Mahmoud et al ( 1979) evaluated the transient EM fields 
a vertical magnetic dipole on a two-layer earth by contour 
:gration They gave numencal evidence which showed that 
he later stages 1t was the mtegral about the branch cut that 
e the most important contnbut1on. 
:Vntmg s = A 2 /(er n µ. 0 ) + p, h = 0 in equation (2) yields 
- loa2µ.o J"' J e-x2t1(crnµoJ+stzl(s) 
'(t) = 
1 0 c Z 1 (s) + Z 0 (s) 
· 11 (A.a) 2 ds d'A. (8) 
~ c denotes the path of mtegration that begms at minus mfimty 
Jw the negative s-axis, passes around the ongin, and returns 
nmus infinity above the negative s-ax1s Thus the effect of the 
.ubst1tut10n has been to translate the branch pomt p 0 of the 
lane to the origm of the s-plane. 
)mce Z 1 (s) /[Z1 (s) + Zo (s)] is bounded, It follows from 
ation (8) that the dommant contnbut1on to V(t) for large t 
1es from small values of A and s For this reason we next 
and Z1 (s)/[Z1 (s) + Z 0 (s)] for small values of sand A. After 
rox1mating tan (x) by x, we learn that 
Z1 (s) 
\s) + Zo(s) A+ Y(scrnµ.O + A. 2)d + 2scrnµ.oo. - 2A 2 o. 
~quat1on (9), (9) 
n-1 
d= L: h,, 
i=l 
th this approximation one obtams an approx1mat1on for 
). In fact, 
Lee 
Im ( P) 
0 Re(P) 
FIG. 2. Path for contour integration Any poles are ignored 
Table I. Comparison of the roots of (z2 - x 2 ) sin x + 2zx cos x = O, 
which are estimated from equation (5), with those published by Jaeger 
(1959). 
n Xnfaeger Xn estimated 
0 0 6222 0 6219 
I 3 2640 3 2689 
2 6 3462 6 3468 
3 9 4670 9 4672 
4 12.5982 12 5Q82 
5 15 7334 15 7334 
The first term in the asymptotic expansion of V(t) can be 
found as follows First, write R = A.x, then expand the resultmg 
x mtegral m powers of x times I/ (l + x 2 ). Second, expand 
the Bessel functions 111 powers of a and rnteg1ate the A mlegral by 




µ. 010 VTI [ 5 ~] V(t) = - 512 I - - (d - 2o.) - , CTnJ.Lo2oT 4 T (12) 
T = t /(er n J.Lo). For a two-layer ground, the equation agrees 
with the one given by Kaufman [1979, equation (37)], when his 
m1spnnt had been Lorrected. 
Because of the approximations, equation (12) 1s only valid 
when every 12 er µ. 0 / t is much less than I. Here l are the var-
10us lengths 111 the model and er the vanous conduct1v1t1es 
As a check on the accuracy of equatloP (12), we have computed 
the transient response of a layered structure in two ways first, 
a2 !Loil"" I e-x2t1<"nµoJ+stl1 (A.a)2 
V(t) = - -- dsd'A. 
1 O c A+ Y(sCTnlLO + A. 2)d + 2o.sCTnlLO - 2A. 2o. 
(IO) 
itmg s = R 2 e'"'/(crnµ. 0 ) and s = R 2e-'"'/(crnµ. 0) on the 
>er and lower paths of the c mtegral yields 
(II) 
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Table 2. Comparison of the calculated transient voltages for a layered 
ground. The asymptotic value was obtained by using equation (12). 




































by usmg the exact method as given by Lee and Le'~•~ ~1974), and 
second, by using equation (12) The results are given m Table 2. 
Table 2 is for a three-layer ground with the top and basal 
layers of5)1nduct1v1ty 0 025 Sim The conducti'v1ty of the middle 
layer is ..f-tJ Sim. The thickness of the top and middle layers are 
10 and 5 m, respectively. The radms of the loop 1s JOO m. Equa-
tion (I 2) consists of two terms, the first of which 1s the asymptotic 
expansion of the transient EM field for a loop on a half-space 
whose conduct1v1ty 1s the same as the basal layer For the model 
chosen this conductivity 1s the same as the top layer. In this case, 
the secondary term which Lee and Lewis (1974) calculated 1s 
the second term m equation ( 12) This 1s the quantity computed 
m Table 2. The conclusion from the table 1s that equat10n ( 12) 1s 





FIG 3. Geometry for the ax1symmetnc structures The particular 
case shown here 1~ tor a ~phere 
at the later stages is due to a shght inaccuracy m the compute 
program. Another pomt to be noted 1s that a two-layer groum 
with a thm top layer and resistive basement will be difficult t•· 
calculate by the method of Lee and Lewis (I 974) because th• 
secondary term of equation (12) 1s almost Lee and Lewis's pril 
mary term but of opposite sign. This 1s why curve 1 of Figure · 
of that paper diverges from curve 5 at the later stages, 1 e., ther 
is an increase m errors. However, formula (12) provides 
means of overcoming this difficulty 
A comparison of equat10n (12) with equation (6) shows th 
effect of approximatmg a conductive overburden by a conductm 
slab. The equations are qmte different. The result given m equ2 
tion (12) should be used. Equations (6) and (12), then, show thi 
errors can easily arise m asymptotic representation of trans1er 
processes when msuffic1ent care 1s paid to the smgularit1es 1 
the contmued spectrum 
AXISYMMETRIC STRUCTURES 
The mtegral equation describmg the electric field E(r1 
produced by a current of I (w) e•wt flowing ma loop of radms a OP· 
half-space in which there 1s an axial symmetnc conductor who 
axis comc1des with the axis of the loop 1s 
_ _ k~ - kr J _ _ 1 E = E' + -. -- E G dV 




n 1 = Y}l. 2 + iwµ, 0 cr 1 , k'f = 1wcr1 µ, 0 
[Lee, 1975, equation (4)] The geometry 1s shown m Figure 3 
In these equations E'(r, z) 1s the mcident elcctnc field a 
the cylmdrical coordmates (r, z, <!>) are arranged such that t 
ongm is at the center of the loop and the z-axis 1s directed p•· 
pend1cular to the ground's surface, positive w1thm the grour 
The pnmes on V, r, and z denote the vanables of integration O'· 
volume V of the mhomogene1ty. The conductivity of the 
homogeneity 1s cr2 All permeab1ht1es have been set equal 
µ, 0, the permeab1hty of free space Note from Figure 3 t~ 
because of the axial symmetry of the geometry, there 1s 01 
an angular component for the Green's function and the elect 
field Consequently, the <!> mtegratton m equat10n (13) may 
readily evaluated to yield a factor 27T r 1 
The funct10n r 1 G has a simple mterpretatlon It represe 
the electnc field produced by a horizontal loop of radius 
The depth to the center of the loop is z 1 , and a current of c 
ampere flows m the loop. 
The previous section shows that in order to derive use 
asymptotic expansions, it 1s necessary to pay particular attent 
to the singularities of the spectrum. An mspection of equat 
(13) suggests attemptmg to solve It for small k'j by a No 
mann series. We also have seen that branch points m 
spectrum of E are crucial m determming the asymptotic expans11• 
Provided this smgulanty 1s preserved, we may try radical appro-
ations of the functions bemg mtegrated In a prev10us study, 
-ee (1975) found that in the mode matched solution, for the 
irticular case where the body 1s a sphere, the off-diagonal 
ements of the scattermg matrix could be neglected. In other 
ords, for the time domam problem discussed here the secondary 
rm m the Green's function could be neglected These observa-
Jns suggest that within the integrat10n over the structure we 
place Eby Ei and G by G1 where 
d 
R 2 = "'V\z2 + r' 2 + a2 - 2ar' cos <f>z). 
1ese approx1mat10ns still retam the branch cut m the spectrum 
E in the complex w-plane This cut runs along the pos1t1ve 
iaginery w-ax1s. 
If a current of ! 0e'w1/(1w) flows m the loop, then the re-
ltmg transient electric field 1s approximately E(t) where 
Ei(r', z')G1(r', z') 
p 
· eP1dp dA (14) 
:rep= 1w. 
The mtegral m equation (14) may be simplified by mtegrating 
out the branch cut in the same way as equation ( 10) After 
aluatmg this integral, one finds that 
µolo(cr2 - cr1) J 12"' 12"' E(t) = E'(t) + 2 F(t) cos ¢1. l67T CT1 A 0 0 
. cos ¢2d¢2dA', 
·d 
·d T = t/(cr 1µ 0 ) 
Because (R r + R~) I ( 4,.) IS much less than umty at the 
er stages 
r' a [(R 1 + R2),.-5'2] [5 ((R1 + R2)2) F(t) =- -
R1R2 4\/1Tcr1µ 0 4 ,. 
(16) 
msequently, 
_ '() _ I 0 µ 0 (cr2 - cr1) J J2"' 5r'a.y;. 
t) - E t 2 2 712 
161T CT1 8T 
A' 0 
Lee 
Table 3. Comparison of the calculated voltages for a spherical con-
ductor in half space. The Va was obtained by using equation (18) 
and Ve was obtained by a mode-matching solution (Lee, 1975). 
I 
(msec) Vc(volts/amp x 103) Va(volts/amp X 103) 
I 2.81 2 42 
I 5 0 89 0 87 
20 0 40 0 43 
25 0.22 0 23 
30 0 13 0.14 
3.5 0 09 0 094 




In equation (17), the ¢ mtegrat1ons have been simplified and m 
R 1 and R2 we have set ¢ 1 = ¢ 2 = ¢ Consequently, 
I ( er ) J Sr' aTI312 £(t) =£'-µoo<r22 - 1 H( )dA' --7-,2- r, z ' l67T CT1 A' 4T 
where 
2ar' 1 
H (r z) = - -;:::========::; 
' 'TT Y(z - z')2 + (r + r') 2 
(18) 
+ 2rr' K [ 2 
'TT Yz' 2 + (r + a)2 
ar' J 
z' 2 + (r + r')2 · 
Here K (k) 1s the complete elliptic mtegral of the first kmd of 
modulus k. This funct10n may he calculaterl ell~1ly by the de-
scending Landen's transformat10n [see Abramowitz and Stegun, 
1965, p. 597]. To calculate the magnetic fields, the derivative 
of the elliptic integral is reqmred. Note that 
d 
- K(k) ' 0 [E(k) - (1 - kf)K(k)]/[k(I - k2)]. 
dk 
Here E(k) 1s the elliptic mtegral of the second kmd, 
Few results are available for the transient response of structures 
of the type discussed above. One struct.ire which has been studied 
1s a sphere (Lee, 1975). It 1s these results which we must use to 
check equation ( 18) 
If the sphere is of radms b and 1s at depth h beneath the loop, 
then equation (18) reduces to 
where 
and 
P2 = Ya2 + h2 
The easiest way to derive equation ( 19) 1s to expand l / R 1 and 
I/ R 2 of equation ( 17) m terms of Legendre functions and then 
Asymptotic Expansions for Transient EM Fields 
effect the integrations by usmg the addition formulas for Legendre 
functions. 
Equation (19) is the first term of an asymptotic expansion 
which has previously been given by Th10 [ 1977, equation (7 .3-19)]. 
Thio obtamed his series by findmg the asymptotic expans10n of 
an exact solution to equation (13) For the case of a comcident 
loop prospectmg system, the transient voltage is approximated by 
la(a2 - a1)VTI a4b5 
V(t) = V1 (t) - 712 2 3 (20) 24'1' a1P2 
This equation may be used to check equation ( 18) 
Table 3 shows the result of calculating the transient response 
of a sphere m two different ways. The first way is to use the 
method of Lee (1975), and the second way is to use equation (20) 
For this calculation the first term m the approximation to Vi (t) 
was also used. That 1s, 
Vi(t) = o.-o 1 o -al " y;; (a µ a2)312 
20t t 
(21) 
[Lee and Lewis, 1974, equation (14)]. For the model, the radms 
of the loop and the sphere was 75 m and the depth to the center 
of the sphere 1s 100 m The conductivities of the ground and the 
sphere are 0.049 and 0.56 Sim, respectively. As Table 3 shows, 
results derived from equation (18) can be m excellent agreement 
with those of other less approximate methods provided a 1 µ 0 12 / t 
is much less than unity. For example, when t = 3.5 msec, the 
percentage error is about 4 percent and a 1 µ 0 12 / t 1s about 0 .1 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURES 
The method given in the prev10us section can be used to obtam 
asymptotic expansions for the transient response of two-
dimens1onal (2-D) structures. The idea is to approximate the 
x 
FIG. 4. Geometry for the 2-D structures The particular case shown 
here 1s for an elliptic cylmder. 
sending and receiving loops by a pair of wires The mtegn 
equat10n to be solved is 
E = E' + (k~ - kf) I E G dA,' 
A 
where 
n 1 = YA. 2 + iwµoa1, 
and 
k'f = !WfLoO"J' 
(2, 
[Hohmann (1971), Wait (1962)]. Agam the z-ax1s 1s directed If 
the ground. The conduct1vit1es of the ground and mhomogene 
are ai and a 2 , respectively All the permeab1ht1es have be 
set to µ 0 , and displacement currents have been neglected Eqt 
tion (22) is for a simple line source which 1s on the earth's s1 
face at (x1 , O) (see Figure 4 which shows an elhpt1cal conducto 
Howard (1972) solved equation (22) for the particular c~ 
where the conductor 1s a cylinder. The method used was mo 
matching, and one result was that the scattering matnx \\ 
diagonally dommant. Consequently, we can use an argumt 
analogous to that used m the previous sect10n to approx1m1 
the unknown field by 





R = Y(z' - z)2 + (x - x')2 . 
We have neglected the second~ terms m the Green's funcli 
and m the approx1mat1on of E m the mtegral. A further s1mr 
ficat10n was evaluatmg the mtegrals mvolved m the primary ter 
m terms of the modified Bessel funct10n K 0 
Suppose that the signal 1s transmitted by two wifes which , 
at (x2 , O) and (x3 , O) and received as the difference m 
electric field E between (x1 , z1 ) and (x4, z4 ) Note that the 
ce1ved voltage 1s simply AE M, where M is the length of , 
rece1vmg wires If the spectrum of /(w) is 10 /(iw), then the tr; 
s1ent signal at the later stages AE(t) can be found by contc 
mtegratlon. Agam we have to mtegrate about a cut along : 
positive 1magmary w-axis. The details are qmte stra1ghtforw .• 
and the results are given m equation (24) 
AE(t) = AE'(t) + (a2 -4a~)µg/o J H(Ri, R2 ) 7T A' 
44 
Here 
R, = Y(x' - x,)2 + ( ' )2 I 2 3 4 Z - Z 1 , I= , , , , 
H(R,, Ri) = ~ lx z3e-z 21 [Jo(R7Yrr1µo)Yo(RJYrr1µ0) 
2 0 
+ lo(RJYu1 µo) Yo(R7Yrr1 µo)]dz 
(24) 
a I 2 2 
+ - - e-(R,+R,Jcr1JJ.0'<41lK [RR u µ /(2t)] 
ar 2t o ' ; 1 o 
Equation (24) can be simplified for a finite structure by usmg 
approximations for the exponential and Bessel functions of 
small argument These approx1mat10ns reduce equat10n (24) to 
t:.E(t) = t:.E'(t) - (rr2 - u~) ~010 J u 1 µ5[(R~ - R~) · 32 1T t A 
In(Ri/R4) +(RI - R~ - R~) In (R 2 /R 3 )]dA' (25) 
Equation (25) can be simplified for one useful geologic model, 
an elliptic cylmder 
When all the wires are at the earth's surface, 




Suppose that the center uf the elhplit: l-ylmt!er is at (O, z0) anti 
that its maJOr and mmor axes are 'Tl and I;,, respectively In addi-
tion, the major axis dips to the left at an angle <!> (see Figure 4 
where only one wire 1s shown) For convenience we choose a 
new system of coordmates (x, z) that are aligned with the maJor 
and mmor axes of the cylinder In terms of these coordmates, 
x' = x cos <!> + z sm <!>, 
z0 - z' = x sm <!> - z cos<!> 
If we put 'Yv = !3v cos<!> and Bv = -!3v sin<!>, then 
Rz - R'j = ci.v + -Yvx - o,1z· 
(27) 
(28) 
Now choose a third set of coordmates so that the surface of the 
ellipse 1s easy to define. We transform (x, z) to elliptic cylinder 
coordmates by the substitutions x = b cosh µ cos 0, and 
z = -b smh µ sm 0. The surface of the elliptic cylinder 1s 
now atµ=µ* and the pomts (x;, z;) become(µ,, 0.). 
With these changes equation (25) becomes 
Lee 
sm n0 
· (e-nµ.3 cos n0 3 - e-nµ.2 cos n82) cosh nµ + -- · 
n 
· (e-nµ.3 sm n0 3 - e-nµ.2 sm n82) smh nµ ]} dµ d0. (29a) 
Multiplymg the bracketed terms and mtegratmg yields 
- . 
A 17 - A I (rr2 - rr1) 3 2 [ 23 
ur. - uF: - 3 µofob 0"1 /1 (µ1 - µ4) 8 1T t 
+ /~3 (e-µ.4 cos 04 - e-µ.1 cos 01) 
+ /~3 (e-µ.4 sm 04 - e-µ.1 sm 01) 
+ /~3 (e-2 JJ.4 cos 204 - e-2µ.1 cos 201)/2 
+ /~3 (e-2 JJ.4 cos 304 - e-2µ.1 cos 301)/3 
+ /~3 (e-3 µ.4 sm 304 - e-3µ.1 sin 30 1)/3 
+ /y4 (µ 2 - µ 3) + /~4 (e-µ.3 cos 03 - e-µ.2 cos 02) 
+ Ih4 (e-µ.3 sin 03 - e-µ.2 sin 02) 
+ Ii4 (e-21L3 cos 203 - e-2µ.2 cos 202)/2 
+ I14 (e-3µ.3 cos 303 - e-3µ. 2 cos 302)/3 
+ /~4 (e-3 µ.3 sm 303 - e-3µ.2 sm 30)/3], (29b) 
where 
Cl.v Cl.u JV = - smh µ * cosh µ * = - I;, 'Tl 1 2 2b2 , 
b-yl} I~= -
8
- (smh µ* cosh µ* + sinh3µ* cosh µ* 
+ cosh3µ* sinh µ*) 
= b-y,1 (2!l + (Ill + 11 3 1;,) 
8 b2 b4 b4 , 
bov 3 3 /IJ = -- (sinh µ* cosh µ* + cosh µ* smh µ* 
3 8 
- sinh µ* cosh µ*) 
= bol} (ell + 'Tl 3 i;, _ t ) 
8 b4 b4 "''Tl , 
/~ = -!'-.[, 
/~ = -/~, 
and 
/~ = - /~ 
(u u ) 12" lµ.* !::.E(t) = !::.E'(t) - 2 - 2 31 µ3I 0(rr1b2) [cosh2µ - cos20] · 16TI t 0 O 
{ [ 
"' cos ne 
. [0:23 + b-y23 cosh µcos e + b023 smh µ sm 0] JL1 - µ4 + 2 n~l --n- . 
sm ne 
· (e-nµ.4 cos n0 4 - e-nµ.1 cos n0 1) cosh nµ + 
n 
· (e-nµ.4 cos n0 4 - e-nµ.1 sm n0 1) smh nµ J 
[ 
"' cos ne 
+ h14 + b-v14 cosh µcos e + b814 smh µsin 0] JL2 - µ3 + 2 n~l --n-. 
Asymptotic Expansions for Transient EM Fields 4~ 
For computmg purposes, note that 
and 
cos 0, = _!___ (\1(x, + b cos <f>)2 + (z0 + b sm <f>) 2 2b 
- Y(x, - b cos <j>)2 + (z0 - b sin <J>) 2), 
cosh µ, = __!__ (Y(x, + b cos 0)2 + (z0 + b sin <!>) 2 
2b . 
+ Y(x, - b cos <!>) 2 + (z0 - b sm <f>) 2 ), 
b=vT] 2 -e. (30) 
It is mterestmg to reduce the ellipse to a circle This reduction 
can be achieved by allowmg ~ to approach 'Tl This happens 
when µ * becomes large If the radius is to remam finite, then 
b must also become small. If a 1s the radms of the circle, then 
for small b and large µ * we obtain 
b-yv a 4 I ---2 - 4 b4' 
b'Bv a 4 
/3 = 4 b4' 
b x 
e-µ= .~·cos0= 
v x- + z- \/ x 2 + z2 
With these results one finds that 
(31) 
AE = AE' - (0'2 - 0"1)/oµi0"1 [a23a2 In xI + y} la4 +-· 
8 7T t3 2 xt + yt 4 
x~ + y~ 
x~ + y~ 
(32) 
Here I is the distance between the transmitting wires; 1t 1s also 
the distance between the receivmg wrres. Equat10n (32) 1s what 
we would obtain if we had derived the first term of an asymptotic 
expansion by mtegratmg about the same branch cut but usmg 
Howard's (1972) exact expression for the electnc field 
To evaluate the equatJons of this section, one requires AE' (t) 
to be known This quantity can easily be obtamed from the 
results of Lewis and Lee (1980). In fact, 
AE'(t) = EHt, x 1, x2) - Et(t, xi, x 3 ) - Et(t, x4, x2) 
+ Et (t, X4, X3), 
/00"0µ0 2 Et (t, x,, x1 ) = - --- [4t/(0'1 µ 0 (x, - x1 ) )] 4t0'1 7T 
DISCUSSION 
The mam results of this paper are m equati.ons (6), (12), (18)1 
(25) and (29). Some of these equations were reduced to part1cula 
cases, and numencal results denved from these cases wer· 
favorably compared with the results derived from more exac 
methods Good agreement was obtamed when /2 O' µ 0 / t wa 
much less than umty. In the examples given, this quanl!ty wa 
about 0.1. While the Neumann series solut10n can be used t< 
solve the 3-D problem formally, this was not done because rn 
result~ were ava1lable to check the approx1mat1ons. 
Some particular features of the equat10ns should be noted. b 
all cases the asymptotic expansion for the transient voltage· 
consists of two terms, the first of these terms 1s the same as woulc 
be obtamed 1f it were assumed that the ground was a half-space 
The conductivity of this half-space 1s the same as the half-spact 
m the ongmal problem A feature of the second term 1s that 1 
decays more rapidly than the first term Consequently, tht 
frequently heard statement that the later stages of the transien 
are due to the underlymg conductor is misleadmg Note that vei:· 
late stages are not suitable for determining the parameters o 
the buried conductors 
For the case of layered structures, one finds that the latei 
stages depend upon only two parameters These are the con· 
ductiv1ty of the lower half-space and the parameter 
n-1 
L h,(I - O',/O'n). 
i=l 
Here h, is the thickness of the 1th layer, O', 1s the con 
ductIV!ty of the 1th layer, and Bn is the conduct1v1ty of tht 
bottom layer. Thus, many structures are equivalent at the late1 
stages 
In denvmg the results of this paper great attention had to bt 
paid to the singularities m the spectrum of the transient Erv 
field The example of approx1matmg a layered structure by : 
conductmg slab shows that the approximation breaks down be 
cause the approximate spectrum has quite different singular1tle! 
from the origmal spectrum. 
The results show that m order to be able to derive all the param 
eters for a geologic model, one must be able to calculate tht 
field at the earlier stages However, the above results can be 
used to help verify the results of more exact formulations. 
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Abstract 
The usual integral form for the two-dimensional Green's 
function (a cosine transform) is evaluated in closed form. 
This alternative form is particularly useful when calculations 
have to be performed on a mini-computer. 
1. Introduction 
Because the number of mining companies owning mini-
computers has increased, there is a corresponding increase 
in interest in the modelling of electromagnetic fields. A 
particular scheme for modelling the scattering of electro-
magnetic fields has been described by Hohmann (1971). 
The basis of the scheme is the solution of an integral 
equation, and to that end a Green's function must be 
evaluated many times. A particular feature of the Green's 
function is that it is the cosine transform of a function 
which depends on the vertical distance of a buried line 
source. In fact, the Green's function is also used to describe 
the electromagnetic fields about a line source. Because of 
the oscillating nature of the cosine function, the numerical 
integrations are slow and often inaccurate. The inaccuracies 
arise because it is usual to integrate between successive 
zeros of the cosine function and then to add all the terms 
together. The point is that when such a calculation is 
performed on a mini-computer, errors can arise because of 
numerical 'round-off'. The purpose of this paper 1s to pre-
sent closed form expressions for the electric and magnetic 
Green's functions. By such means it is possible to avoid the 
problems mentioned above. 
2. Electric Green's Function 
The function used by Hohmann is G(x1 ,z1 ;x,z) and it is 
defined by eqn 1: 
Here an erwt time dependence has been assumed; the point 
(x 1 ,z1 ) represents the source point while the point (x,z) 
denotes the position at which the function is to be 
evaluated. See Fig. 1. 
The conductivity and permittivity of the ground are a1 and 
e1 respectively. The permittivity of the air is e0 and all per-
meabilities have been assumed to be the same as for free 
space, µ 0 . 
When displacement currents are neglected, eqn (1) may be 
reduced to: 
-iwµ 0 \ Ko (k 1 R)+I} G=--
27T 
1~(n 1 -A.~e-n1(z+z1 >cos(A.(x-x 1 ))dA. where I= -- -n 1 +A. n1 0 
and R = y'((z-z1 )2 + (x-x1 ) 2 ) 
E o, air 
FIGURE 1 
Geometry for the Green's Function 
ground 
£, I (T'I 
:x: 
(2) 
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Path for the contour integrals 
K0 (z) is the modified Bessel function of argument z. 
The remainder of this section is concerned with the evalu-
ation of the term denoted by I. 
To proceed, one notices that the term I is the sum of two 
terms denoted by ( and r where 
and 
(3) 
In making this choice it is assumed that (x-x 1 ) ;;;i: 0. In 
the event that this 1s not the case, the two terms are inter-
changed. Consequently it is possible to assume that the 
term (x-x1 ) is positive. 
Notice that I+ and r are analytic in the upper and lower 
A. planes with branch points at A= +ik1 and -ik1 respec-





(x-x 1 ) 
p 
(z+z1 )n 1±A.(x-x1 )i 
A.= ±ik 1 sin(</>) 
Peas(</>); 
Psin(</>) 
..,/( (x-x1 )2 + (z+z1 )2 ) 
<I> arctan ( lx-x 11 /(z+z 1 )) 
These observations suggest that the paths of integration for 
(or 1· be deformed to the paths C1 and C2 respectively. 
To proceed, one divides the path of each integral into two 
parts. The first part is to ±ik 1 sin(</>) respectively, and the 
second part is to infinity via the points A and B respectively. 
The variable of integration is now changed in all of these 
integrals. In the integrals between 0 and ±ik1 sin(</>) one 
sets A= ±ik 1 sin(a) respectively, and in the integrals between 
± ik1 sin(</>) and infinity one writes A.= ±k1 sinh(O) respec-
tively. Next, notice that the integral along AB vanishes 
because of Jordan's theorem. 
By this means one finds that 
1• + 1·= I= fo .-Pk1co•C<>-4>l51n(2a)da+ l~o .-Pk1cosh(8)-28cosh(21/>)d0 
(4) 
The expression for I can now be reduced by straightforward 
integration to: 
Ii 2e-Pk1cos(</Jl (1+Pk1 cos(c/>))] I = cos(2</>) K2 (Pk1 ) - --~ (Pk1 ) 2 
rt> 
+sin(2</>) t e-Pk1cos(<>lcos(2a)da (5) 
Here we have made use of the integral representation for 
the modified Bessel function, i.e. 
K2 (z) = f e-zcosh <0 > cosh(28)d8 (6) 
0 
See Abramowitz & Stegun (1964, p. 376, No. 9-6-24). 
The remaining integral may be expressed in terms of 
modified incomplete Struve functions of orders zero and 
one. The other quantities needed are modified and incom-
plete Bessel functions also of zero and unit order. A full 
discussion of this matter can be found in the book by 
Agrest and Maksimov (1971, p. 289). Since numerical 
results are required, however, it is easier to use eqn 5. 
In terms of the initial rectangular co-ordinates one finds 
that the expression for the electric Green's function is: 




( lx-xll) J arctan --2lx-x1 l(z+z1) (z+zl) 
P' ~o '-o"> oo>(a)oo•{2•)d• ~ (7 Jo 
;;. The Magnetic Green's Function 
Cnce 'the electric field is known it 1s a simple matter to 
e;alculate the associated magnetic fields. To this end we 
1 equ1re the derivative of G with respect to x or z. I n'fact, if 
GHz and GHx are respectively the vertical and horizontal 
Green's function for the magnetic fields, then 
aG 
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,fter some tedious but not unpleasant work one finds that: 
,H ~ -- ---- K 1 (k,R) + 1 ~ (z-z
1 )k1 
x 2ir R 
-k1(z+z ) l+k1 (z+z ) 1 [((z+z
1 )2-(x-x1 )2) ~ 4kf (z+z1)( 1 ) 
p2 (Pk, )4 
(lx-xll) arctan --1-
lx-xl I (z+zl )2 ~ (z+z ) 
2 k e-k, Pcos(a) cos(a)cos(2t )da 
p3 I 
0 
2(x-x1)2 (z+z1) ~ 
- p6 ~z+z' )2-(x-x1)2/ e-k, (z+z' l (9) 
and (x~x 1 ) 
8(x-x1)(z+zi) 2J +2e-k• (z+z' >((x-x1) ((z+z1)2-(x-x1)2) (z+z1)2 
p4(Pki)2 p6 
1+--.( 4 )~ 
\ (Pki) 2 




((x-x')) arctan --( (z+z 1) t e-Pk, co«> cos(a)cos(2a)da} (10) 
4. Discussion 
The expressions given here have uses other than the evalua-
tion of the Green's function. Thus, the electromagnetic 
fields about line sources on or in a uniform ground can be 
expressed in terms of the Green's functions that have just 
been described. More specifically, if a current of 10 e1wt 
flows in a wire, then the electric field E is just 
( 11) 
Associated with the electric field are two components of a 
magnetic field Hx and Hz. These quantities are simply 
and 
(12) 
For a discussion of results alternative to those given here, 
the reader is referred to Wait & Spies ( 1971). There the 
interested reader will find a table of G for various values 
of x and z. 
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stract 
Ill usual practice of neglecting displacement currents in 
calculation of electromagnetic transients is critically 
•mined for the case of a uniform ground. For this case it 
hown that the percentage error involved in the calcula-
1 by the neglect of the displacement currents is approxi-
ltely (1500/4) arctan [E1 /(a1 t)], where t denotes time 
Ill a1 and E1 denote the conductivity and permittivity of 
ground respectively. 
• ntroduction 
:ently there has been a growing interest in the possibility 
lletecting induced polarization effects in transient electro-
inetic method (TEM) data. In a review of the literature 
· (1979) noted that there were few theoretical results 
<t might provide an insight into this problem. More re· 
tly Spies (1980) published results of a TEM survey in 
~ensland. Spies concluded that induced polarization 
cts might account for the nega1ive responses which were 
·erved in some of the transient data of that survey. 
-er Lee ( 1981) showed that induced polarization effects 
e present in the transient response of a ground whose 
ductivity function could be described by a 'Cole-Cole' 
:lei (Pelton et al. 1978). In all these results the effects 
iisplacement currents were ignored. The purpose of the 
.;ent paper is to show that that procedure is valid except 
some extreme cases. 
lfhe Transient Response 
1pose that a large loop of radius a lies on a uniform 
Jnd of conductivity a1 and permittivity e1 • When a uni· 
•n current of spectrum -1 0 e-iwt /(iw) flows in the loop 
ilectric field E(w) will be observed. 
·rison, Phillips & O'Brien (1969 p. 87, eqn 22) have 
Nn thatat a distance r from the centre of the loop, E(w) 
be written as: 
loaµo 27T f~ 
J) =~ f JoP .. Rl 
Jo o 
A no e-iwt 
- ---COS (8) d"f..d8 (1) 
n0 n0 + n1 
ice that we have used the addition theorem of the Bessel 
;t1ons to group the functions into a single term. 
In the above equation: 
and 
An assumption made is that the permeabilities of the air 
and ground are the same as the permeability of free space, 
µo. The notation Eo is for the permittivity of the air; w de-
notes angular frequency, and t time. 
Equation (1) may be conveniently written as: 
2rr = 
E(w) = -as.ioloe-lwt 1 i (Mo - "'1 1 )Ja("AR)dA.cos(O)dO 
2 (ko-k1) (ko+k1) 2rr ( ) 
0 0 
With the help of Sommerfield's integral one can reduce eqn 
(2) to eqn (3): 
- -aµoloe-lwt 127T a2 ~eikoP elk,P)cos(O)df} 
E(w)= - 2 --- - (3) (ko-k1 )(ko+k1) az p p 27T 
0 
Here P = JR2 + z2 and z is set equal to zero once the 
differentiation is carried out. 
The transient electric field E(t) may be found by taking 
the Fourier transform: 
00 
E(t) = - e-iwtE(w) dw 1 s -
27T 
-00 
This transform may be evaluated by contour integration 
once a suitable path is selected in the lower complex w 
plane. 
Notice that there is no pole at k0 = k1 , because the expo· 
nential terms are also zero there. Also, there is not a pole at 
k0 = -k1 • Thus it remains only to consider the branch 
points of E(w) in the lower complex w plane. In the follow-
ing we shall assume that E(t) is to be evaluated for times 
greater than ~p and ~P. This assumption IS--b~­
cause we are interested only in those times for wh1cti.tl:ie 
electric field has had time to propagate to all the points on 
the loop. 
Since k1 = v'w2 µ 0 E1 + iwµ 0 a 1 one sees that there are 
branch points at w = 0 and w = -ia1 /e1 • The spectrum of 







Cz C4 C3 
FIGURE 1 
Path for the contour integral. 
E{w) is an analytic function of w provided we make a cut 
along the ray from w= 0 to w = -ia1 I e1 . We have ignored 
the point at infinity because it is a removable singularity 
{see Sveshnikov & Tikhonov 1973, p. 18). 
Notice that the spectrum of E{w) vanishes exponentially 
for w tending to infinity because of the exponential func-
tions. Moreover, the integrals of E{w) along the arcs C1 and 
C2 of Fig. 1 vanish because of Jordan's lemma {see Svesh-
nikov & Tikhonov 1973, p. 130). Notice, also, that the 
integrals along the paths C3 and C4 of Fig. 1 cancel each 
other as the paths of integration approach the negative w 
axis. Also, the integral about the origin of that figure 
vanishes as the path of integration approaches the origin 
because the spectrum of E{w) is finite there. Thus by 
Cauchy's theorem the only contribution to the contour 
integral is the integral about the branch cut from w = 0 to 
w = -ia1 /e1 • 
To proceed one writes: w = qe-nr/2 on P-
and w = qenr+in/2 on P+ 
and learns that k1 = ±..jqµ0a1 - q2 € 1 µ 0 on P- and 
P+ respectively. 
Notice that the integrals about the ends of the contours 
vanish and so after adding the integrals along each side of 
the cut together, one has from Cauchy's theorem that: 
The integration with respect to (} may be performed by 
first interchanging the order of integration, expanding the 
sine function as a power series and then differentiating 
with respect to z at z = 0. The resulting (} integral may be 
evaluated by using the double-angle formulae for the 
- trigonometric functions. These manipulations lead to the 
expression for E{t) given in eqn (5): 
2s+5 
aloµoia,!e, e-qt ~ (-1)'a2s+2(qµoa1 -q2µ0E,)_2_ 
E(t)=-- ----- L.., ---------dq 
µorr 
0 
q 2 (E 1-E0)-qa1 s=O (2s+5) (2s+3)sl (s+2)1 (5) 
A convenient check can be placed on this result by setti 
€1 = €0 = 0. For this case E{t) = Ep{t) where: 
2s+5 
alo ~ e-qt ~ (-1)sa2s+2(qµoa1 )-2-
Ep(t) = - - f --L..J dq • 
a11T J. q s=O (2s+5) {2s+3)s! (s+2)! 
0 
This last expression can be integrated term by term by usi 
the definition of the gamma function. This integrati> 
yields: 
aloµoJir Ja;ij.0 ~ (-1)5(2s+2)! (a2a1µ 0)s+i 
Ep(t)=---\ - £..J --2irt t s=O (2s+5) (s+1)!sl (s+2)! 4t 
Equation (7) is identical to that given by Lee & Lei. 
(1974, eqn 11). 
3. Effects of Displacement Currents 
Equation (5) may be transformed into a more conveniE 
form by the following substitutions: 
qt =tan(} 
¢ = arctan [e1 /(a1 t)] 
Q'. = (€1 -€0)/€1 
One now finds that eqn (5) can be written as: 
n 
--¢ 




0c tan.P - cotO 
0 
~ 2~5 2s+5 
~ (•2µoa1)~ tan2••30 (cos (0+.Pl)~ L.J (-1)' -- --- dO 
s=O t (2s+5) (2s+3)sl (s+2) I cos¢ smO 
Notice that when ¢ = 0: 
E{t) = Ep(t) 
For the problem we are considering we may suppose t 
e1 ~ €0, in which case O'. can be taken to be unity. 
Since we are interested only in the effects of displacem 
currents we may restrict our attention to the case wl" 
a 1 is small. For that case, for all the times used m p11 
pecting, eqn (7) may be approximated by the first term. 
¢z2a2 
Consequently: E{t) ~ (1 - - 2-) Ep(t) where z = 1/t ( oz 
and therefore: E(t) ~ [1 - (15/4)¢] Ep(t) (~ 
Since the voltage induced in a receiving loop whict 
coincident with the transmitting loop is just 27Ta E{t)• 
follows that: 
V(t) ~ [1 - (15/4)¢] Vp(t) 
Here Vp(t) denotes the transient voltage when displacerr 
currents are ignored. Thus if ¢ is small the percentage e11 
x that would result in the transient electric field {or n 
sured voltage) due to the neglect of the displacement ' 
rents is approximated by: 
x = { 1500/4) arctan [€1 /(a1 t)] 
Bull. Aust. Soc. Exp/or. Geophys. v. 12 no. 3, September 1981 
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Since e0 = 8.854 x 10-12 F.m-1 , one finds that for the 
case where e1 is 100 times e0 anc;t a, a and t have values of 
10-3 S.m-1 , 50 m and 10-4 s respectively, the resultant 
percentage error is about 4%. 
4. Discussion 
Equation (14) shows that only at the very early stages of 
the transient response of a highly resistive rock would the 
effect of displacement currents be seen. 
Instruments with the capability of measuring transients at 
times less than 0.1 ms have a potential application for 
mapping rocks with a large e1 /(a1 t): for example, coal 
seams. 
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Abstract 
The presence of a conducting material about an orebody 
modifies the transient electromagnetic fields in two ways. 
Firstly at the early stages by strongly directing the pri-
mary field and secondly at the later stages by swamping 
the target field. These effects must be recognised when 
interpreting field data, in view of the numerical studies of 
two-dimensional structures. The effects may be advan-
tageously used in designing field measurements. 
1. Introduction 
The transient electromagne.t1c (TEM) methods differ in one 
fundamental respect from the frequency domain methods. 
The frequency domain systems create steady-state osc1 I lat mg 
fields while transient systems involve the propagation of 
travelling fields localised in well defined areas. In a uniform 
ground before interaction with scatterers the source fields 
are usually in the form of deformed images of the source 
which become more blurred with time as illustrated in 
Lewis and Lee (1978) and in Nabighian (1979). Con-
sequently it is informative to examine the fields radiated 
from various transient .sources in an endeavour to under-
stand the first stage of the TEM process. 
It is well known that in other exploration techniques the 
use of special source configurations is advantageous. This 
is so in the use of appropriate electrode arrays in resistivity 
and induced polarisation methods and has been the subject 
of intense studies, e.g. Pratt and Whiteley (1974). The use 
of source arrays in seismic exploration, a method showing 
many of the propagating features of TEM, is also of con-
siderable antiquity. In this connection it is interesting to 
note other common features such as the use of ray tracing 
techniques which are currently under renewed study (Kan 
and Clay 1979) following the early work of Yost (1952). 
At the present time there 1s some uncertainty concerning 
the way a conducting orebody decays in a conducting 
half-space. McCracken ( 1979) has tried to summarise the 
various views. McCracken wrote that 1f a target has a slower 
decay (of eddy currents) then the transient of the target is 
on its own at later stages. Alternatively if the target decays 
faster than the overburden then a frequency domain method 
would be superior because the target spectrum shifts to the 
higher frequencies. 
Spies ( 1978) in an attempt to clarify the situation carried 
out a series of model studies of a conductor in a conducting 
half-space. Spies' diagram showed that initially the transient 
from the half-space decayed more rapidly without the body, 
but at later stages, the various transients arising from 
whether or not there was a conducting cylinder present 
could not be distinguished from each other. Thus the situa-
tion described by McCracken does not always apply. 
Previously Thio (1977) had also attempted to resolve the 
situation by numerically modelling a sphere in a conducting 
half-space. As part of his study, Thia derived an asymptotic 
expansion for the later stages and calculated the ratio of the 
transient voltage, due to the half-space, to the secondary 
transient arising from the sphere in the half-space. The re-
sults were checked by comparing them with those of Lee 
(1974). Thia's results showed that, for purely electrical 
conductivity, the target part of the transient decayed much 
more rapidly. For a magnetic as well as a conducting sphere, 
the ratio was asy iTiptotic to a constant, which was small 
when the sphere was several radii deep. 
Some of the above confusion arises because there is a ten-
dency to assume a priori the final form of the transient. 
The advantages and disadvantages of this approach have 
been argued by Wait, Spies and Hjelt (1971). The argument 
revolves around whether or not the later stages of a transient 
can be described by a series of decaying exponentials. 
Kaufman ( 1978) attempted to resolve these arguments 
when he argued that when the surrounding medium was an 
insulator the later stages could be described by a series of 
exponentials. Since a series of exponentials corresponds to · 
a series of poles in the time domain Kaufman is saying that 
the singularities of the transfer function of the ground does 
not have a branch cut type of singularity. 
The difficulty for the practical application of these results 
is that in the actual situation in the field the surrounding 
material is not an insulator. Moreover, when Thia calculated 
the later stages of the response of a buried sphere, he ig-
nored all contributions from poles and only considered the 
contribution from the branch cut, a process that led to an 
accurate estimation of the later stages of the transient and a 
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decay form as inverse powers of time. This is the same type 
form of decay that Lee and Lewis (1974) had previously 
found for layered structures. 
There are two important problems in the analysis of tran-
sient electromagnetic results and they are the problem of 
controlling the sources for TEM and resolving the debate 
over the type of the response to be expected at later stages. 
The purpose of this paper is to indicate possible avenues of 
approach to both of these problems. 
2. The Directed Electric Field 
(a) Field from a wire 
Consider a Cartesian co-ordinate system (x,y ,z) in which a 
uniform half-space of magnetic permeability µ 0 occupies 
the space y>O. A source wire is assumed to lie along the 
z axis. Wait (1962) has shown that if a current leiwt flows 
in the wire then the electric field at (x,z) is given by 
E(w) = -iwµo I J~ cos Axe- nz dA. (1) 
7T o n+A. 
where n = '\/A.2+ iwµ0 a. 
If L - 1 denotes the inverse Laplace transform then the tran-
sient electric field due to a step current in the wire is 
E(t) = L-1 (E(w)/iw) 
Using result 5-95 of Oberhettinger and Badii (1973) this 
may be reduced 
E(t) = -µo I 
7T 
~ I cos Ax e-·/l.2t/aµo [ yaµo/t e-z2 aµo/4t -
0 (2) 









-40 -30 -20 -10 
Equation 2 can be simplified by putting 
H = zyaµ 0 /4t , 
r = aµ 0 /4t, 
X = xyaµ 0 /4t, 
R2 = x2+H2 (3) 
and evaluating the integral. After some tedious algebra 
eqn f2) reduces to 




/{y1TR 2 ) - erfc(H) (H 2-X2 )/R4] (4) 
where p(x) is Dawson's integral:-
x 
p(x) = L et2 dt (5) 
which is available as a standard function on some computers 
and so need not be evaluated by integration. 
A related result where the current is an impulse rather than 
a step is given by Wait ( 1971). 
The result is readily generalised for multiple line sources by 
appropriately summing the fields of each source. 
Figure 1 shows the distribution of -E(t)7Ta/(lr) obtained 
by evaluating eqn (4). It is apparent that the electric field 
is concentrated in a roughly elliptical zone which propa-
gates vertically downward with the passage of time. It may 
be noted in passing that the maximum value on the surface 
of the ground is always at the source but that in the ground 
the maximum value always occurs directly below the wire. 
Figure 2 shows the same data recast in the form of a nomo-
gram useful for calculating waveforms. The quantity plotted 
here is E7Tr2 a/I where r2 = x2 + z2 . The nomogram is used 
as follows. Firstly evaluate r2 and draw a line across the dia-
gram from the origin with a slope given by x/z. Knowing 
the conductivity and the required time r, X and Z are 
evaluated and E7Tr2 a/I is read off the diagram at (X,Z). As 
0 •10 •20 •30 •40 •50 
The distribution of -E(thra/(lr)x106 for a line source at the origin. The axes are labelled in terms of the scaled coordinates IX.HI. 
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time increases the. point (X,Z) due to a .fixed (x,z) moves 
along the line constructed previously. At early times the 
appropriate point 1s at a great distance from the origin; at 
infinite time it is the origin. As presented the nomogram is 
best suited to studying early and moderate times. It may 
be readily recast so that the late-time part is expanded if 
required. 
-5 -3 




The nomogram illustrates another point about a line source. 
It follows that along any line drawn through the source the 
same basic waveform is found but it is scaled in amplitude 
and distorted in time, i.e. by replotting the time scale the 
same waveform is recovered. 
0 •1 •4 
A nomogram for calculating incident field waveforms from a line source with a step current. Using the scaling described in the text the 
contours here are multiplied by 10°. 
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FIGURE 3 
The same quantity as in Fig. 1 for a loop source with the loop sides at X = ± 0.5. The value of r is 0.316. Note the striking difference from 
Fig. 1 and the resemblance to the corresponding results for a circular loop given in Lewis and Lee (1978). 
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(b) Directed waves 
It is apparent from Fig. 1 that there is a fundamental dif-
ference in the type of field distribution obtained from a 
circular loop as given in Lewis and Lee (1978). However, a 
single line source with no return circuit is not physically 
realisable so we examine in Fig. 3 the distribution of field 
for a pair of lines carrying oppositely directed currents 
which represent the long sides of a rectangular loop. It is 
immediately apparent that a similar pattern to that for a 
circular loop is obtained. This result is important in that it 
demonstrates that this pattern is characteristic of loops and 
arises because of the interference of the fields radiated from 
opposite sides of the loop. Since this is essentially a property 
of the source geometry we examine the possibility of ob-
taining other field distributions from more complex sources. 
We restrict this discussion to two simple realisable sources 
but point out that there are many other possibilities based 
on similar considerations. The two source circuits are shown 
in Fig. 4. That in the top of Fig. 4 is just two loops side by 
side with two different currents. That in the lower figure is 
a three-wire system with current partitioned between two 


























The source geometries used to study directed fields. The lower con-
figuration may also be realised as two loops of different sizes. 
the right-hand half of the half-space in each case but note 
that the distribution in the other half is not symmetric. 
Figure 5 depicts the results for the upper circuit of Fig. 4 
and shows that while the locus can be varied by changing 
the currents in the loops this is not an efficient method of 
steering the field in that the range of control available is 
minimal. 
Figures 6 to 12 show the same result for the three-wire 
system. If a, the loop width ratio shown in the lowe·r part 
of Fig. 4 is reasonably large then quite effective steering can 
be obtained and the instrumentation required is quite 
simple. It is, however, important to realise that the steered 
concentration of electric field is quite diffuse. Whether the 
variation in excitation produced is of diagnostic value in 
practical situations is a question which remains and requires 
further model or field studies. 
3. Late Stage Response with a Conductor 
The discussion of tbe previous work on the effect of the 
host rock on electromagnetic transients showed that geo-
physicists often think that the response of the orebody is 
quite separate from that of the surrounding medium. In 
fact, the two are inextricably coupled. This can be seen by 
considering the singularity expansion of the primary and 
secondary fields. We first treat the axi-symmetric problem 
of a sphere that is excited by a coaxial loop. Later we con-
sider the case of a non-axially symmetric problem of a 
cylinder that is excited by a line source. 
The electric field E, at time t, at a depth z, and distance r, 
from a loop of radius a, in a ground of conductivity a 1 , and 





The locii of maximum e.m.f. produced by the upper circuit of Fig. 4. 
In comparison with the results in Figs 6 to 11 the control is minimal. 
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ucii of maximum e.m.f. produced by the lower circuit in Fig. 4. 
11 a increases, the possible deviation increases, until the limiting 
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Here we have assumed that the field arises from a step cur-
rent of amplitude I flowing in the loop. 
Writing S = "'A..2 + iwa1µ 0 in eqn (6) yields: 
Writing S = iw yields: 
jm 
I e-X2 tl(a 1 µ 0 )j 1 (Af")J, (Ni), 
0 
• ( e-lwz+lwt/(a 1 µ0 ) dw di\ 




The inner integral in eqn (8) can be evaluated by closing 
the path of the integration by a semi-circle about the upper 
half plane. This semi-circle is indented so that it passes to 
the left and the right of the branch cut from the origin 
along the imaginary axis. See Fig. 12. This is the only singu-
larity and since the contributions on the arcs are zero by 
Jordan's theorem, then it follows that the transient can be 
considered as the manifestation of the integral about the 
branch cut. Writing .../iW = ue-i1T/Z on p- and ~ 
uern/Z on p+ we find that the above integral becomes: 
~ 
J J1 (i\a) J1 (i\r)i\e-X't1ca,µ 0 > , 
0 
m 
2 f e-u't/(a,µ 0 ) u(i\sin i\u + u cos i\u) du di\ 
rr j i\2 + u2 
0 
Therefore 
E = lµoa J 
a,µo 
0 
- A.e/..z + X't!(a,µ,) erfc (A. 
Here we have used the results of Erdelyi et al. ( 1954, p. 74 
no. 26 and p. 15 no. 15). 
Equation (9) readily reduces to 
I 3/2 aµ, E(t) = _a_ (Olio ) e-<z' +a' +r'>4t 
2aJrr t 
-~ ~ A.2 J 1 (A.a) J1 (A.r) e/..z 
0 
a result previously given by Lewis and Lee ( 1978). 
When we examine the singularity expansion of the secon-
dary field of a sphere of radius b, conductivity a2 , permea-
bility µ 0 , at a depth of h beneath the loop described above 
• 
we find that the singularities consist of not only the bran( 
cut but also poles. 
The secondary field, Es, is approxi!l'ately given by: 
-~ 11T A, I I E5 = -- - H3 (k 1 R)b P1 (cos 0) , 2 JR /2 
To evaluate this expansion in terms of integrals about t~ 
singularities one needs to integrate about a branch cut fro 
the origin on and about the various poles that lie on tr 
imaginary axis when k1 b = 0 (Singh 1973). Since this equ 
tion is the same as Thia (1977) later obtained, we kno 
what the dominant contribution is, about the branch ct: 
Thia ( 1977) obtained a transient that decayed with an i 
verse power law with time. 
If one restricts oneself to the poles and assumes an infinite: 
resistive half-space then the expression simplifies to: 
( 1 ~ 
s= IW Lee (1974) 
The field decays exponentially. 
These equations show that by concentrating on specific s1 
gularities all sorts of responses can be derived for the sin£ 
physical situation and that much more care should be pa 
to interpreting the equations. 
Returning to eqn (11) we see that the branch cut contrib 
tions arose because of the Hankel functions H'Y and tN 
contributions from the poles arose from the Bessel fur 
tions, J'Y" The Hankel functions represent radiated fielc 
while the usual Bessel functions define the radial curre 
within the sphere. 
Equation (11) expresses the coupling between the interr 






The path of integration used in studying the branch cut contributior 
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1e surrounding half-space. The term in the numerator of A 
the first mode of the incident electric field. We have no-
;ed previously that such fields decay as 1/t'Y. The physical 
1tuat1on 1s that the surrounding conducting material is able 
·• supply energy to the conductor long after the electric 
~Id would have decayed were the conductor in an insula-
1g environment. The result is to prolong the life of the 
icaying fields in the conductor. Unfortunately the fact 
•at both the sphere response and the half-space response 
e both controlled by the same singularity in the spectrum 
suits in the conductor being difficult to detect (Lee 1978). 
1e only possible escape from this situation is to shape the 
cident field spectrum so that any 'pole' responses are en-
mced, but this may require the admittance of a generalised 
3quency. In the case of an insulating host the appropriate 
.equencies are iw = -n2 n2 /(b2 a2 /µ 0 ) (Singh 1973). 
1e above discussion of the later stages of the transient 
~ctromagnetic response of a buried axial conductor 
sumes axial symmetry. We now show that similar effects 
· those described above can be found in transients from 
.,o dimensional structures. 
ie and Lewis ( 1981) have studied the transient response 
a buried horizontal cylinder that has_ been excited by a 
1e source. As part of this study they introduced a transfer 
nction, Z(t). that was related to the incident electric field, 
(t). and the anomalous secondary electric Es(t) field by 
e convolution 
t 
(t) = t Z(r) Ei (t-T) dr (13) 
is evaluated at the centre of the cylinder. 
may be shown that the time-domain form of the transfer 
nction is given by 
) 1 ( lwt 2rrk2(1-aifa2Jli(k 2 a)Gdw 
= b J __ e ak 1 10 (k,a)K 1 (k1 a)+k2al 1 (k2a)K0(k1 a)+G,1 1 (k2a)2rrk2a 
ee Lee and Lewis (1981). (14) 
•1 this equation kf. = iaiwµ 0 (j=1,2) 
here a 1 is the conductivity of the ground, and a2 is the 
mductivity of the cylinder. It is assumed that the cylinder 
at depth h and of radius a and further that G, Gs are the 
reens functions given by 
s = 2~ (K~(~l + 2K1(~l/~-2(1+~le-f:lm2 1 




-n (y+h) -n ly-h I 
--e ' +e ' 
n,+A. 
= 2hk 1 , ni = A.2 + kf and x,y are the horizontal and ver-
;al distances of the cylinder centre from the line source. 
nee we are interested in the expression for the later part 
the transient the kernel in eqn ( 14) may be approximated 
1 neglecting the secondary part of the Greens function Gs. 
1e integral may then be evaluated using the contour in 
g. 12. Here we have neglected the contributions due to 
lies with the rationale that the branch cut yields responses 
terms of inverse powers of time, while the poles yield 
«ponent1al decays. It follows that the branch cut contri-
Jtion 1s dominant at late times. 
With a little algebra and the use of relations given by 
Abramowitz and Stegun ( 1965 p. 375 and p. 358) to express 
the modified Bessel functions in terms of unmodified func-
tions the transfer function reduces to 
Z(t) ~~ J- ue-u't (1-a1 /a2) ~du 
0 Sf +Si 
(15) 
where 
T(u) = -(-S2J0 (.;a;µ~ uR)+S1 Y0h/a1 µ 0 uR) )J 1(..j0Yo ua) 
s, =Fu, J, (~ du)J0 (..;a;µ;; au) --..;a; J0 (..jOYo au)J1 (~au) 
S2 = .Ja; J, (..;cr,µo au)Y o (.JO;IJ0 au) _,,;a. J0 (~ au)Y1 (~ au) 
Equation ( 15) may be evaluated numerically. Th is has been 
done for an example and the results are given in Table 1. 
The results of numerically transforming a mode-matched 
cylinder solution are given for comparison. The results given 
there are for a cylinder of radius 25 m and depth 100 m. The 
conductivity of the half-space is 0.01 S.m-1 and all the per-
meabilities have been set equal to µ 0 • The cylinder was 
excited by a step current flowing in a line source at the 
Earth's surface and offset 100 m from the axis of the 
cylinder. 
TABLE 1 
A comparison of the results for the transfer function of the cylinder 
calculated by two different methods. The Zm results were obtained 
by means of transforming the spectrum of a mode-matched solution 
while the Zm was obtained by evaluating the contour integral 
approximation to thot spectrum. Tho contour integral takes account 
only of the effects of the branch cut; poles are ignored. The columns 
give sets of data for different receiver positions. 
Om 50m 100m 200m 
-
t (msecl +Za +Zm +Za +Zm +Za +Zm +Za +Ztn 
1 0 102 82 125 36 91 03 114 72 66 11 92 08 1880 47.65 
1 78 70 65 81 65 65 57 77 0 54 65 67 01 32 5 46 76 
316 34 10 39 61 32 5 38 03 28 99 34 63 21 58 27 60 
5 62 11 70 13 91 11 36 13 54 10 62 12 74 8 99 11 07 
10 316 3 73 312 3 67 3 01 355 2 77 3 29 
17 8 83 93 .82 92 81 90 78 87 
31 6 23 25 23 25 23 025 22 24 
56 2 068 071 069 071 068 071 067 070 
100 021 021 021 021 021 021 021 021 
Comparison of the results shows clearly that at the late 
stage of decay the branch cut integral is an adequate re-
presentatio'n of the transfer function. It should be noted 
th.at the same branch cut is the only singularity in the ex-
pression for the incident field due to the line source. These 
results indicate that the results discussed above for the 
sphere have their counterparts for other structures. 
4. Conclusions 
We have demonstrated the importance of source geometry 
on TEM incident fields and indicated some simple methods 
of controlling incident field patterns. We are currently 
studying analogous problems with a conducting overburden 
and the results will appear elsewhere. 
The cases studied are not exhaustive and there are a num-
ber of other interesting possibilities. While the multiwire 
configuration in Fig. 3 has been found to be not particu-
larly efficacious as a steering source it may be possible to 
use such loops with currents phased in time to produce the 
well known "phased array" type source. 
Another series of possibilities arise if one is able to control 
the current waveforms in the wires. Possibilities here include 
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the pre-filtering of the fields to produce a specific wave-
form at a given point in the Earth and there are also focus 
steering possibilities. 
We have also shown that the behaviour of the later stages of 
-electromagnetic transients is best understood in terms of 
their singularity expansion. Those results show that at the 
later stages the anomalous fields are swamped by the pri-
mary field because both the primary and the secondary 
fields have the same sort of singularities. Much more atten-
tion should be given to the earlier stages where it is known 
that different singularities are important. 
The occurrence of the same singularities in the two fields 
has unfortunate consequences for inversion which are dis-
cussed in Lee ( 1978). 
In the fight of the decay properties of transients discussed 
above, it is interesting to examine the development of TEM 
instrumentation in recent years and the prospects for 
further developments into the 1980s. 
The instruments have been designed to measure the tran-
sient response at ever increasing times using in large part 
the classical stacking technique implemented with modern 
microprocessors. Such techniques for increasing sensitivity 
and measuring at later times are fairly obvious approaches 
for an instrument builder interested in enhancing signal to 
noise ratios. -
A feature of the newer instruments is their capability to 
measure the secondary transients to at feast 100 ms. The 
Newmont system, which has been described by Barnett 
et al. (1978) measures out to 100 ms while the SIROTEM 
system goes further by measuring out to nearly 200 ms 
(Buselli and O'Neill 1977). · 
The examples presented here indicate that there 1s a very 
fundamental limitation to the use of fate time measure-
ments and it may well be that current instruments are close 
to reaching that limit. Indeed, the data of Spies (1980) 
indicate that the limit may have been passed already for 
many practical situations. 
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Summary. Many integrals that go to make up the matrix for mode matching 
solutions of electrical or electromagnetic problems may be evaluated in closed 
form. 
Examples where this is possible include the electrical problems of finding 
the potential about a point electrode that is in a layered ground that includes 
either a sphencal or cylindrical conductor. The results given here greatly 
reduce the amount of computation that is required for the calculations pro-
posed by Lee. 
The integrals that arise analogous to the electromagnetic scattering of a 
cylinder in a half space may also be evaluated. For the case of a spherical 
scatter it is only possible to evaluate the integrals for the case where the 
source is a large coaxial loop. 
1 Introduction 
The solution of integral equations by mode matching is a powerful tool by which the more 
•familiar boundary value problems may be extended to cater for more realistic geological 
,geometries. The basis of the method is the solution of a set of simultaneous equations for 
r.the coefficients of a set of functions that have been chosen to represent the unknown field 
.quantity across the heterogeneity. 
Geometries ,which have been treated by this method have all involved either spheres or 
:.:ylinders in a layered ground. Howard (1972) has solved the integral equation by this 
1111ethod for a horizontal cylinder in a half space that has been excited by a line source at the 
Earth's surface. The axisymmetric problem of a spherical conductor in a layered medium 
111d beneath a large loop has been studied by Lee (1975b). More recently Lee (1981) has 
;olved the equations for an arbitrary non-grounded source. Solutions for the corresponding 
~otential problems of a sphere or cylinder in a layered medium are also known (see Lee 
1975a). 
An unfortunate feature of these solutions is that the matrix that must be inverted to yield 
lthe required coefficients is composed of integrals. These integrals relate the various multiples 
nnduced into the conductors to the corresponding multiples of tlie source. They therefore 
"~·Now at Geopeko, PO Box 217, Gordon, NSW 2072, Australia. 
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represent the coefficients in the multiple expansions of the more familiar Sommerfeld 
integrals. A particularly unfortunate feature of these integrals is that they are frequently 
difficult to evaluate numerically. The purpose of this paper is to show how many of these 
integrals may be evaluated in closed form. Indeed almost all the integrals that are required 
for the calculations outlined in the paper by Lee (1975a) may be evaluated in closed form. 
2 Spherical structure in a layered medium - potential problem 
The simplest integrals arise for the potential about a point electrode at the surface of a 
layered ground that has a spherical conductor at a depth h. Suppose that the sphere has a 
radius b and conductivity a3• When the ground is a half space the 1if element of the matrix 







A.m+n-l exp(-2Ah)exp [i(µ-X)1/J]dadl3 (1} 
where A.= Ja2 +132 and 1/J = arctan (13/a). See Lee (1975a, equation 28). 
The integral in equation ( 1) may be evaluated after changing the variables of integration 
to 1/J and A.. 
One finds, then, that 
1J'Yµ = 2nli xm+n exp (- 2Ah) dA. = -yµ r(m + n + 1). Joo 2nli mn -yµ 0 ( 2h)m+n+l 
Here 
li-yµ = 1 
=O 
m=n 
m =I= n. 
(2)1 
Now suppose that a conductive layer of thickness t and conductivity a1 exists at the 
surface of the ground. For this case they element of the matrix 1s proportional to 21;;,~: 
where: 
21::i~= f_oooof_oooo exp(-2Ah)A.m+n[l-k1exp(2A.t)]exp [i('y-µ)1/J] dadl3 (3)~ 
A.[l -k1 exp (- 2A.t)] 
(Lee 1975, equation 30) 
Here k 1 = ( a2 - a 1)/( a 1 + a2). a2 is the conductivity of the host rock. The other symbols havE 
their former meanings (see Lee 1975, equation 30). 
Since k 1 exp(-2A.t) is always less than 1 we can write 
21;/,~ = f~00 f~00 exp (- 2A.h)A.m+n-l exp [i(-y- µ)1/J] [l - k 1 exp (2A.t)] 
00 
x L k{ exp (- 2f'N) da dl3. (4' 
j=O 
The integral in equation ( 4) may be evaluated by integrating term by term and usin11 
equation ( 1 ). 
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One finds that 
00 {r(m+n+l)k{ k{+ 1r(m+n+l) } 2J,'Yµ = 27r6 " -
mn 'Yµ /;:o (2h + 2jtr+n+l -[2_h_+_2_(J-.-_-l_)_t---,r~+n-+~l . (5) 
3 Cylindrical structure in a layered medium - potential problem 
Suppose that a horizontal cylinder has a radius b and conductivity a3 and is situated in a 
layered ground such that its axis is at a depth h. When the ground is a half space the integrals 
in the matrix are proportional to 1 Imn where 
lJ, = Joo mn 
-00 
Here 
exp (- 2A.h) -exp [i(n - m)l/I] 
--------d{3. 
A. 
cos (l/J) = - A.fa 
sin (l/J) = i{3/cx. 
Writing (3 = ex sinh (</>)in equation ( 6) one finds that 
(6) 
(Lee 1975, equation 21). 
1lmn = f~00 exp [- 2cxh cash(</>)] [-cash(</>) + isinh (<f>)]n-m d</> 
= 2 fo00 exp [-2cxh cash(</>)] (- l)n-m cash [(n - m)<f>] d</>. (7) 
Therefore 
(8) 
Here Kn(z) is the modified Bessel function of order n and argument z (see Abramowitz 
&Stegun 1965,p.376). 
When there is a conductive overburden present whose conductivity is a 1 and thickness is t 
then the integrals in the matrix are proportional to 2lmn where 
J
oo [1 - ki exp (2A.t)] 
2lmn = exp (- 2A.h) ·exp [(n - m)il/I] d/3 
-00 A. [1 - k 1 exp (- 2A.t)] 
(9) 
(Lee 1975a, equation 23). 
Here k1 = (a2 - a 1)/(a1 + a 2). a2 is the conductivity of the host rock. All the other symbols 
have their former meanings. 
The integral in equation (9) may be evaluated by first expanding the term 1/[1 - k 1 
exp (- 2A.t)] by the binomial theorem and then integrating term by term by using equation 
(8). One finds, then, that 
00 
2lmn = 2(- 1r-m L [k{Kn-m(2cxh + 2jcxt) -k{+ 1Kn-m [2cxh + 2(j- l)cxtj]. (10) 
j= 0 
4 Electromagnetic response of a cylinder in a half space 
Howard (1972) shows that when the electromagnetic response of a buried horizontal 
cylinder is sought by a mode matching technique, then the mn element of the matrix for the 
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coefficients contains elements that are proportional to eolmn where 
e I00 exp(-2n1z0) (n 1 -A) 0lmn= c+n d'A. 
0 n 1 (n 1 +'A.) o 
gr+n= [(A;lnlf+n ±Clk~xr+n] 
ni =v)\2 +ki 
ki= iwa2µ0. 
(11) 
Here z 0 is the depth to the axis of the cylinder and a2 and µ 0 are the conductivity and 
permeability of the ground respectively and w is the angular frequency. First consider the 
case for elmn· 
The first step in the evaluation of equation (11) for elmn is to write A= k 1 sinh ¢.After 
noting that the contour of integration may be changed to lie along the positive real </J axis 
one finds that 
elmn = 2 f :exp (- 2k1z 0 cosh </J) exp (- 2</J) cosh [(m + n)<P] d</J. 
To evaluate the integral in equation (12) one notices that 
1 
exp(-2</J)cosh [(m+n)</J]=-[cosh [(m+n-2)</J] +cosh [(m+n+2)</J]] 
2 
[ 
[(m + n)/2] 
-2sinh</Jcosh</J 2m+n- 1 coshm+n(</J)+(m+n) j~l 
1 (m + n - j - 1) ] x(-l)j---: . 2m+n-2j-lcosh(</J)m+n-2/. 
l J - 1 
(12) 
(13) 
In equation (13) E(x) means the integer part ofx (see Gradshteyn & Ryzhik 1965, 1.331-4, 
p. 27). The integral can now be evaluated by using the integral representation for the 
modified Bessel function. Therefore 
elmn = Km+n- 2 (2k1z0) + Km+n+ 2(2k 1z 0 ) - 4 (2m+n- l r(m + n + 2, 2k1zo) + (m + n) 
E[(m+n)/2] . 2m+n-2j-l(m+n-j-l) ] 
x r c-1)1 . . rcm+n-2j+2,2k1zo) 
1=1 J J-1 
(14) 
m-1 (m - l)k! exp (-x) 
where rcm,x)= :E k+l . 
k=O k X 
0Imn may be evaluated in the same way. One finds that 
E[(m+n-1)/2] (m + n _. _ 1) 
olmn=2 L (-I)i .' 2m+n-2j-1 
j=O J 
x (2r(m+n-2j+2,2k 1z 0)-r(m+n-2j,2k1z 0)) - [Km+n+2(2k1z0) 
- Km+n-2(2k1zo)J. (IS) 
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5 Electromagnetic response of a sphere in a half space 
The integrals that result from a mode matching solution for the electromagnetic scattering 
problem of a sphere in a half space in general cannot be evaluated. This is despite the fact 
that the integrals can be transformed from infinite integrals to finite ones (Lee 1981). It is 
possible to evaluate only the integrals for the particular case of a loop that is coaxial with 
the sphere. Although no general formula can be found the procedure for obtaining particu-
lar results is quite clear. This is illustrated by the example given below. The mn element of 
the matrix in this case is proportional to lmn 
j·= (in 1) (in 1) A. (n 1 - A.) lmn = P,! - P/n - - --- exp (- 2n 1h) dA. 
0 k k n 1 n 1 +A. 
where 
n I = VA 2 - k2 
k 2 = - iwa2 µ 0 · 
--d 
(16) 
P~(z) = yl - z 2 d~ [Pn(z)] (Lee 1975b, equation 13). 
In equation ( 15) a2 and µ 0 are the conductivity and permeability of the ground respectively, 
h is the depth to the centre of the sphere and w is the angular frequency. The impedement 
to writing down a general expression for Imn is the lack of a suitable formula for the product 
of the two associated Legendre functions. Any given integral, however, can be handled as is 
done in the following example. Suppose that m = 2 and n = 3. For this case lmn becomes 
/ 23 where 
9 f = [ (in 1)3 (in I) (in !)SJ A (n I - A) . ! /23=- 6 - - - -5 - - - exp(-2hJJ 1)dA.. 2 0 k k k n 1 n 1 +A. , (17) 
This mtegral is very similar to the type that resulted from Howard~s ( 1972) analysis of a 
cylindrical conductor. It can be treated m the same way. Since 
k = iyiwazµo = ir, Re (r) > 0 
an alternative expression for / 23 can be found by setting A.= r sinh (</>)in the integraJ. After 
noting that the path of integration may be changed to lie along the positive </>-axis one 
obtains 
/ 23 = ~ f = [6 cosh3 (</>) - cosh (</>) - 5 cosh5 (</>)]exp (- 2</>)r sinh (</>) 
2 0 
x exp [- 2rh cosh (</>)] d</>. 
The integral in equation ( 18) is easily evaluated when the integrand is reduced with the 
aid of the multiple angle formulas for the hyperbolic functions (see Gradshteyn & Ryzhik 
1965, No. 1.3241-6). 
One finds that 
9 ,.= 
/ 23 =-r J sinh (</>)exp [- 2rh cosh (¢)] [cosh (</>)- 8 cosh3 (</>)+ 17 cosh5 (</>) 
2 0 
- 10 cosh 7 (</>)] d</> - ~ 'Y s= exp [- 2rh cosh (</>)] [37 - 65 cosh (</>) 
128 0 
+ 38 cosh (2(</>))-15 cosh (3</>) + 11 cosh (5</>) - 6 cosh (6¢) + 5 cosh (7</>) 
-5cosh(8</>)]d</>. (19) 
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The first of these integrals may be evaluated by elementary means and the second by 
using the integral representation for the modified Bessel function. Therefore 
9 9 
123 =--y[r(2, 2-yh) - 8 r(4, 2-yh) + 17 r(6, 2-yh)- 10 r(8, 2-yh)] - - 'Y [37Ko(2-yh) 2 128 
- 65K 1(2-yh)+ 38K2(2-yh)- 15K3(2-yh) + 11K5(2-yh)- 6K6(2-yh)+ 5K7(2-yh) 
- 5K8(2-yh)]. (20) 
Discussion 
The results given in this paper show that many of the integrals that occur in mode matching 
solutions for various cases reported in the literature can be found in closed form. The only 
special functions that are needed are the various modified Bessel functions. These functions 
can easily be evaluated by using the approximations that have been described by Abramo-
witz & Stegun (1965, pp. 358 et seq.). 
Another application for the results given here is that they allow one to check more 
general numerical schemes that are required for the evaluation of the remaining integrals. 
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Short Note 
The Cole-Cole model in time domain induced polarization 
T. Lee* 
Recently Pelton et al (1978) used a Cole-Cole relaxation model 
to simulate the transient voltages that are observed during an 
induced-polanzation survey. These authors took the impedance of 
the eqmvalent circmt Z(w) to be 
Z(w)=Ro{1-m[1- / ]}. 1 + l W T)e (1) 
They then gave the express10n for the transient voltage Vi (t) as 
[ 
00 (-Jt (t)ne] 
Vi(t) = m Rolo n~O f(n r + 1) -:;:- . (2) 
In equation (2), / 0 was m1sprmted as 1//0 . In these equations, 
m = 1 /(1 + R ii R 0 ) and R i. R 0 and Tare constants to be deter-
mmed for the given model. I 0 is the height of the step current that 
will flow m the transmitter A disadvantage of equation (2) is that 
it is only slowly convergent for large t / T. Pelton et al (1978) used 
a T which ranged from 10-4 to 10-2. The purpose of this note 1s 
to provide an alternative expression for Vi (t) that 1s vahd only at 
the later stages but which does not have this disadvantage. The 
tnvial case of c = 1 0 1s ignored. 
From equation (1), the voltage V(t) is 
1 J"" 10 Z(w) V(t) = - --- e'001 dw 
2'1T -00 l w 
(3) 
The mtegral m equat10n (3) may be evaluated by contour inte-
gration about the branch cut along the 1magmary w-ax1s (see 
Figure I) There are no poles m the upper half of the complex 
w-plane. One notices that for t > 0, the contribut10n from the 
quarter circles 1s neghg1ble because of Jordan's theorem. 
The mtegral about the origin 0, Ii 1s defined by the path P0 
In fact, 
1 f e'001 loZ(w) Ii= - dw 
2'1T p 0 i w 
(4) 
Wntmg w = r e'9 m this mtegral and allowmg r to become 
small, one finds that 
(5) 
The contribut10n from the paths P+ and P- may be obtamed 
by wntmg w = e'"'12 R on P+ and w = e-3 "'12 'R on P- When 
this 1s done, we find that 
l l IoZ(w)e' 001 1 l IoZ(w)e' 001 d"' 
- dw+- ~ 
27T P+ i W 2'1T P- l W 
= _I_ {00 !om R 0 • 
27T Jo R 
Rt[ TeRe2sin'ITc J 
· e- dR (1 +cos 'IT c TeRe)2 + R2eT2e sm2'1r c (6) 
By Cauchy's theorem and equations Cl), ('i), 11nrl (6) nne now finds 
that 
Io l"" m Roe-Rt'TeRe sin 7T c dR 
V(t) = loRo - - ------------,----
'IT o [(1 +cos 'IT c TeRe)2 + R 2eT2e sm2'1r c]R 
(7) 
The mterpretat1on of equat10n (7) is that the time-dependent 
term is the amount by which the voltage is reduced from the 
steady-state value of I 0 R 0 
Thus the transient voltage Vi (t) of Pelton et al ( 1978) is 
I l"' m R e-xt!Txe sm 'IT c ~W=~ 0 ~ 00 
'IT o x[(l + xe cos 'IT c)2 + x 2e sin2'1r c] 
To see how Vi (t) behaves for large t / T, one only needs to derive 
an asymptotic expansion for the integral m equation (8) This ex-
pansion is found by expanding the function xe /[(1 + x 2e + 
2xe cos 7T c)] as a power series m xe and then mtegrating term by 
term. Since 
xe /(1 + x 2e + 2xe cos 'IT c) 
= xe [1 - (2 cos 'IT c)xe + (4 cos 2 'IT c - l)x2e], (9) 
V(t) = 
- 2 f(2c) cos 'IT c ( ~ te 
+ (4 COS 2 '7T C - l)f(3c) (~re J (10) 
Equation (10) clearly shows that the decay (growth) is much 
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slower, at the later stages, than an exponential. It also provides a 
means of estimating that decay. 
Pelton et al (1978) also used a modified form of Z(w) Specifi-
cally, they took 
Z(w) =Ro [1 - mi J 1 . (II) 
1 + (1 00 T1)"1 [I + (i 00 T2)°2] 
For this model we concur with the remark made by Pelton et al 
that the Cole-Cole model is only a very ideahzed represental!on of 
the mmerahzed rock. Nevertheless, the model has been useful, 
and for this reason it is discussed here. Once agam one finds that 
the integral about the origm yields 
- Rolo = _!.Q_ J z_(w) dw. 
2'lT Po I W 
The integral about the branch cut is given in equation (13). 
1 J 10Z(w) t 1 J /0Z(w) 
- ---e'00 dw + - ---dw 
2'lT P+ iw 2'lT P- iw 
(12) 
/ 0 R0 J"" e-Rt {[ m1 ][ I J 
- z:;;:- 0 Ji: 1 - 1 + (R e"' Ti)°l 1 + (R e"" -r2)°2 
-[l - 1 + (R:~'",.1P][l + (R:-.",. 2 )°J}dR 
loRo f"" e-Rt { sin 'lT c 2 (RT2)c2 
= -:;;:- o R [1 + (-r2R)2c2 + 2 (T2R)c2 COS 'lT c2J 
Im(w) 
p+ 
FIG. 1. Path for contour integration. 
(14) 
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· m1 [(RT1)c1 sm 'lT c1 + (RT2)c2 sin 'lT c2J } 
- & [l + (R-r 1)2"1 + 2 (RT1)c1 cos 'lT ci] [l + (R-r2)2c2 + 2 (RT2)c2 cos 'lT c2J 
(13) 
In this case, when both t/T1 and t/T2 are large, 
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insient electromagnetic response of a polarizable ground 
llee* 
ABSTRACT 
When a umform ground has a conduct1v1ty which may be 
escribed by a Cole-Cole relaxation model with a positive 
me constant, then the transient response of such a ground 
1iII show evidence of mduced polanzat10n (IP) effects. The 
) effects cause the transient mitially to decay qmte rapidly 
•nd to reverse polanty After this reversal the transient 
.ecays much more slowly, the decay at this stage bemg 
lbout the same rate as a nonpolanzable ground. 
INTRODUCTION 
1ere 1s some question as to whether or not electromagnetic 
) methods are able to detect mduced-polanzation (IP) 
·omena Hohmann et al (1970) used a model that allowed for 
{fects m their EM field data The data used were for a field 
:m that measured frequencies m the range 15-1500 Hz They 
:luded that IP effects could not be detected in the data 
1eoretical studies by Mornson et al (1969) and Lee (1975) 
·ved that IP effects could be detected m transient EM data, pro-
·d the conductivity of the ground was allowed to be complex 
to have an appreciable phase angle. 
More recently, Rathor ( 1978) showed that 1f the conductivity 
.e ground was a function of the square root of the frequency of 
source, then IP effects would be seen m the corresponding 
;ients. 
Jies (1974) produced field data from a transient EM survey m 
ensland, Australia, which show that the transients went 
1t1ve at the early stages Spies believed that the sign change 
have been due to the presence of IP effects Elsewhere, Lee 
''9) argued that the theoretical understandmg of these effects 
hampered by a lack of reliable rock measurements. Mean-
'e, Pelton et al (1978) carried out IP surveys over a number of 
:h Amencan sulfide deposits. In these expenments, Pelton et al 
•
18) used a wide frequency range and fitted their data to a model 
used a Cole-Cole model to represent the complex conductivity 
1e ground. These last authors used field data to study the com-
conduct1v1ty of the ground because they felt that such data 
~ more reliable than laboratory measurements of rock samples 
:his means they hoped to determine whether or not one could 
ct the presence of vanous mmerals by the use of the IP method 
rnspectmg. 
l(y purpose 1s to use the same data as Pelton et al (1978) to show 
IP effects can be seen m transient EM data 
THEORY 
Suppose that a large loop of radrns b hes on the snrface of a 
umform ground of conductivity u and permeab1hty µ,. When a 
umform current whose spectrum 1s ! 0 e'"'1 /(zw) flows m the loop, 
then a transient voltage V(t) will be observed because of the 
ground. V(t) may be written as in equation (1) below 
Tib2 I µ, Joo Joo n - 'A 
V(t) = 0 0 lT('Ab) - 1-- d'A e'"' 1dw, (1) 
2TI -oo O ll1 + A 
where 
n1 = V\ 2 + zwµ,u 
Equation (1) may easily be denved from equation (3) of Lee and 
Lewis (1974). 
In equat10n (1), t represents time after the step current of height 
I 0 flows m the loop and µ, and µ, 0 are the permeabihty of the 
ground and air, respectively The conductivity u may be complex. 
Recently, Pelton et al ( 1978) used a Cole-Cole relaxation model to 
study the effects of different types of mineralization on observed 
IP data. With this model. one finds from Pelton et al f1978, 
equat10n (1)] that 
u 0µ,zw[l + (-r1w)c] iwµ,u = --------
1 + cx(-riw)c (2) 
Here T 1s a time constant that determmes the length of time the 
IP phenomenon lasts. c 1s a parameter that 1s frequently between 
0 1 and 0 6. u 0 1s the conduct1v1ty of the ground at the very low 
frequencies, that 1s, when the ground is purely conductive. 
ex = 1 - m where m 1s the chargeab1hty For further discussion 
of these parameters see Pelton et al (1978, p. 590) In order to effect 
some of the approx1mat1ons below, we will assume that c 1s less 
than or equal to 0.5. 
To evaluate the mtegrals in equation ( 1), one first evaluates the 
mtegral of the Bessel functions Using the addition theorem for 
Bessel functions, one finds that 
. ( ni - 'A) cos e d'A d0 dw (3) 
n1 +'A 
Here, R = V 2b2 (1 - cos 0) The mnermost mtegral 1s now 
readily evaluated by usmg Sommerfeld's mtegral. So 
b2 J.Lol 0 Joo 12 1T cos e [ 2 V(t) = --- e'"' 1 -- 1 
4TI -oo o R K{R 2 
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FIG. 1. Path for contour mtegrat10n 
(4) 
Here, k1 = ~. 
The integral with respect to 0 may be evaluated by first expand-
mg the exponential mtegral as a power series and then mtegratmg 
the resultant absolutely convergent senes term by term One finds 
that 
V(t) = bµolo r e•wt f (a1 + b;)dw 
-oo ;=O 
where 
a1 = -2(k1b)21 + 3 (21 + 2 !)/[(2j + 5) 11 I (1 + 1) !), 
b1 = (k1b)21 + 2 241 + 2 241 + 21 !1 !/[(21+4) 1 (21) hr]. (5) 
The remammg mtegral 1s evaluated by contour mtegrat1on. 
To evaluate the mtegral with respect to w by contour mtegra-
tlon, one must first examme the smgulantles of k 1 . To ensure that 
the spectrum of V(t) is smgle valued m thew plane, 1t is necessary 
to mtroduce a branch cut m the complex w plane. This cut extends 
from the ongin to mfimty along the positive 1magmary axis. 
Because c is less than unity, this 1s the only smgulanty. We then 
approximate the mtegral along the real w axis by three parts (see 
Figure 1). In the following analysis, we shall allow the radms of 
the small c1rcle to approach zero. 
The mtegral m equation (5) can be replaced by one around the 
branch cut (Figure 1). The contnbutions from the arcs are negligible 
because of the exponential in the mtegrand Moreover, the con-
tribution from Po vamshes as the radms of that circle becomes 
mfimtes1mal. This 1s because the spectrum of V(t) becomes zero 
as the modulus of k1 decreases to zero. The approximate path 
along the real w axis thus approaches the ongmal path When 
Cauchy's theorem is applied to each of the lobes, one finds that 
the integral m equation (5) 1s equal to the negative sum of the 
integrals along the paths P + and P - Since 
w = R e'"' on p+, 
and 
one finds that 
±•('.!':+ci>+lfi) ki = F 2 (R)e 2 
Here the pos1t1ve value of the phase of k1 1s taken on p+ and 
the negative value is taken on p- Also ljJ must be such that ljJ + 
cl> :s; TI/2. Moreover, F(R) and cl> are found to be 
F(R) = Y{(Rcr0 µ 0)[(1 + -y 2 )(1 + u 2 -y 2 ) 
Lee 
+ 4u8 2 + 2-y(l + u)(l + u-y8))}/ 
(1 + u 2 -y 2 + 2u8), 
where 
cl> = arctan [ TJ/ (1 + 8)) 
- arctan[u TJ/ (I + u8)], 
'Y = (TR)c, 
8 ="{COS [(TI/2 + \jJ)c), 
TJ = 'Y sin[(TI/2 + iji)c]. 
Notice that for c < 0.5, 
lk1I<~. 
We return to this point later. 
Combmmg equat10ns (5) and (6) one finds that 
V(t) = 2bµolo L"' eRtcos (iJi+ir/2) [ f . 
0 ;=0 
· {4 cos(u1 )[bF(R)] 2J+ 3 (2j + 2)!/ 
[ (2j + 5) I l ! (1 + 1) ! ) 
- 2 cos(131 )[b F(R)] 21+ 2 241+ 21 1 1 !/ 
[TI(21+4)!(21)'J}]dR 
where 
u1 = R sin(TI/2 + iji) + ljJ + (2j + 3)(TI/2 + ljJ +cl> 
and 
131 = R sin(TI/2 + iji) + ljJ + (21 + 2)(TI/2 + ljJ +cl> 
Equat10n (7) 1s not as complicated as 1t first appears. To see 
- we note that as 






µ I 21°" V(t) :s; o o e+Rt cos (iri2+iJi) . 
b 0 
, [ f 4(b~)21 + 3 (21 + 2) I 
J = 0 (21 + 5) !j ! (j + 1) ! 
2 (b~)21 + 2 241j111 (21 + 3) J 
+- & 
'1T (2j + 4) ! (21) ! 
= Sbµolo f b[Y(cr0 µ/(sin ljJ t)] 21 + 3 (21 + 2 
t sin ljJ ;=O (21 + 5) !1 '(j + 1) ! 
· r [1 + (21 + 3) /2J 
2 241 l ! (1 + I) ! 
+ - (bYcr0 µ/(sin ljJ t) 21 + 2 
'1T (21 + 4) ! (2j) I 
f(I+1+2) 
Equation (8) shows that when b 2 µer/ t is about 0.1 or less 
ljJ is TI/ 4, then only the first term m equat10n (7) 1s reqmre 
calculate V (t). 
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EXAMPLES 
·s which do not show IP effects 
.ere are three cases for which equation (7) can easily be 
iated. These cases occur when <!> = 0. This happens when 
~1ther zero, infimte, or when c is zero. When T 1s zero, then 
0 and F(R) = v'uoµ,R. 
·r this case, one finds that 
bµ, 010y; Vb 2 u 0 µ, ~ t) = - -- L_, 
t 4t ;=O 
(-1)1 (21 + 2) !2 (b2u 0µ,);+I 
(21 + 5)j ! (1 + 1) ! (j + 2) ! 4t (9) 
iuation (9) has been given previously by Lee and Lewis 
4, equat10n (13)]. It represents the transient EM response of 
·ound of conduct1v1ty u 0 . When T 1s mfinite, F(R) = 
Yoµ,/ ex and 
'.t) = _ bµ,oly; ~b2 (J'0 µ, i: . 
t ex 4t ;=0 
(21 + 2)!(-1)12 (b2u 0µ,);+l 
(21 + 5)1 ! (1 + 1) I (1 + 2) ! 4ext 
(10) 
equation shows that the ground behaves as though its con-
~•vity were (J'o/ ex. 
milady, when c is zero, the ground behaves as though 1t were 
•<Iiform conductivity 2u0 / (1 t· ex). 
!S which show IP effects 
ie most important features of equation (8) are the terms that 
! from the even powers of (k1 b) m equation (5). As shown 
re, when Tis zero these terms do not contribute to the transient. 
n T is not zero, they make an important contnbut1on This 1s 
use T determmes whether or not k11s analytic along the posi-
imagmary w-ax1s. 
feature of these terms 1s that therr coefficients are of opposite 
to the coefficients from the odd powers of (k1 b) In add1lion, 
r<I (k1 b) are small they are the dommant terms m equation (8). 
.his baSIS one would expect to find that the transient EM re-
se of the ground changes sign. The pomt at which the sign 
ge occurs is determined by T in particular. 
!lton et al (1978) found that c most commonly had a value of 
1t 0.25 but that T could vary considerably. For this reason, 
!xamples selected here are for a large range of T. In all cases 
:adius of the loop is 25 m. 
Mle first example 1s based on the Lornex (dry porphyry) copper 
>sit of Bnt1sh Columbia. This deposit is apparently typical 
ther deposits m British Columbia Here the total concentra-
of sulfides 1s low, and they commonly occur in d1ssemmated 
1. 
.gure 2 shows the calculated transient voltage for the param-
; denved by Pelton et al (1978) for this deposit This IS curve 
ber 3. In this case T, (]'0 , c, and ex were 1 0 x 10-4 sec, 
x 10-3 Sim, 0.16 and 0.54, respectively. We have also 
ed the umform ground response for conductiv1lies (J'o/ (ex) 
(J' 0 . These are curves 1 and 2, respectively. 
!so shown is the transient that would be obtamed by neglecting 
::ven powers of (k1 b) in equation (5). As might be expected, 
curve lies between curves 1 and 2, despite the fact that 1t 
·oaches curves 1 and 2 at the early and late stages, respectively 
re 1s very little evidence for IP effects m this transient. 
1 Figure 2 the most dramalic curve 1s curve 3. The most str1k-
ing feature of this curve is its rapid decay at the early stag~s and 
its reversal of sign at about 1 msec. From about 2 msec on, 1t decays 
at a rate that 1s s1m1lar to the response of a uniform ground. Un-
less one was aware of the possib1l!ty of negative responses, one 
might not notice the change in sign of the readmgs or attnbute 
them to a polanty error m connectmg the coil . 
In Figure 3 we have repeated the calculations of F1ghre 2 for 
the "copper cities" (dry porphyry) copper deposit of Anzona. In 
this case we assumed that the second time constant 1s effectively 
zero and have taken T, (]' 0 , c and ex to be 6 9 x 10-3 sec, 6 45 x 
10-3 Sim, 0.28 and 0.58, respectively. Although mmeral!zation 
for the deposit is simJlar to the prev10us example, T 1s almost two 
orders of magnitude greater. The calculated transients show the 
same features that were seen in Figure 2, the only difference bemg 
that the trans1t10n from pos1t1ve to negalive transient occurs at 
about 0.4 msec. 
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FIG. 2. Transient response of the Lornex copper deposit (curve 3) 
Curves 1 and 2 are for a umform ground of conduct1v\ty (]' 0 /(ex) 
and u 0 , respeclively. Curve 4 shows the effect of neglectmg the 
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FIG 3 Transient response of the Copper C1t1es copper deposit 
(curve 3) Curves I and 2 are for a uniform ground of conduct1v1ty 
u 0 / (o.) and u 0 , respectively Curve 4 shows the effect of neglect-
mg the even powers of (k 1 b) in the calculat10n of the transient. 
Figure 4 shows a similar calculation repeated for the case of the 
Kidd Creek massive sulfide deposit of Ontano. In this case, mea-
surements were made in the v1cm1ty of massive sulfides and the 
values obtained for T, <To, c, and a were 3 08 x 10-2 sec, 6 4 x 
10-2 Sim, 0.306 and 0.089, respectively. The results obtamed on 
the basis of these parameters are shown m Figure 4 Features of 
the curves are similar to those previously descnbed. 
DISCUSSION 
The results given m Figures 2-4 show that the transient EM 
method of prospectmg is capable of detecting IP effects. Spec1fi-
cally, such transients can be detected for grounds that are composed 
of matenals which have parameters that were measured by Pelton 
on small samples. 
The most stnkmg expression of the IP effect 1s the change in 
























FIG. 4. Transient response of the Kidd Creek massive Su· 
deposit (curve 3). Curves I and 2 are for a umforrn grour 
conductivity <To/ (o.) and <To, respectively. Curve 4 shows thee 
of neglecting the even powers of (k1 b) m the calculation o 
transient. 
Analysis shows that this change m sign occurs because o 
branch cut singulanty m the expression for the frequency 
pendence of the conduct1Vity. 
It 1s temptmg to attempt an explanat10n of the features o 
transient in terms of the equivalent circmt that was used by p,. 
et al (1978) to fit their field data. We have not done this bee 
the eqmvalent circUit 1s only an idealized representat10n ottl 
mmeralized rock. Nevertheless, the results presented above sh 
provide an impetus for the development of a more realistic mi 
for the electrochem1stry of various rock types. It would also t 
mterest to have transient soundmgs over many of the areas w 
Pelton et al (1978) earned out their expenments 
Some care should be taken with this model because, as we ' 
seen, the resultant transients are very sensitive to the smgulai 
m the expression for the conductivity as a function of freque 
Failure to observe this restriction would lead to transients tha 
quite different from any of those that have been observed. 
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Transient Electromagnetic Response of a Sphere in a Layered 
Medium 
By T. J. LEE1) 
Abstract - The integral equation for the electromagnetic response of a sphere m a layered medium may 
be solved as follows. First, the unknown time harmonic electric field in the sphere is expanded m spherical 
vector waves. Secondly, the coefficients for these wave functions are found by a set of equations. The 
equations are found by multiplying the integral equation throughout by each wave function and integrating 
over the spherical conductor. 
Once the unknown coefficients have been determined, then the transient response may be found by 
tnkmg the invcrne Fourier transform. In carrymg out the Fourir:r transform one learns that for most of the 
time range used in prospecting, only the lowest order vector wave function is s1gmficant. A study of the 
singularities of the spectrum of the transient shows that, for the time range considered, only a smgle branch 
cut is significant. There are no pole type responses. That is, the field does not decay exponentially. Previous 
studies of a sphere in free space reported only pole type responses. That is, at the later stages, the field 
decays exponentially. This study shows that, in order to model satisfactorily the effect of the host rock on 
transient electromagnetic fields, the sphere must be placed in layered ground. 
I. Introduction 
Recently a mode matching method for the solution of integral equations has been 
employed to solve a variety of integral equations that are of interest to the geophysicist. 
For example, HOWARD (1972) has used the method to compute the electric and 
magnetic fields about a buried cylindrical structure that is excited by a line source of 
current. Later, LEE (1975) used the method to compute the transient response of a 
spherical structure in a layered medium that was excited by a large co-axial loop. LEE 
(1975) has also used the method to obtain solutions for the integral equation describing 
the potential about a point electrode in which there is buried either spherical or 
cylindrical structures. 
The purpose of this paper is to show how the same methods can be used to solve the 
very much more difficult problem of a sphere in a layered medium that has been excited 
by an arbitrary electromagnetic source at the surface. 
There are few results available in the literature that can be used to provide a check 
on the results given here. D'Y AKONOV (1959) has solved the problem of finding the 
1) Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES) University of Colorado at 
Boulder, Boulder, Colorado 80309, USA. Present address: P.O Box 386, Epping, N.S.W. 2121, Australia. 
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electromagnetic response of a sphere in a half space. Unfortunately he did not give any 
numerical results. Later KRISTENSSON (1979) extended Waterman's T matrix 
formulations to treat the electromagnetic response of a conductor in a half space. 
Unfortunately, his numerical results for a spherical obstacle assume that all the 
materials were lossless. Moreover, a recent review by YAGHJIAN (1980) has questioned 
many of the other published results. 
In the next section we show how the vector wave functions which were introduced 
by TAI (1971) can provide a suitable set of modes for our mode matched solution. In 
addition, we also use many of his results for the expansion of the dyadic Green's 
function (TAI, 1971, 1973). These results have greatly reduced the amount of tedious 
algebra. 
In part three of this paper we show how to transform our solution to the time 
domain so as to obtain the transient response. The particular case considered is a sphere 
in a half space. Finally, we compare our solution with some scale model experiments of 
PALMER (1974). Elsewhere we will present detailed numerical results for particular 
cases of the geometry considered here. 
2. The integral equation 
Consider the geometry as shown in Fig. 1 and let a1 and e1 denote the conductivity 
and permittivity of the ith region. It will be assumed that the permeability,µ, is equal to 
the permeability of free space everywhere. 
AIR 0-o, Eo 
GROUND 
Figure I 
Geometry for the integral equation. 
For an e-1"'1 time dependence HOHMANN (1971) has shown that the electric field, .E, 
in the various regions is: 
(1) 
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Here E1 is the electric field for the same distribution of sources when a3 = a2 and 82 = 
83• Vis the volume of region 3. kJ = w 2 µ81 + iµwa1 and G is the dyadic Green's function for the layered region and 
is a solution of the equation. 
Vx Vx G(RIR')-k]G(RIR')=io(R-R') (2) 
for j = 0, 1or2. See Appendix, eqs (10) and (11). Now Eis a solution of the equation 
(3) 
To solve this equation for the geometry shown in Fig. 2 we set 
OCJ n 
E = 2: 2: AgmnSMgmn(k3) + BgmnSNgmn(k3). 
n=l m=O 
(4) 
"il• Eo Z = d 
z = d-t 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2 
Geometry for the sphere: (a) Geometry for the mcident field; (b) Geometry for Green's functions. 
The constants Agmn and Bgmn, ~ich are the coefficients of the vector wave functions, 
are to be determined. Notice that G0 in spherical coordinates is given by: 
= - - ik2 ~ Ln 2n + 1 (n - m)! G0 (RIR') =- L..... (2- o0m) · 4n n(n + 1) (n + m)! 
n=l m=O 
{ 
SMU>gmn(k2)SM' gmn(k2) + SNU>gmn(k2)SN' gmn(k2), 
SMgmn(k2)SM1<1>gmn(k2) + SNgmn(k2)SNU>1 gmn(k2 ), 




Here SMU>gmn(k2) means that the vector wave function is defined with respect to the 
spherical Hankel function of the first kind, i.e. h~(k2 R) replaces jn(k2 R). 
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(See Appendix, eq. (12)) 
WNgmn(jn(k3 b), h~1>(k2 b)),[WMgmn - l(jn_ 1(k3 b), h~_ 1 (k2 b))(n + 1) 
fl 
PAGEOPH, 
+I 1 +nWMgmn/in+ 1 (k'!.b),h~+ 1 (k2 b))] 2n+ 1 (6) 
Next notice that 
G(RIR') = G0 (RIR') + G.(RIR'). (7) 
Here G 0(R IR') is the primary term in Green's function and Gs is the secondary term. Gs 
is vari~usly defined depending upon the number ~flayers for a two-layered medium; it 
is the G22(R IR') of eqn. (11) otherwise it is the Gs1 (R IR') of e~ (10) inJ_he Appendix. 
A comparison of the results in the Appendix shows that both Gs1 and G22 are similar 
in construction. The only differences are the coefficients for the wave functions. 
Because of this if one solves for the coefficient in eq. (3) for a uniform ground then 
the corresponding coefficients for a two-layered ground m~y be written down 
immediately, or vice versa. 
A set of equations for the coefficients in eq. (3) may be found as follows. First, 
substitute eq. (3) into eq. (1) and use the results in the Appendix (eqs (6 (ii, iii) and (7)) 
to effect the integrations. 
When careful consideration is given to the integration of the Hankel functions one 
finds that 
0 =E1 + Jl mt (k~-kD L Gs(RIR')· (AgmnSM1gmn(k3) ~ BgmnSN'gmn(k3))dv' 
+ ik2 AgmnWMgmn(jn(k3 b), h~(k2 b))SMgmn(k2 R) 
+ ik2 Bgmn WNgmn(jn(k:Jb), h~(k2 b))SNimn (k2R). (8) 
The remaining integral can be evaluated by first expanding the Green's function in 
terms of spherical waves. 
From eqs (10) and (11) in the Appendix we find that 
Gs=_!___ (xi d). I 2 - Oom [a2 Mgr).(-h2)M'gr).(h2) + b2 NgrA(-h2)N'gr).(h2)]. (9) 4n Jo r=O Ah2 
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In this equation a1 and b1 must be chosen in accordance with the number oflayers. The 
M and N wave functions can be expanded in terms of spherical wave functions by using 
eq. (9 (i, ii)) in the Appendix. Therefore 
= i f 00 ~ 2 - Oom G =- d)., L 
• 4n o ).,Jz1 r=O 
[a1 MgrA(-h1) • (i:: (+:k1 r) [i•- 1(2s + i)P~(cos If!) (s - r) !/(s + r)!{(-1)" SN' ~r:s}] 
s=r S ('>-t I) 
00 i5 - 1(2s + 1) ((s - r + 1) --
+ k1 ' P~(cos If!) (s - r)!/(s + r)! SM'.er(s + 1) L 2s+l s+l o 
s=r 
r+s _ } ) + -
8
- SM'w<s - 1) (-1)• 
_ ( 
00 (i•- 1(2s + 1) (s - r)! - ) 
+b2 NgrA(-h1) +:k2 rL P~(coslf/) ·(-l)"·SM'ors 
s(s + 1) (s + r)! e 
•=r 
00 P~(cos If!) (s - r)! [(s -r + 1)- s + r _ ~) 
+ k2 ' i•- 1(-l)" SN'er(s + 1) + --SN'e(s- 1) L (s + r)! s + 1 o s o 
s=r 
(10) 
The integration in eq. (8) can now be performed by using the orthogonal conditions 
for the SN and SM functions. These are results (6 (i)), (6 (ii)) and (6 (iii)) in the 
Appendix. 
For convenience we write 
n~O 
=0, n < 0 
and 
2(1 + 00m)nn(n + 1) (n + m)! ib R1 CNemn ·Bemn(k13 - k11) 0 (2n + 1) (n - m)! 0 o 2n + 1 
X ((n+ l)jn_ 1(k2 R)jn_ 1(k3 R)+njn+ 1(k1 R)jn+ 1(k3 R))dR, n~O 
=0 n<O 
(11) 
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One now finds that: 
-. ik2 oo n -
0 =E' + -
1
- L L (AgmnWMgmn(jn(k3 b), h~(k2 b)) · SMgmn(k2 R) + 
n=l m=O 
x [i5- 1(2s + l)P~(cos l/l)(s-r)!/(s + r)! {CNors}] 
scs+O e 
00 i 5 - 1(2s + 1) ( (s - r + 1) 
+ k2 "'"' P~(cos If!) (s - r)!/(s + r)! CMgr(s + 1) L (2s + 1) (s + 1) 
s=r 
r + s }) _ ( 00 i 5 - 1(2s + 1) 
+-- CMgr(s- 1) + b2 NgrA.(-h 2) + k2 r 2..:----
s s=r s(s + 1) 
(s - r)! 00 (cos lf/)(S - r)! 
x P~(cos If/)· (CMors) + k2 I is- 1 P~------(s + r)! e s=r (s + r)! 
[(s-r+ 1) s+r ])] x s + 1 CNgr(s + 1) + -s- CNgr(s- 1) . (12*) 
To obtain a set of equations for the Agmn and the Bgmn one first expands E1, 
MgrA.(-h2) and NgrA.(-h2 ) of eq. (12) in terms of spherical wa~unctions and then 
forms the scalar product of the resultant equation with (ki - k'f)SNgmn(k3) and (ki -
kDSMgmn(k3 ) and then integrates over the sphere of radius b. 
E1=iwµ J J J G1(RIR')J(R')dv'. (13) 
Here G1(RR') is a Green's dyadic and J(R') is the current density throughout the 
volume v' which confines the source energizing apparatus. 
G1(RIR') is defined in the Appendix. For a halfspace it is Gi of eq. 10 and for a 
layered ground it is G~ of eq. (11). Notice that in these equations only the coefficients of 
the wave functions have changed. 
From the Appendix then: 
E1=iwµ J J J :nioo d). ~ (2 ~h:om)[·cl·M'guA.(h0)MguA.(-h2) 
+ dJ0 ·N'guA.(h0)NguA.(-h2)] dv'. 
r+s r+s 
•--CMers-1 =--CNers-1 =0 for r=s=O. 
s 0 s 0 
(14) 
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Looking at eq. (4) one notices that there are four sets of constants. They are Aemn, 
Aomn, Bemn and Bomn. 
Forming the scalar products one finds the following sets of equations. For the Aemn 
one obtains. 
ff f i (>J 
00 
2 - Oom [ - - ~ 
-iwµ dv' 4n Jo dA ~ Aho c:J · M' erA(h0 ) :S. 
(2s + 1) (s - r)! 
+ (k2)is-l P~(cos lf!)---(2s + 1) (s + r)! 
((
s-r+ 1) omron(s+ 1)(-l)s+r+l 
X DMer(s+l) _______ _ 
s + 1 1 
+ (r: s) (-l)s-i+r DMer<s-l> omr on(s - 1)} 
. _ (n-m)! 
+ dl-N~mA(h0)in- 1 (2n + l)P;:'(cos lf!)---(n + m)! 
{
(2 - 00) k2 m }] ik2 
X DMemn<-1r+n =- WMmn(jn(k3 b), h~(k2 b))- CMemn Ah0 n(n + 1) 1 
+ 
4
i i 00 dA f 2 ~hOom [a2(f (-k2 r) [is~2s + 1) ·P~(cos 1/1) (s - r)! (CN0 ,s)] 
n o r=O o s=r s <- -:,-;-1 J (s + r)! 
00 (is-1(2s + 1) (s - r)! { (s - r + 1) 
+ ki ~ (2s + 1) P~(cos 1/1) (s + r)! (s + 1) CMer(s+1) 
(r + s) }))( 00 (2s + 1) (s - r)! 
+--CMer(s-1) L -(k2)is-l P~(cos l/f)·---
s s=r 2s + 1 (s + r)! 
{ 
(s - r + 1) 
x DMer(s+l> omr on(s + 1)(-l)s+i+r 
s + 1 
(r + s)(-l)s-I+r }) 
+ s DMer<s-l> omr on(s - 1) 
( 
00 is- 1 (2s + 1) (s - r)! 00 
+ b2 + k2 r L P~(cos If/) (CMers) + k2 L 
s(s + 1) (s + r)! 
s=r s=r 
(s-r)! [(s-r+ 1) s+r ]) is-I P~(cos If/) CNor(s+I) + -- CNor(s-l) (s + r)! s + 1 s 
(
. (2n + 1) (n - m)! CMemn(-l)n+m )] 
x zn- 1 P;:'(cos If/) mk2 • 
n(n + 1) (n + m)! 1 (15) 
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For the Aomn one obtains 
i CXl CXl 2-o CXl 
-iwµ J J J dv' 4n L d). L ).h om cJ. M~,).(ho) 2: 
r=O 0 s=r 
(2s + 1) (s - r)! 
+ k is-l pr( cos If/) ---
2 (2s + 1) s (s + r)! 
{ 
(s - r + 1) 1 x DMor(s+ll omr on(s + 1)(-l)s+r+ 
s + 1 
(r + s) s-I+r } 
+-
8
-(-1) DMor(s-1JOmron(s- l) 
-dJ·N'emJ.(h0)in- (2n + l)P~(cos If/) DMomn(-l)m+n - - 1 (n - m)! { k2 m } (n + m)! n(n + 1) 
~(is- 1 (2s+ 1) (s-r)! ((s-r+ 1) 
+ k2 L.. 2s + 1 P~(cos If/) (s + r)! (s + 1) CMor(s+l) 
s=r 
+ _(r_+_s) CMor(s-l)}))(~ (k2) is-l (2s + l) P~(cos If/)· _(s_-_r)_! 
s s=r 2s + 1 (s + r)! 
{ 
(s- r + 1) 
x DMorCs+ll omr on(s + 1)(-l)s+i+r 
s+l 
(r+s)(-l)s-I+r }) 
+ s DM0 r<s-l> omr on(s - 1) 
( 
00 i5 - 1 (2s + 1) (s - r)! ( 
+ b2 -k2 r L P~(cos If/) CMors 
s(s + 1) (s + r)! 
s=r 
00 (s - r)! [ (s - r + 1) s + r ] ) 
+ k2 L is-l P~(COSlf/) CNer(s+l) + -- CNer(s-1) (s + r)! (s + 1) s 
s=r 
( 
(n - m)! DMomn(-l)n+m)) 
x (-l)in- 1m(2n + l)P~(cos If/) ) k2 ( (n + m ! n n + 1) (16) 
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For the Bemn one obtains 
i 00 00 2-0 
+ iwµ ff f dv' -i d). L om 
4n o r=O ).ho 
[ 
_ _ (n - m)! { +k2 m } ~ X cJ·M'0m).(lz0)in- 1(2n+ l)Pmn(COSl/f) DN (-l)n+m umr (n + m)! n(n + 1) emn 
- - ~ (s- r)! 
+ dJ · N~, ).(h0 ) L., k2 is- 1 P~(cos 1/1)---
s=r (s + r)! 
{ 
(s - r + 1) 
X DNer(s+ll omr on(s + 1)(-l)s+i+r 
s+l 
r + s }] + -
8
-(-l)s-l+r DNer<s-l) omr on(s - 1) 
X [is- 1 (2s + 1) ·P~(cos 1/1) (s - r)! (CNers)] 
s:<'.s+<) (s + r)! 
00 i 5 - 1 (2s + 1) (s - r)! { (s - r + 1) 
+ k2 ' P~(cos l/f) CMor(s+l) L 2s + 1 (s + r)! (s + 1) 
s=r 
r + s }) (·n-l m (n - m)! mk2 DNemn(-I)n+m) 
+ -- CMor(s-l) l (2n + 1) P n (COS l/f) · -------
S (n + m)! n(n + 1) 
( 
00 i 5 - 1(2s + 1) (s - r)! 
+ b2 -k2 r' P~(cos 1/1) (CM0 ,s) L s(s + 1) (s + r)! 
s=r 
+ k2 'is-l P's(cos 111) CN + CN 
00 (s - r)! ( (s - r + 1) s + r )) 
L 'f' er(s+ 1) -S - e(s-1) 
s=r (s + r)! s + 1 
(~ (2s + 1) (s - r)! X L k is- 1 P'(cos l/f)·---s=r 2 2s + 1 s (s + r)! 
( (s - r + 1) 
x I DNer(s+ll omr on(s + 1)(-l)s+i+r 
l s + 1 
(r + s)(-l)s-l+r })] 
+ s DNer<s-l> omr on(s - 1) (17) 
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For the Bomn one obtains 
i OCJ OCJ 2-<5 
+ iwµ J J f dv' 4nl d..1. L A.ho om 
r=O 
[ 
- - 1 (n-m)! x -cJ · M~ m..1.(h0 ) in- (2n + l)P;:'(cos ljl)---(n + m)! 
X (t5mr k2 m DN (- l)m+n} 
n(n + 1) omn 
- ~ 2s + 1 (s - r)! 
+ dJ-N~,A.(h0) L..., k2 is- 1 --P~(cos ljl)--
s=r 2s + 1 (s + r)! 
( 
(s - r + 1) 
X DNor(s+I) · t5mr t5n(s + 1)(-l)s+I+r (s + 1) 
+ (r: s) (-l)s-I+r DNor(s-l) 1'mr 1'n(s - 1)}] 
[ 
(s - r)! ] 00 
X is- 1(2s + 1) · (-l)s+r P~(cos 1/1) 
1 
(CN0 ,s) + k2 L 
S (S+I) (s + r). s=r 
X(-l)s+ris-l P'(cos ) CM (2s + 1) (s - r)! { (s - r + 1) 
2s + 1 s 'I' (s + r)! (s + 1) er(s+l) 
(r + s) }) ( + -
8 
- CMer(s-1) (-l)in- 1(2n + l)P;:'(cos l/f) · (-l)s+m 
x (n - m)! k2 mDNomn(-l)n+m) 
(n + m)! n(n + 1) 
( 
00 is- 1 (2s + 1) (s - r)! 
+ b2 k2 r' P~(cos 1/1) ( ((-l)s+r CMers) L.... s(s + 1) s + r)! 
s=r 
PAGEOPH, 
+ k2 I is-l P~(cos 1/1)(-l)s (s - r)! ((s - r + 1) CNer(s+l) + (s + r) CNer(s-I))) (s + r)! s + 1 s 
s=r 
(~ (2s + 1) (s - r)! x L..., k2 is- 1 P~(cos 1/1) · --s=r 2s + 1 (s + r)! 






+ l DN0 ,<s+I> omr on(s + 1)(-l)s+i+r 
(r + s)(-1)•-I+r })] 
+ 
8 
DN0 r<s-i> omr on(s + 1) 
DNgmn = CNgmn/Bgmn 
DMgmn = CMgmn!Agmn 




Once the coefficients have been found, it is a simple matter to calculate the electric 
field. 
Substituting eq. (4) in eq. (1) one finds that at the earth's surface 
E =E' + (k~ - kD i G.(RIR'). n~l mt (AgmnSMgmn(k3) + BgmnSNgmn(k3)) dv'. 
(19) 
G8(R IR') is given in the Appendix. 
When the host medium is~ halfpsace G.(RIR') is G00 (RIR') of result (10) in the 
Appendix. _ _ 
When the host medium is layered ground then G8(RIR') is G20 (RIR') ofeq. (11) in 
the Appendix. 
The integrations in eq. (19) can.be performed by using results (9 (i, ii)) and (6 (i, ii, 
iii)) in the Appendix. 
One finds that 
E = E1 + _!_ J d)., L om gMgr).(h0) L (+ k2 r) · oo 00 2 _ 0 [ ( 00 
, 4n o r=O Ah2 s=r 
x i•-1(2s + l)P~(cos 1µ') {CNors} [ 
(s - r)!/((s + r)!) ] 
s(s + 1) e 
00 i•- 1(2s+1) {(s-r+ I) 




CMgr(s - I)}) 
_ ( 
00 i•- 1 (2s + I) (s - r)! 
+ hNg).(h0 ) + k2 r' P~(cos If/) · (CM~rs) L. s(s + I) (s + r)! 
S=T 
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00 (s - r)! ( [ (s - r + 1) 
+ k2 L ;s-lp~(cos 1/1) • CNgr(s + 1) 
s=r (s + r)! s + 1 
(20) 
Here the coefficients g and h are determined by the number of layers in the ground. See 
the Appendix. 
From eq. (20) it is a very easy matter to calculate the magnetic fields. 






v x N(k) = kM(k) 
V x M(k) = kN(k). 
(21) 
Here N and M represent the respective N and M wave functions in the Appendix. Thus 
an expression for iwB may be obtained from eq. (20) by simply replacing N(k) by kM 
and M(k) by kN. 
When the fields are required beneath the layer they are easily found to be: 
E = E1 + ~o j;
0 
( SMC1>bmn(k2)CMgmn + SNCl>gmn(k2)CNgmn) 
x ( ik2 (2 - 00)(2n + 1) (n - m)!) 
4n n(n + 1) (n + m)! 
i oo oo (2 - Oom) - ( oo 
+ - r d). I gMgrA.(h2) L (+ k2 r) 
4n Jo r=O ).h2 s=r 
x [is- 1(2s + l)P~ (cos l/l)(s - r)! / ((s + r)!) {cN~rs}] 
s(s + 1) 
00 i 5 - 1 (2s+1) {(s-r+ 1) 
+ k2 L' P~(cos l/f)(s - r)!/((s + r)!) CMgr(s + 1) (2s + 1) s + 1 
s=r 
+ r : s CM gr(s - 1)}) 
_ ( 
00 i 5 - 1 (2s + 1) (s - r)! 
+ hNgrA.(h2) + k2 r '°' P~(cos 1/1) (CMors) L. s(s + 1) (s + r)! e 
s=r 
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00 (s - r)! [ (s - r + 1) 
+ k2 °' i•- 1 P~(cos lf/) CNer(s + 1) L. (s + r)! s + 1 o 
s=r 
s + r ]) +-s- CNgr(s + 1) (22) 
Here the functions g and h are selected from the Appendix in accordance with the 
number oflayers. 
The magnetic fields can be found in a manner analogous to that described above. 
3. Transient response 
The transient response may be obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transform of 
the electric field, that is, 
_ 1 fao _ 
e(t) =- e-1"'1E(w) dw. 
2n -ao 
A problem of practical importance is the transient response of a sphere in a layered 
medium. In this case the Fourier transform can be evaluated by contour integration 
once a suitable path is selected in the lower w plane. 
Since the frequency response is damped in the lower half plane it is only necessary 
to consider the behavior of the fields for small ki b. The precise meaning of this 
statement will emerge as the analysis proceeds. Thus the first step in the evaluation of 
eq. (23) is to derive an expression for E(w) that is valid when k2 bis small. 
An inspection of the equations for the coefficients Agmn and Bgmn shows that these 
quantities depend upon DMgmn, DNgmn, WMgmn and WNgmn. For small (k2 b), 
then, these quantities are easily estimated. There are two important features to notice 
about these quantities. First, the WMgmn(jn, h!) and the WNgmn(jn, h!) are inversely 
proportional to some power of k2 b. Secondly the division of WMgmn(jn, h!) or 
WNgmn(jn, h!) into the left hand side of the eqs (15), (16), (I 7) and (18) yields terms in 
powers of k 2 b. Consequently, for small k 2 b only the first term in the equation is 
relevant. 
Suppose that a large loop of radius 'a' is moved across, but not in contact with, the 
ground, and that a current of -10 /iw flows in the loop (see Fig. 3). 
and 
For this case one finds that the only relevant coefficients are 
Ae01 = 3µ0aT0I0/(4k~ WMe0i(j1(k3 b), hl(k2 b)) 
Ae11 = -3µ0aT1al0/(4k~ WMe01U1(k3 b), hl(k2b)) 
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Figure 3 
Loop traversing a buried sphere. 
Where 
l
oo 2A. eth,d 
T1b = - . J1 (A.a)J1 (A.p) dA. 
o zA. + h1 
(25) 
for a half space. For a layered ground 
00 
To= L -A.g elhadJo(A.p)Jo(A.a) dA. 
- 2 loo Pi( cos l/f) ethodgJ1 (A.a)J1 (A.p) 
T1a-k2 - dA. 
0 3;.. 
00 
T1b = + L ig elhod J1 (A.p)J1 (A.a) dA. (26) 
See the Appendix (eq. (11 (i))). 
In eqs (25) and (26) pis the distance of the centre of the loop from the vertical axis 
of the sphere. 
Unless the ground is a half space the integrals in eqs (25) and (26) must be done 
numerically. For the special case of a half space it is possible to evaluate the integrals 
analytically. Indeed, if we follow the procedure of WAIT and CAMPBELL (1953) we find 
that for a half space 
1 2" a 
T0=-2 ( -Ud¢ nk2 Jo aa 
. 2" a 
T =--
1
- ( - Ucos ,1,d,1, 
la nk~ Jo od 'f' 'f' 
(27) 
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Here 
U= [(3d2 -~+ (3d2 -~)-Cfl- k~d2)e-R~+-1-Rs R3 R4 R2 y -/1..2 R3 2R3 
x {-a.2 cos 0(1 - 3 cos 2 0)/0 K 0 - a((a2 sin2 0 cos 0) 
+ (1 - 3 cos2 0)(1 +cos O))J0K 1 + a(a2 sin2 O cos O )] 
- (1 - 3 cos2 0)(1 - cos fJ))/1K 0 + 3a2 sin2 0 cos 0I1K 1 
and 
0= tan-1 (r/d), 
R = J d2 + r2, r = J a2 + p2 - 2pa cos rp (28) 
The argument of / 1 and / 0 is ((R - d)~.i"hile that of K 1 and K 0 is ((R + d)HD(:<, 
The important feature to notice about this equation is that T0 , T10 and T1b are 
analytic in the lower half plane except for a branch cut along the negative imaginary w 
axis. We return to this point later. 
Since it is instructive to consider the analytic form of the solution for the transient 
response of a sphere in a half space the remainder of the analysis concentrates on that 
case. This will clarify the meaning of the statement for small k2 b. 
4. Transient response of a sphere in a half space 
For the case where there is no conductive overburden one finds from eq. (20) that 
the voltage V(t) induced in a receiving loop at the earth's surface is 
00 
V(t) = l e·dt 
V(t) = VP(t) + V/t) (29) 
V = aµ0 I 0 /Tc Ja2 a2 µ0 I- 2(-l)i(2j+ 2)! (a2 :;µ0 )1+ 1 
P ( 4! }=O (2j + 5)j!(j + l)!(j + 2)! 
V.= 1: e-1w1 (iaT1bWN011 (j1(k3 b),j1(k2 b))B011 (30) 
+ WMe11 (j1(k3 b),j1(k2 b)) X [iT0Ae01 - iT1aAe11 ] ~1 dw (31) k2 
In eq. (29) I specifies the contour of the receiving loop. VP is the voltage that would be 
observed if there were no sphere present. See LEE and LEWIS (1974). 
The contribution from v. may be obtained by contour integration. As was noted 
above one must integrate about the branch cut, that is, along the negative imaginary w 
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axis. This same sort of singularity arises in the expressions WMgmn and WNgmn 
because of the term k2 b. 
In evaluating the integral one has a choice as to which expression for T0 , T 1a and 
T1b to use, that given in eqs (27) and (28) or that given in eq. (25). Since numerical 
results have to be obtained it is simpler to use the expressions given in eq. (25). 
An important feature to notice about eq. (25) is that h1 is defined to have a positive 
imaginary part. The consequence of this is that one must place a cut in the complex 17 
plane. Here 
(32) 
With this cut VY, is uniquely defined. When I k2 I > A. and ki is to the left of P- but 
very close to the negative imaginary w axis 
11 = - yki- A2 (33) 
Similarly, when k2 is to the right of P+ but very close to the negative imaginary w axis 
(34) 
(35) 
As well as the branch cut contribution there are also possible contributions from 




A restriction on the zero is that the imaginary part of z must be greater than zero. 
Alternatively the zeros are given by: 
(37) 
In eq. (37) i is the complex conjugate of z. The restriction now is that the imaginary 
' part of i is less than zero. SINGH (1973) has made a careful study of the zeros of eq. 
(3 7) and he showed that there were no zeros for which the imaginary part of i was less 
than zero. One concludes, then, that there are no zeros of eq. (36) such that the 
imaginary part of z is greater than zero. 
The zeros of WN1b are given by 
(n + l)WN'mng + nWM'8mn + 1=0 (38) 
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Equation (38) may be rearranged as 
d d 
zjn(z)- zh~(az)- a2zh~(az)-zj/dz) = 0. 
dz dz r 
(39) 
Equation (39) implies that if z is a zero then 
(40) 
Here i is the complex conjugate of z. Once again SINGH (1973) has shown that there 
are no zeros of eq. (40) for i with an imaginary part greater than zero. Therefore there 
are no zeros of eq. (38) for an imaginary part of z less than zero. 
If 11 represents the contributions from the residue series, then, with the 
approximations given above, 11 is found to be given by 
(41) 
Further, a suitable path for the contour integration is shown in Fig. 4. 
Rl(w) 
Figure4 
Path for the contour integral. 
Let 12 represent the contribution from the integration around the branch point. This 
contribution is the sum of three terms which involve integrations along the paths P-, P 0 
and P+. The contributions from the arcs vanish because of Jordon's theorem. Notice 
that the contributions from P 0 are zero because the spectrum of V,(t) is zero at the 
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Since all the square roots have been defined by eqs (33), (34), (35) and (36) one easily 
finds that 
12 =~Io a2 b ioo e-st/(u2µb2) { WMeu U1 ( v'SfU2),jl ( ys)) 
4 <12 0 s 





x [r~(+s)/(ys WMe01(j1(Vsf<J.2), hHys)) 
+ T5(-s)/(ys WMe01(j1(VsfU2), hf(ys)) 





(VsJ0.2'>, hf(ys))] + WNouUi(~,ji(Vs)) 
x [rM+s)/(ys WN011U1(Vs1Ul), hHys))) 
+ TM-s)/( Vs WN011 ~jl ( ../if0.2), hi( vs)))]} ds (43) 
00 
T0(±s)=-l 2).2f 0 (A)J0(Ap)J1().a)d). 
e±1dvslb'-'-' 
fo(A) = ),, + iys/b2 _ ;,,2 s/b2;::: ;,,2 
e-dy-s/b'+A.' 
s/b2 < ;,,2 
+ h/s/b2 _ ;,,2 e±idys/b'-A.' 
f1a().) = - ),, + iys/b2- ;,,2 ' s/b2;::: ;,,2 
- y';,,2 - s/b2 e-d..fi.Ciibi 
).+ y';,,2_s/b2 s/b2 < ;,,2 
(44) 
(45) 





s/b2 < ;,,i (46) 
In practice t/(a2µ0 b2) is at least unity fort= 0.1 ms. Consequently, for most of the 
time range used in prospecting, the major part of the integrand arises when s is less than 
unity. Since e-5 is about 0.006 one would intuitively expect an accuracy of a few 




We now choose t such that 
(49) 
If we estimate lk2 bl by taking the equality in eq. (48) then with the condition 
specified by eq. (49) the spherical Bessel functions may be estimated by the first term in 
their power series. Thus the approximations made in arriving at an expression for the 
transient voltage are valid. 
One finds, then, that the voltage induced in the receiving loop can now be found 
from eqs (29), (43) and (41) to be 
(50) 
Equation (50) is valid provided 5a2µ0 b2/t is about 0.25. In practice eq. (50) is valid for 
times greater than about 1 ms. 
In writing down the final estimates we have ignored the higher order modes. The 
reason for this is that they have a much more rapid decay than the early ones. Despite 
our efforts to obtain good estimates they are still rather vague. Because of this we 
provide an additional check on our results by comparing our calculated results with 
some model results. This check will show that eq. (49) is more restrictive than is needed. 
5. Calculations 
PALMER (1974) has carried out a careful scale model experiment for studying the 
transient response of a sphere in a conductive environment. For this experiment he used 
a copper sphere in a lead block. The model was designed to represent a 50 m loop 
transversing a sphere which was at a depth of 100 m. The radius of the sphere was 75 m 
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o· OCf~ e·Sb 
and the conductivities of the ground and the sphere were Q..s-t( s/m and o.G49 s/m 
respectively. Some of his results are shown in Fig. 5. 
Equation (49) shows that for this geometry good agreement should be reached for 
times greater than 6.9 ms. Figure 5 shows, however, that this estimate is quite 
conservative; the results are very good at 2 ms and even at 1 ms they are reasonable. 
• PALMER 
L> CALCULATED 
o HALF SPACE 
IQ5 LI..---~---~'---~~ 
0 50 100 150 
p(metres) 
Figure 5 
Comparison of some calculated results with some scale model results of PALMER (1974). 
6. Discussion 
The theory given above lays the foundation for an extensive numerical investigation 
of the transient electromagnetic response of a sphere in a layered medium. 
We have not specified the source so as to be able to cater for any of the prospecting 
methods that are currently used. In particular it should be noted that the equations 
given above allow for the fields to be computed beneath the ground. This is important 
for drill hole measurements. In subsequent papers we will explore some of the more 
interesting situations that can be modelled by the theory given above. 
, One result should be immediately noted and that is there are no poles in the 
continued spectrum of the electromagnetic response of a sphere in a layered medium. 
This is quite different from the transient electromagnetic response of layered spheres in 
free space. These spheres have pole type responses. Consequently such spheres are only 
poor models for the effect of host rock on the electromagnetic transient. 
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v2Vign). + (}.,, 2 + h2)Vign). = 0 
Mgn). = V x Vign).z 
[ 
nJn(Ar) sin a cos A] 
= + nrp'i - -Jn(Ar) . nrp, elhz 
r cos or sm 
TAI (1971, p. 84) 
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TAI (1971, p. 84) 
(iv) NenA.(i}z) NenA.(h) VxVx_JJ -k2 _ 0 =0 
MgnA.(h) MgnA.(h) 
TAI (1970, p. 70) 
(2) 
=0 n-:f=n' 
= (1 + c50)7U c5(). - A') elz<h-h') n = n' 
c50 = 1 n = 0 
c50 = 0 n ~ 1 
TAI (1971, p. 92) 
(3) 
co 2n £ £ NgnA.(h)·Ngn'A.1(-h')r' d()' dr' 
= (1 + c5o)1rA &(A. - A.')elz(h-h') n = 0 
=0 n-:f=n' 
TAI (1971, p. 72) 
(4) G0 (Rlk) = (co dA. ico dh ~ <2 - &o) . [MenA.(h)M'enA.(-h) Jo -co L.... (4n2A.)(h2 + ).2 - k2) o o 
n=O 
+ NgnA.N'gnA.(-h)] 
Where G0(Rlk) is a solution of 
TAI (1971, p. 94, 95) or from eqs (2) and (3) above. 
(5) Let 
cos 
l/fgmn(k) = jn(kR)P':(cos ()) . m~. 
sm 
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Then 
(i) V2 1/fgmn(k) + k21/fgmn(k) = 0 
SMgmn(k) = V x ('l'gmn(k)R) 
=jn(kR) +-.-P';(cos8) m¢9--P';(cos8). m¢; [ 
m sin - a cos -] 
~8 ~ ~ ~ 
TAI (1971, p. 170) 
- 1 (ii) SNgmn(k) =kV x V x 'l'gmn(k)R 
n(n + 1) cos - 1 a 
= jn(kR)P';(cos 8) . m¢R + --
kR sm kR 8R 
[
a cos _ 
x [Rjn(kR)] - P';(cos 8) . m¢9 
88 sm 
m sin ~] + -.-· P';(cos 8) m¢¢ 
sm 8 cos 
TAI (1971, p. 170) 
(iii) SMemn(k) SMemn(k) V x V x _o - k2 _o = O 
SNgmn(k) SNgmn(k) 
i SMgmn(k) · SNgm'n'(k') dv = 0 sphere (6) (i) 
m'1=m, n1=n' 
(ii) i SNgmn(k). SNgm'n'(k') dv = omm' onn' 2(1 + OonJnn(n + l) 










x (n + m)! . kk' lb R2 
(n - m)! o 2n + 1 
X ((n + l)jn_ 1 (kR)jn_ 1(k'R) 
+ njn+ 1(kR)jn+ 1 (k' R)) dR 
n1=0 
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TAI (1971, p. 172) Actually Tai has, by mistake, omitted from the second factor the 
term kk'. 
(iii) i - _ 2n(n+ l)(n+m)! SM8mn(k) · SM8m'n'(k') dv = n(l + 00m)------sphere (2n + l)(n - m)! 
b 
x Ia R 2jnCkR)jn(k'R)dR· omm' onn' 
1 - _ m _ 1 
(7) (i) kV x [lfl8mn(k)i] = SMz8(k) + n(n + l) SN~mn + 2n + 1 
[
n - m + 1 _ n + m _ ] 
x n + 
1 
SM8m(n + 1) + -n- SN8m(n - 1) 
TAI (1971, p. 228) 
1 _ m _ 1 
(ii) k 2 V x V x lfl8mn(k)i = SNz8mn(k) = + n(n + l) SM~mn + (2n + l) 
[
n - m + 1 _ n + m _ ] 
x SN8m(n + 1) + -- SN8m(n - 1) 
n+l n 
TAI (1971, p. 228) 
(8) 
00 (n-m)! 
e1hzJm(J.r) = "'"' (2n + 1w-1jn(lcR) · P':((cos l/l)P':((cos 0)---
L. (n + m)! 
n=m 
h = y'k2-J.2 
R = y'z2 + ,2, k sin lfl =). 
LEE (1974, p. 33) 
(9) Expansion of the cylindrical wave functions in spherical wave functions. 
(i) First the M functions: 
MgmA. = V x V!gm).(h)i 
cos 
= V x J m(J.r) . m¢ elhzz 
sm 
~ [cos m¢ ] 
= L. in- 1(2n + l)P':((cos l/l)(n - m)!/(n + m)! · V x . ,1, in(kR)P':(cos B)i 
n=m smm'I' 
[result (8) above] 
oo { m _ 
="'"' kin- 1 (2n + l)P':((cos l/l)(n - m)!/(n + m)I · + SN~mn L. n(n + 1) 
n=m 
1 [n - m + 1 _ n + m _ ] } 
+ SMgm(n + 1) + -- SMgm(n - l)i 
2n+l n+l n 
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[result (7) above] 
f ;n- 1(2n + l)P;:'(cos l/f)(n - m)!/(n + m)! _ 
=+km L ) . {sNwzn} 
n=m n(n + 1 
00 (2n + 1) 
+ k L ;n-1 P;:'(cos l/f)(n - m)!/(n + m)! · 
n=m 2n + 1 
[(
n - m + 1) _ n + m _ ] 
x n + 
1 
SMgm(n + 1) + -n- SMgm(n - 1) 
For m = 0 the first term is kSMe0/i 
(ii) Expansion of the N functiogs 
Now 
- 1 
Ngm). =kV x Mgm). 
V x Ngm). = kM&m). 
- 1 -
SNgm). =kV x SM gm). 
- 1 -
V x SNgm). =kV x SMgm). 
Therefore 
OCJ 
Ngm). = L ;n- 1(2n + l)P;:'(cos l/f)(n - m)!/(n + m)! 
{ 
km _ 1 [(n - m + 1) 
+ SM~mn+---
n(n + 1) 2n + 1 n + 1 
x kSNgm(n + 1) + (n: m) kSNgm(n- 1)]} 
00 ;n- 1 (2n + 1) (n - m)! _ 




+ k n~ ;n-l P;:'(cos l/f)(n - m)!/(n + m)! · [ ( n ~: ; 1) SNgm(n + 1) 
n+m _ ] 
+ -n-SNgm(n -1) 
k 
Form= n = 0 the first term is - SNeOl' i 0 
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(10) The Green's dyadics for the halfspace. 
The geometry for the Green's dyadics is as shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. 
(i) The Green's dyadics for the source. 
PAGEOPH, 
For the case where a 1 = a2 and 61 = 62 the layered structure reduces to a halfspace 
and the relevant Green's dyadic has been given by Tai (1970). 
G1 = G~0 (RIR') + G~0 (RIR') + g z > d 
G1 = GHRIR') z < d 
- Where 
G~0(R IR')=..!_ f 00 dA I 2 - c5om [a 1MgnA(h0)M' gnA( +h0) + bJJgnA(h0)N' gnA(h0)] 4n o n=O Ah0 
i ioo oo 2 - c5om - -GHRIR') = - dA L · [c 1MgnA(-h 1)M'gnA(h0) 
4n o n=o Ah0 
Where 
+ d1 .NgnA(-h1)fi1 gnA(h0)] 




Note. In the notation of Fig. 1, h1 = h2 and k1 = k2 • 
(ii) The Green's dyadics for the scatterer. 
Once again the dyadics can be easily constructed by following the method given by 
TAI (1970). 
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Where 
Transient Electromagnetic Response 
G = G0(RIR') + o.1(RIR')-Zio(R -R')/k~, z < d 
G=G00 (RIR'), z>d 
+ BNgn).(-h1)N' gn).(h1)] 
335 
G00 (R IR')=_!___ ioo d). I 2 - 00m ·[CMgn).(h0)M' gn).(h 1) + DNgn).(h0)N' gn).(h1)] 
4n o n=O ).h1 
Where 
Note. In the notation of Fig. 1, h1 = h2, k1 = k2 • 
(11) Green's Dyadics for the layered medium. 
The expressions for the dyadic Green's function for a layered medium involve the 
same wave functions as for the non-layered case and can be found by the method 
discussed by TAI (1970). 
(i) The Green's dyadics for the source 
G1 = G~0 (RIR') + G!(RIR') + g 
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Where 
g =-ii o(R - R')/k~ 
(
M gnA( + h0)M' gnA(-h0) + N gnA(h0)N' gnA(-h0), 
- i ioo oo 2 - 0 > z' G1 (RIR')=- dA I Om Z -00 
4n o n=o Aho MgnA(-h0)M'gnA(h0) + NgnA(-h0)Ng'(h0), 
z < z' 
G!(RIR') =~ioo dA I- 2 - Oom [AMgnA(h0)Mg'nA(h0) + BNgnA(h0)N'gnA(h0)] 4n o n=O Ah0 
G~ (R' IR')=~ ioo dA I 2 - Oom [CMgnA(h1)M'gnA(h0) + DMgnA(-h1)M'gnA(h0) 4n 0 n=O Aho 
+ ENgnA(h1)N'gnA(h0) + FNgnA(-h1)N'gnA(h0)] 
G~ =~loo dA I 2 - Oom [GMgnA(-h2)M'gnA(h0) + HNgnA(-h2)N'gnA(h0)] 4n 0 n=O Aho 
The functions A to H are found by requiring that z x G1 and z x V x G1 be continuous 
at z = d - t and z = d. With z 1 = d and z2 = d- tone finds that: 
2h (h + h )e-lh1z1-lhoz1 _ 2h (h _ h )elh1z1-21h1z2 A = -e-2hoz1 + o 2 1 o o 1 
. (ho + h1)(h2 + h1)e-lh1z1 - (ho - h1Hh2 - h1)elh1z1-21h1z2 
B = e-2thoz1 + _.! e-lhoz1 ~ E elh1z1 ___ 1 __ k [h Fh e-lh1z1 ] 
ho k1 k1 
Where E and Fare given below. 
-2h (h _ h ) e-21h1z2 C= o o 1 
(ho + h1Hh2 + h1) e-th,z, - (ho - h1Hh2 - h1) e'h,z,-21h,z, 
2h (h + h ) e-lhoZ• D- o 2 1 
- (ho+ h1)(h2 + h1) e-th,z, - (ho - h1)(h2 - h1) e+lh1z1-21h1z2 
E _ -2h0k1k0 e-lhoz•(h1ki + kih2) 
- elhiZ•(h1ko2 - kih0Hh1ki + kih2) - e-lh,z,-lh,zz(h1ki - kih2Hh1k~ + kiho) 
F = -2h0k1k0 e-lhoz•(h1ki- kih2) 
e1h•z•(h 1k~ - kih0)(h1ki + kih2) - e-th,z,-th,zz(h1ki- kih2)(h 1 k~ + kiho) 
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(ii) The Green's dyadics for the scatterer. 
The general form for the dyadics for the medium is: 
Where 
G = G22 (R IR') + G00 (R IR') - zz <5(R - R')/k~ 
G = G21(RIR') 
G = G20(RIR') 
G21 (RIR')=_!_ (:id). i: 2 -<>om [c2Mgn).(-h 1)M'gn).(h2 ) 




+ d2Mgn).(h 1)M' gn).(h 2) + eiif gn).(-h1)N' gn.A.(h2) 
+ flign).(h 1)N1 gn).(h2)] 
337 
G20 (R IR')=_!_ r'
0 
dA. i: 2 - <>om [g2MgnA.(h0)M' gn.A.(h2) + hNgn).(h0 )Ng1nA.(h2)] 4n Jo n=O ).h2 
The functions a2 to h are found by requiring that z x G and z x V x G be 
continuous at z = d - t and z = d. 
With z 1 = d and z2 = d- tone finds that: 
c2 and d2 defined below. 
e2 and / 2 defined below. 
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2h2klk2 elh2Z2(kiho + kih1) e-2/h1z1+h2z2/ 
12 
= (kih2 - kih 1)(h 1k5- kih0) + (kih2 + kih 1)(kiho + k5h 1) e-2lh,zi 
(12) Primary Green's function in spherical coordinates 
= - - ik Loo Ln (2n + l)(n-m)! 
G0(R IR')= -4 (2 - Oom)-(--l-)(--)-1 -n nn+ n+m. 
n=l m=O 
(
SMU>gmn(k)SM'5mn(k) + SN(l>gmn(k)SNg'mn(k), 
R>R' 
SM gmn(k)SM1<1>gmn(k) + SNg(k)SN1<1>gmn(k), 
R<R' 
- [RR o(R - i<')1/k2 
Where SM<1> (k) means that the vector wave function is defined with respect to the 
spherical Hankel function of the first kind. 
i.e. 
SN(l> (k) is similarly defined. 
h~(kR) replaces in(kR). 
Oom= 1 
=0 
TAI (1971, p. 174) 
See also the errata. TAI (1980, p. 5) 
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Transient Electromagnetic Waves Applied to 
Prospecting 
TERRY LEE 
Abstract-An argument based on a high-frequency filter can be used 
to show that the later stages of a transient are strongly controlled by 
the low-frequency component of its spectrum. In particular for a 
sphere of radius 50 m and conductivity 2 mho/m, frequencies greater 
than 3100 Hz are unimportant for times greater than 3 ms. For the 
later stages of the transient, where only low frequencies are important, 
it is possible to provide solutions for the transient response of spheres, 
cylinders, and dykes. These solutions have the attractive feature that 
the singular part of the Green's function is the most important term in 
this function for these calculations. The early stages of the transient 
are useful for depth estimations and for these times, different methods 
of calculation must be used. The various approaches to the problem of 
calculating transient electromagnetic responses utilize various singular-
ities of the transfer function of the ground. This has shown that the 
contributions from the integration about poles as well as branch cuts of 
the transfer function must be considered. Alternatively, if the singu-
larities are seen as specifying the structure, then deriving transient re-
sponses for frequency-domain data is likely to be a very ill-conditioned 
problem. A further conclusion is that care must be given to the choice 
of pulse shape and measuring time. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
T HERE IS a strong tendency to equate the transient elec-tromagnetic method of prospecting with some sort of multifrequency method of prospecting. This is un-
fortunate because from a mathematical point of view there is a 
choice as to how to represent the transient. One way is to ex-
press it as a sum of steady-state responses. Another way is to 
represent it in terms of a sum of integrals each of which is 
taken about a particular singularity of the transfer function 
of the ground. The purpose of this paper is to show that not 
only has the former method led to gross simplification of the 
physical process, but also to argue that the latter method 
offers considerable insight into the observed transients. 
The results of a transient electromagnetic survey, have been 
viewed from either a frequency-domain or time-domain point 
of view. Because of this, two ways of calculating analytically 
the transient electromagnetic response of geological structures 
have been advocated, and in neither case have the advantages 
been thoroughly explored. The first of these is to calculate 
the response entirely in the time-domain [ 1], [ 2) . The second 
way is to convert the frequency-domain response to the time-
domain by the use of the inverse Laplace transform. Unfor-
tunately, this last operation must, in general, be done numer-
ically because of the extreme difficulty of finding the inverse 
transform analytically. Despite the difficulty, a number of 
analytic solutions is known for dipoles in or on stratified 
media. [3]-[12). A third approach has been to solve Max-
well's equations numerically by using a time-stepping procedure 
[ 13] . The results presented from this last study were those 
that modeled the magnetotelluric method of prospecting. 
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In that study the size of the body was of the order of a skin 
depth. Of all the methods of calculating transient responses, 
then this method has received the least attention. 
The former analytic method of calculating the transient 
response usually involves the assumption that the time-domain 
response can be represented as a sum of exponentials. The de-
cay constants are then found by solving a transcendental equa-
tion which is derived from the boundary conditions. The 
difficulty here is that a series of exponentials corresponds to a 
series of poles in the frequency-domain, and so the latter 
method must be used for those geometries that are associated 
with transfer functions which require the introduction of 
branch cuts to ensure that they are single valued in the 
complex plane. These branch cuts produce a response like 
l/tv, where tis time and vis an arbitrary index. For early 
stages then, these terms can dominate the response and so 
make depth estimation difficult [ 14], [ 15]. An example of 
models where these terms are important is a slab on a uniform 
half-space [ 15] . 
It has not been possible to write down suitable time-domain 
expressions and so almost all calculations of the transient 
electromagnetic response of a geological structure have in-
volved the numerical inversion of a Laplace transform. At this 
stage the the problem is often simplified by concentrating on 
the low-frequency part of the transfer function of the ground. 
There is a danger here that instrument design will be influ-
enced by the results of this theory. Should this happen, it is 
possible that the transient electromagnetic methods of pros-
pecting will not provide any more information than a less 
sophisticated steady-state system. 
There is a real need then, to be able to estimate the fre-
quency content of the later stages of an electrical transient. In 
Section II, we develop a method that is capable of estimating 
the highest possible set of frequencies that are significant at 
the later stages. The conclusions from this section can be used 
to place approximate methods of solutions of the type given in 
Section III on a more rigorous foundation. Alternatively, they 
can be used to argue (if it is known that a broad frequency 
range is needed to resolve geological structures) that much 
more emplfas1s should be placed on the earlier stages of this 
transient. Sections IV and V are concerned with showing that 
a collif'iderable amount of insight can be gained by viewing the 
transients to be composed of a sum of integrals about the 
s~ularities of the transfer function of the ground. 
II. EQUATING FREQUENCY-DOMAIN AND TIME-DOMAIN 
METHODS 
As mentioned above the time-domain response and frequency-
domain response of a geological structure are related to each 
other by the Laplace transform and this is true regardless of 
the configuration used in prospecting. Unfortunately this 
relationship makes qualitative conclusions with regard to 
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frequency-domain data and time-domain data difficult. The 
problem here then, is to determine the stage in the transient 
time-domain method of prospecting that provides a broader 
spectrum than a competing multifrequency-domain method of 
prospecting. 
In particular, how much effect does the higher frequency 
part of the spectrum have on the later stages of the transient? 
It is shown below that much of the higher frequency content 
needs to be removed for an appreciable relative effect on the 
transient at later stages. Thus we are led to compare the later 
stages of a filtered transient against an unfiltered transient. 
Let the spectrum of the transient be multiplied by exp 
((as)2 ) wheres is the parameter of the Laplace transform and 
"a" is a positive real constant. Notice, that if the substitution 
s = iw is made where w is the angular frequency, then the 
inverse Laplace transform is converted to an inverse Fourier 
transform and the attenuation of the filter is revealed. 
If G(t) is the time-domain response of the unfiltered func-
tion and the convolution theorem is used, then the difference 
between the filtered response and the unfiltered response is: 
£00 G(t-µ)·exp(-µ 2/4a2) G(t)- -co (41Ta2)1/2 dµ. (1) 
Therefore, the relative change Eis 
[ Joo G(t- µ).exp (-µ2 /4a2) ] I E= G(t)- (4 2)112 dµ G(t). _ 00 rra 
(2) 
For a step-function excitation, G(t) is zero for negative time 
t, and if "a" is also small then 
1 ( t ) , (- t2 ) a a E~-erfc - -exp - ·---ln(G(t)). 
2 2a 4a2 (rr)1l2 ot 
(3) 
Frequently, the later stages of a transient process may be 
described by means of a single exponential such as Aer1 [ 15] , 
[ 16]. 
Hence, an estimate for relative change is: 
1 ( t ) a-y (-t2 ) E< - erfc - +--exp -
2 2a (rr)1l2 4a2 
As a rough rule, the result will be true if 
t/a > 4 and a-y < 1. 
Or in terms of the decay constant 
(4) 
(5) 
t ;;;;. 4/-y and the filter is exp (-w2 /-y2 ). ( 6) 
For example, if a sphere has radius of 50 m, a conductivity 
of 2S/m and the permeability of free space, then 
'Y = 500 rrs -l. (7) 
Hence for t > 8/1T ms (i.e., frequencies less than 3100 Hz) 
the observed transient will show a relative change of 2 percent 
or less. Incidentally if the conductivity is increased by a 
factor of ten, then the results are still true for times greater 
than 30 ms. 
As a. consequence of the above result, it can be seen that if 
the decay constant or the behavior of the later stages of the 
10)1 
transient response can be determined, then the result can b· 
used to construct completely the late stages of the transier. 
response from a limited amount of low-frequency data. Tho 
same sort of analysis can be repeated for other forms c 
decay such as 1 / tv. 
If it is decided from the outset that only the low-frequenc 
response are required then there are approximate methoc 
which can be used to compute the later stage sequence. Tues• 
conclusions are particularly relevant for those systems that ar 
designed to measure beyond 100 ms [ 1 7] . The point to t 
made here then, is that this type of analysis shows just ho· 
much the low-frequency component of the spectrum dom 
nates the later stages of the transient. Hence, if the argumen 
concerning the desirability of measuring high frequencies a11 
valid, then much more attention should be paid to the earl" 
stages [ 18] . 
III. Low-FREQUENCY RESPONSE CALCULATIONS 
A. Approximations 
Most analytic calculations that are attempted for the numer 
cal modeling of the transient electromagnetic response c 
geological structures involve some sort of low-frequency aI 
proximation. An almost universal approximation is to neglec 
displacement currents, that is, the dielectric constant is se 
equal to zero. From the frequency-domain point of view sue 
an approximation is reasonable for earth materials if the fn 
quencies are in the kilohertz range or less [ 19] . In the tim1 
domain, however, this approximation is less obvious and it : 
usual to refer to the results of Wait [ 4], or Fuller and Wa 
[20]. 
It is possible that other effects besides those of strictly di:· 
placement currents are relevant. The problem is that there ar. 
too few reliable measurements of conductivity spectra of rod· 
over the frequency ranges that might be used. One of tho 
reasons this is so is that many of the measurements that a1 
made are only over a very limited frequency range often onl 
up to 10 Hz [ 21 ] . This is disturbing because if there are rocJi. 
with an appreciable phase difference for the conductivity func 
tion then this is sufficient to explain the anomalous negativ· 
transients that have been observed [22], [23). 
Recently in situ conductivity spectra of rocks have bee 
measured over a broad-frequency range [ 24] . This last stud 
reported, for some cases, significant phase changes at highe 
frequencies. These results would therefore seem to reinforc 
the results of the previous time-domain studies. 
In practice the problems that are treated are further sirr 
plified by approximating the frequency-domain response ~ 
low frequencies by a function that readily admits a Laplac 
transform. The validity for these approximations lies in tho 
initial and final value theorem of the Laplace transform [ 25] 
[27]. The usefulness of such an approach has been demono 
strated by Luke [28]-[30]. Such an approach for examplt 
has been used by several authors to study the transient resp om 
of a conducting layer [ 31 ], [ 3 2] . Thus the viewing of tho 
transient from a frequency-domain point of view naturall 
leads to gross simplification of the process. The simplificatio 
concentrates on the later stages, where it now seems possib: 
to obtain results for a variety of structures [ 53] , [ 54] . 
Recently it has been proved possible to calculate the stead). 
state response of a conductor in a half-space excited by a lir 
or loop source, by approximating the integral operators it 
volved. That such an approach might prove useful for solvir 
scattering problems was suggested by Noble [33]. 
1018 
For the case of a cylinder in a half-space excited by a line 
·source there is a perturbation solution as well as a mode-
4(Tlatched one (34], [35]. The mode-matched solution is par-
ticularly interesting because the resulting scattering matrix was 
dominated by the contribution from the primary, or singluar 
term of the Green's function. This work shows that for a line-
source excitation, cylindrical structures, and moderate fre-
quencies, the resulting integral equations can be approximated 
by neglecting the -nonsingular term. Later this same conclu-
sion was reached for the case of exciting a buried spherical 
conductor by a coaxial loop source (36]. For time-domain 
calculations it is essential that a cheap way be found for cal-
culating the steady-state responses for a number of different 
frequencies. Since the approach to approximating the integral 
equations involved appears to provide a solution to this prob-
lem, it is worthwhile looking at how this approch can be ex-
tended. One such extension is demonstrated below for the 
case of a dipping dyke. It is realised that this approach does 
not specify the time after which the results are valid. How-
ever, if some scale model results are available or if the decay 
constants can be estimated from simple models, then this 
restriction can be overcome. The way to overcome it is to 
use this approach outlined in Section II. 
B. Extension of the Methods for Low-Frequency 
Calculations-An Example 
Consider the geometry shown in Fig. 1. A line source of 
current carrying a current of Ii'"t is situalt:u al x 1 , uykt: uf 
thickness r, conductivity a2 , depth to the top a, and dip (3 
is situated x0 meters. The conductivity of the half-space is 
a 1 , and all permeabilities have been set equal to µ0 the per-
meability of free space. The geometry is described by the 
coordinate system (x, y, z) and as is shown in the diagram. 
Notice that the y-axis is parallel to the strike of the dyke and 
to the line source. 
For this geometry it has been shown that for moderate 
frequencies the secondary term in the Green's function may be 
neglected if an accuracy of only a few percent is required in 
the calculation of the electric and horizontal magnetic field 
(37]. This is not a severe restriction because it is clear from 
Maxwell's equations that the inducecl voltage in a receiving 
loop is just the electric field integrated around that loop. 
For this geometry the electric field across the dyke may be 
described by the integral equation (38] 
I. µ0 (a2 - a1 ) iw i E=E - 21T '.A GEdx1 dz 1 
here 
G =K0 (k1R), k1 = (iw~ai) 112 
R = ((x _ x1 )2 + (z _ zl )2 )1/2 (8) 
and Ei is the incident electric field. 
For a uniform half-space Ei is given by: 
; -iwµ0 I f"" exp (-n 1z + iA.(x - x 1 )) E =-- dA. 
1T -oo (IA.l+ni) (9) 
where 
n1 = (A.2 + ki)112. 
In writing down this equation the secondary term in the 
Green's function has been neglected for the reasons already 
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given. This equation can now be reduced to one originally 
studied by Fok [39] first by assuming that the dyke is thin 
enough such that the integration can be approximated across 
the dyke, and second, by Fourier transforming out the coordi-
nate of the line source in (8). The approximation is accurate 
to a few percent when 
(10) 
Here Tl may be 0.6 or even as large as 0.9 depending upon the 
accuracy required [38]. 
Denoting the Fourier transform by a bar yields: 
where 
Li=-(a2 - ai)µoriw/2 
£i = B exp (-k 1 l cos 1/1) 
-iwµ 0 I exp (-n 1 d + iA(x 0 )) B = ---'-----"-----"-------'-
(7T (I A. I+ n i)) 
1/1={3+c/J+1T 
z - d = l sin (3, x 0 - x = l cos (3 
A.=ik1 coscp. 
Also l and 11 are lengths, measured from the top of the dyke, 
along its length. 
Although Fok only considered the case where k 1 is unity, 
his method still applies for the case described above. Fok 
introduces two functions G +(A) and G +(-A.) which are analytic 
in the upper and lower complex plane. These functions satisfy 
the relatio_p.s: 
1 




ln 1- --£00 ~ Li ) du -oo (u 2 + kI)112 u - A 
(t 2) 
(13) 
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= B { <e + ki)1! 2 exp (i~l) + a2 G+W exp (icxl) 




Joo exp (- k 1 sl) (s2 - 0 1' 2 ds } 1 G+Uk1s)(Li2 +kis2 -ki)(~-ik1 s) · 0 4) 
Here ~ = zk 1 cos 1/1 and <X = (Li 2 - ki ) 1/ 2 . For small k 1 , then 
E= 1: Eexp(-01.xi)d'A. (15) 
Equation (15) then, is a solution for the electric field within 
the dyke. By using it and (8) the electric field can be cal-
culated anywhere. 
The approach to approximating the integral operators would 
therefore seem to be a fruitful field for future research. It 
should be realized however, that the real problem is to deter-
mine not whether a solution can be obtained but whether it is 
useful. In particular it is questionable whether these types of 
solutions are sufficient to interpret the geology. The sort of 
additional information that is required can be found by 
looking at the very early stages of the transient. 
IV. HIGH-FREQUENCY RESPONSE CALCULATIONS 
The low-frequency analysis very often gives only a single 
decay constant that is related to the shape and size of a 
conducting body. The attempts which have been made to 
determine the depth to a conductor have used mainly the 
early stages of the transient, i.e., the high-frequency part. 
One of the reasons this approach is attractive is that the suc-
cess of the low-frequency calculations depend upon the 
quantity I k 1 a I being small. Here k 1 is the propagation con-
stant of the medium and "a" is some length associated with 
the body. In the low-frequency calculations then, the relative 
dimensions of the body become less important. The perturba-
tion solution for the buried cylinder is a case that illustrates 
this [34]. 
The first approach to the problem of determining the depths 
of a conductor made use of the theory of matched filters 
[ 40] . In that study that transient wave in the ground was 
shown to consist of a series of waves, that were reflected back 
and forth between the cond~ctor and a wave that was only 
associated with the air-earth interface. The conclusion 
reached was that the transient electromagnetic data were dif-
ficult to process because of the interference of the ground 
wave [ 14]. A later study showed how these various waves 
could be transformed into a convenient solution for late time 
calculations [ 15] . What was being exploited here was the 
transfer function of the ground which could be expressed in 
.different ways. One way necessitated the integration about a 
branch cut and the other about a series of poles. The first 
expression then, yields a series of waves while the second 
produces a series of modes. 
The following example makes this quite clear. A common 
model for a conductive overburden has been a conducting slab 
of thickness h, conductivity a, and permeability µ 0 . The fre-




Here iw is the parameter of the Laplace transform. The equa-
tion can be checked easily by takmg the inverse transform and 
comparing the result to the known time-domain formula [ 15]. 
Now there are two ways in which the expression can be 
transformed back into the time domain. The first is simply 
to take the inverse Laplace transform of each term in the ex-
pression. This will involve an integration about the branch cut 
along the negative iw axis. The result of this is that the re-
sulting transient consists of a series of waves of the type already 
described. This formula is useful for calculations at the early 
stages. The resulting ground wave is useful for determining 
the conductivity of the ground and this information can be 
used if the first wave term can be estimated to yield the depth 
to the conductor [ 14] . The second way is to sum the series 
first; hence 
E 
2H0 [cosh(h(aiwµ 0 ) 112 )] 
(iwaµ0 ) 112 sinh(h(aiwµ 0 ) 1/ 2 ) · 
(17) 
The transient response can be obtained by summing a series 
of residues. This method produces a series of modes that 
decay exponentially. This formula is useful for calculations at 
later stages where the field decays like exp (-n2 t /( aµ0 h 2 )) and 
because of this depth, estimation is difficult [ 15] . 
This example1 shows that the frequency-domain approach 
to the analysis of transients is simply the concentration on 
specific singularities of the transfer function. At the same 
time other singularities are simply ignored. The suggested 
approach to the analysis of transients then, is to follow Baum 
[ 41] and to view the transients in terms of all of the singulari-
ties of the transfer function of the ground. The problem now 
is to be able to interpret the transient in terms of these singu-
larities and to this end the choice of pulse shape is important. 
V. PULSE SHAPE 
Since the Laplace transform theorem relates frequency-
domain data to time-domain data, it is clear from the fre-
quency-domain point of view that the choice of pulse shape is 
important because it modifies the response function. More-
over as shown above, if early stages are neglected then the only 
part of the spectrum of the pulse that is being used is the low-
frequency part. In view of this it is worthwhile looking at the 
results of research into multifrequency methods of prospecting. 
Recently, it has been argued that a good way to choose the 
set of frequencies for multifrequency-electromagnetic survey 
is to make use of the theory of the generalized inverse [ 18 I . 
The procedure is to require that the frequencies chosen be the 
ones that are capable of providing a stable inverse to a given 
set of data. The conclusion from these studies was that a 
very broad, frequency range should be used. This approach 
has been extended to obtain estimates for the parameter error 
bounds that are related to the parameter solution and the 
measurement of noise [ 4 2 I . 
In contrast to this, the time-domain problem has been at-
tacked in a much less sophisticated manner [ 43 I. For the 
time-domain study, however; only forward solutions were 
computed for different types of pulse shape. The pulse shapes. 
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chosen were square and half-sinusoidal. The criteria for 
detectability was maximizing the difference between half-
space response and the layered-ground response. The con-
clusions reached were that the detectability increases with 
mcreasing transmitter-receiver separation and that the square 
pulse excitation was the best. Another study of the transient 
electromagnetic response of a conducting sphere for step, 
sawtooth, ramp, rectangular, and impulse pulses, showed that 
for sawtooth pulses, a fast rise time should be used so as to 
obtain a greater secondary signal [ 44]. One way of stating 
the results of all authors is to say that they found that the best 
pulse to use was the one that had the widest frequency range. 
The difficulty with these latter studies then, is that they only 
approach the problem indirectly. 
A more direct approach to this problem is to ask how stable 
is the process of inversion of the Laplace transforms, or ~ince 
the inverse Laplace transform is determined by the singulari-
ties of the kernel, how much these can vary and still yield a 
transient response that is approximately the same as the ob-
served response in the considered time range. Viewed in this 
light then, the proper choice of pulse shape and time interval 
over which to measure the transient response is simply the 
problem of choosing that pulse and time interval which will 
be sensitive to the position of singularities of the transfer func-
tion in the complex plane. The singularity expansion method 
of viewing transients then, allows for an alternative approach 
to answering the questions concerning the stability of the geo-
physical inverse problem. 
For example, if the position of the nearest pole to the origin 
is to be determined, then the later stages of the transient are 
important qecause a small error m the decay constant will only 
become apparent when the product of error and time is ap-
preciable, and this will only occur at later stages. Interest-
ingly, this is simply saying that low frequencies are important 
in this case because the posit10ns of these frequencies lie 
closest to the pole. However, it should be borne in mind that 
the position of this pole is only one of the smgularities in the 
kernel that fixes the geology. Another one is a branch cut 
from the origin. Now a step-funct10n pulse contains a sig-
nificant amount of energy in the low-frequency part and so 
this pulse will tend to accentuate the ground wave. As noted 
above this can be a hindrance. 
One approach is to select a pulse that has a significant 
amount of energy in the frequencies that were indicated from 
the generalized inverse approach. Leaving aside for the mo-
ment, any practical difficulties in measuring the resulting 
transient, there are still problems. First, by limiting oneself 
to the iw axis in the complex plane, one is immediately faced 
with a difficult numerical inverse Laplace transform in order 
to find the behavior of the fields in the time domain. The 
reason for this is that the numerical computation of the in-
verse Laplace transform is an ill-conditioned problem [ 45]. 
Specifically, this is likely to be the case when there is a branch 
point at infinity [ 46]-[ 49]. As already seen this is frequently 
the case in the geophysical problem. The transform can be 
inverted, but high accuracy is needed and this is generally not 
available from geophysical modelmg programs. Thus from an 
integration point of view it is necessary to choose points off 
the axis in order to perform the inverse Laplace transform 
[SO]. Hence it is important to look at how the spectrum of 
the pulse continues off the iw axis. Thus from a numerical 
point of view, the singularity expansion approach to the 
inverse problem would seem to be a very desirable one. At 
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this stage, the frequencies w, should be thought of as complex 
frequencies. 
From a geophysics point of view, if the earth structure gives 
rise to a series of singularities in the continued spectrum, and 
the position of the singularities can vary a great deal without 
significantly changing the observed spectrum, then the earth 
structure will be hard to resolve. 
Thus the approach to choosing the correct pulse shape is 
simply one of viewing the spectrum of the pulse as coupling 
with the singularities in the transform function of the ground. 
Further, such an approach allows for the suppression of un-
wanted earth characteristics, if they can be identified as arising 
from specific singularities in the complex plane. Alternatively, 
if the time window used for sampling the decay curve is too 
wide, then there is the possibility of not being able to separate 
out specific poles and hence, specific geological structures. 
A serious difficulty, however, is that the electromagnetic 
waves undergo dispersion in the ground [ 5 l ] . The conse-
quence of this is that it may be necessary to modify the pulse 
shape when changing prospecting areas. One way to do this is 
to have a whole series of rectangular pulses. By measuring the 
transients following each of these pulses, it would be possible 
to use the results later to construct the response from a fairly 
arbitrary pulse. Alternatively the sequency rate of the pulse 
could be changed. 
Whatever pulse shape is used, it will be necessary to make 
measurements at very early times as well as the later ones. 
The reasons for this, besides the ones given above, are that 
some studies have reported the possibility of detecting induced 
polarization effects by using electromagnetic transients and 
these effects were observed at the very early stages [ 22], [ 23]. 
At the present time the only instruments operating in the time 
domain that have considered some of these problems are 
UTEM of Toronto [23], and Newmont EMP System [52]. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
The concept of applying transient electromagnetic waves 
to prospecting is attractive because it allows for the measure-
ment of the secondary fields in the absence of the primary 
field. This combined with averaging makes for a good signal-
to-noise rat10. There are difficulties however, and these are 
mainly concerned with the strong emphasis that is placed on 
the later time portion of the transient. A reason for this em-
phasis is the comparative ease with which it has been possible 
to obtam numerical results. In view of the work that has 
been done on the inversion of multifrequency-electromagnetic 
data much more emphasis should be devoted to the early 
stages. 
The approach to viewing transients as a simple collection of 
steady-state responses, then, has led to gross simplifications of 
the physical processes involved in the transients. A more 
natural way to view the transients is in terms of the singulari-
ties of the transfer function of the ground. As shown above, 
this approach provides a way of overcoming the limitation 
generated by the simple multifrequency approach to transi-
ents. Moreover, this last appoach would appear to be very 
successful in relating specific singularities with specific geologi-
cal features. The method also provides a new insight into 
experimental design. 
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1 transient eleetric field excited by a step current 
loop of radius a on the surface of a ground of 
~uctivity a and permeability µ 0 are 
·!:entrated in a toroidal zone. At early times 
zone moves slightly inward from the loop and 
m but at later time the field maximum moves 
1g a cone dipping at 30° away from the loop. 
llater times the maximum occurs beneath a 
ilt on the surface at radius R where R2 ""' 
16 t/aµ 0 . At this maximum the time rate of 
nge of the radial magnetic induction is zero. 
.roduction 
<Je domain electromagnetic prospecting systems that 
a single large loop are becoming increasingly important 
.-ie search for sulphides (Vozoff 1978). Despite this 
e have been few detailed calculations of the fields in 
ground. This is surprising because the significance of 
steady state case has beeri pointed out by Wait and 
3S (1971) and Wart and Hill (1972) have pointed out 
'the distortion of an electromagnetic pulse travelling 
n a subsurface source to the surface is critically 
·•endent on the relative positions of the source and 
1iver. 
•re recently Nabighian (1978) has indicated approximate 
.ribution of transient fields in the ground for various 
1rces. Also, Lee (1977) has argued that the propagation 
ll;ransients have important directional characteristics. 
·ewe first formulate a time domain expression for the 
1Smitted field in the ground and apply the result to 
dying the distribution of current in the ground as a 
-iction of time and position. 
lleory 
e electric field Ei at a depth z and radius r due to a 
o<izontal loop of radius a carrying a current I eiwt on a 




1a JA.Jl (Aa)Jl (A.r) e·n1zdA_ (1) 
a nl +A 
(Lee 1974) 
Here we have assumed the quasrstatic case i.e. 
displacement currents are ignored. 
(2) 
The transient electric field e in the ground due to a current 
step I rn the loop then is: 
~ 
= al (aµ ) 2 -(z2 + a2 + r2) (aµo) 1 {araµ0 ) e ~ _Q e 4t 1 2t 2ayrr t 
al 
a I A' J, IA•I J, (Ac) '"•rte hi~- + >-hf ldA 
(3) 
In deriving the expression we have made use of results of 
Oberhettinger and Badii (1973 No. 5.95) and Gray and 
Mathews (1966 p.69 No. 18). We also notice in passing 
that this result is equivalent to that previously givt!n by Lee 
and Lewrs (1974) for z = 0. 
A convenient dimensionless form of (3) can be obtained by 
making the substitutions: 
T = aµoa2 
4t 





e* = 2dea_2 
I 
(4) 
-J A'J,(AJ J, (ARI , zA ortc ( Z y'i' + ~ l dA 
(5) 
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The integral in (5) may be conveniently evaluated by 
numerical integration between successive zeros of the term 
J1 (A.) J1 (A.R). 
Calculation · 
We have calculated e* to an accuracy of better than 1 % 
relative error for values of T spaced at a factor of v'iO 
in the interval (y'iO, 10-5 ) on various grids of R and Z . 
Here we present a subset of these calculations. For large T 
a section 5 loop radii square was used but for small Tor 
late times a grid 50 loop radii square was used. These 
results have been contoured with a logarithmic scale at 3 
FIGURES 1-4 
The Distribution of e* x 106. Contours are logarithmic with 3 













contours per decade and are shown in figures 1-7. We have 
extracted the maximum values from the grids and used therr 
to construct a locus of maximum e* shown in figure 8. 
We have also calculated e* as a factor of Tat selected points 
for a range of T extending up to 10 and plotted them as 
waveforms in figures 9-13. 
Discussion 
The calculations show that at a large T (short time) the 
locus of maximum e* briefly moves slightly towards the 
centre of the loop and downwards. At later time the 





























T = 003/62 
z 
FIGURES 6-7 
The distribution of e" x 106. Note that the scales on figures 5-7 are 
10 times those in figures 1-4. Contours are logarithmic with 3 
contours per decade. 
FIGURE 8 
The locus of maximum e". The numbers along the curve are the 
values of T corresponding to the observed peak value. 
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FIGURES 9-13 
Waveforms of E* at selected points in and on the ground. Each 
figure shows waveforms at corresponding points at a different Z 
value. Within each figure the different curves represent different 
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and propagates at a decreasing vP.locity away from the 
loop. Since the section has radial symmetry the results 
indicate approximately a torus of current expanding 
outwards with the maximum current on a cone at late 
time and on a more complex surface at early time. An 
empirical relationship can be derived from figure 8 but it 
should be remembered that its accuracy is slightly limited 
because the data was calculated on a grid. 
At late time the maximum e* occurs at radius Rm given by: 
R~ 7 ~ 0.64 (6) 
An interesting feature shown by figures 1-7 is that not only 
is there a maximum in current but that the gradients in the 
current system decrease with increasing time as evidenced by 
the increase in contour spacing and drop in actual values. 
Now at the maximum 
ae* = ae* = 0 
az ar 
and by application of Maxwells equation 
'iJX E = _Q] 
- at 
It is apparent that 





where Br 1s the radial component of the magnetic inducation. 
The term in 9 is associated with the excitation of a current 
flowing in a vertical tangential plane in an anomalous body. 
Cases are known in which current modes in a scattering 
body decouple (Lee 1978, Thio 1977) i.e. the body current 
modes are merely those of the incident field. The above 
indicates that certain modes may be very weakly excited in 
parts of a scattering body. 
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It is also instructive to consider the radiation pattern m 
terms of the transmitted waveform,s shown in figures 9-13. 
The waveforms show a general attenuation and time delay 
with distance from the loop but, as expected from the 
contour plots the relationship is not simple. However, an 
interesting feature is that in the R, Z ranges 0-5 loop radii 
the width of the pulse where significant amplitudes occur 
does not exceed abOtJt 3 decades in 7. · 
The results have important applications to field measur.e-
ments. They allow the removal of the incident field from 
the loop at any point rendering feasible measurements using 
separate detectors on the surface or down boreholes. Also, 
with the removal of the primary field the scattered field 
due to inhomogeneities can be isolated and ma·v be more 
amenable to interpretation than the combined fields 
particularly at early times. 
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The Effect of Loop Height in 
Transient Electromagnetic 
Modelling or Prospecting 
T. J. lee 
L.A. Richardson & Assoc. P/L., 
P.O. Box 217, 
Gordon, N.S.W 2072 
The voltage induced in a horizontal loop over a 
uniform ground at height, h, has been calculated 
for the case where the loop is excited by a step 
current. If the loop has a radius b and the ground 
has a permeability of µ and conductivity 
then at time t : 
(~ ~)I h=o""' 125 l 6t'" 
For oµb 2/(4t) in the range 10-4 to 1 the maximum 
error in using this formula is less than 44%. If 
is less than 0.1 the error is less than 5%. 
It is suggested, then, that for small h, 
V(h)""' V(o) + ~~ I ~=o 
Therefore for small elevations the percentage change per 
metre of height is approximately 
~v c h,o;b l x 100 
(V(h,o-,b) -V(o,o-, bl)x 100 = _~_h ___ _ 
hV(o,o-,b) V(o,o-,b) 
From Lee and Lewis (1974) (equation 2 and 13), the 
secondary voltage E induced in the loop carrying a eiwt 
c:urrent is: 
- . f 80-2')..h 2. 
E = I 7r b wj' l • [I("-bl] ( n, - ;>.. ) d )._ 
o 1 n1 .. x 
where n, = ;)._~., /"" 
Hereµ is the permeability of the ground and is assumed 
to be equal to the permeability of free space, µo. 
(2) 
(3) 
and that the above formulae will give first order 
corrections for the voltage induced in the loop for 
changes in elevation of the loop. 
The voltage, V, due to a step function wave form is then: 
Introduction 
At the present time all the type curves for the interpretation 
of transient electromagnetic data assume that the traverses 
are carried out on flat terrain. Further, in the case of model 
studies carried out by using metallic models all the dimen-
sions are very small. A consequence of this is that the actual 
field situation being modelled is for a loop several metres 
above the ground. There is a need, therefore, to be able to 
allow for the elevation changes of these loops. 
The Calculation of Elevation Changes 
If V is the voltage observed in a loop of radius b over a 
uniform half-space of conductivity Ei and h is the height of 
the loop above the ground, then: 
V(h,<>",b)=V(oo-b)• L:: L_ V(ha-b) ~ ~ n I n 









Writing x = ').b and denoting the inverse Laplace transform 









where and L-'cv> =v 
Therefore 
(7) 
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Here T =t/aµb2 
The above expression can be evaluated by expanding the 
Bessel functions as a power series and then evaluating 
the resulting integrals by using the definition of the gamma 
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(9) .. -·;L_ 
From Lee and Lewis ( 1974, equation 11) 
v = _ ~ ( o-pb1 ) :\: ~ {<-1l"'(2m•2 >•(<creb1 ll 41 )'"} 
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( 11) 
If ¥t2 is small, then: 




Figure 1 shows the results of comparing the exact formula 
with the approximate formula for aw2 in the range 10-4 
to 1. As the figure shows the percentage error is very small. 
In the practical field case the mean height can be of the 
order of one metre due to bushes, topography etc., however, 
this figure shows that the resultant error is always less than 
1%. So for this case it would not be necessary to apply the 
correction. 
However, in scale model experiments when the modelling 
materials are metals then the correction is important because 
the scaled coils are at a much greater distance from the 
surface. 
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Depth Estimation with PEM 
-A Cautionary Note 
T.J. Lee 
L.A. Richardson & Assoc. 
P.O. Box217, 
Gordon, N.S.W. 2072 
The method advocated by Crone (1977) for 
determining the position of a "current axis" for 
a conducting ore body will give a positive result 
even if there is no ore body. 
The depth,,..t, to this axis in a uniform ground 
of conductivity o- and permeability /o is given 
by: 
~ = JL 
- 5 
In this expression tis time and consequently the 
result can be used to determine the conductivity 
profile of a nearly uniform ground. 
1. Introduction 
There are few methods of estimating the depth and 
position of a conductive body that are available to the 
field geophysicist. It is pleasing, then, to learn of the 
method advocated by Crone (1977) to do this task. In 
what follows 1t will be argued that this method should be 
treated with caution as it will tive a positive result over a 
uniform ground. 
The method under discussion has been described by Crone 
(1977) as follows: "In this method a vertical detailed trans-
mitting loop is placed over the weak anomaly for the 
purpose of selectively energising the conductor at depth. 
A short traverse with six to eight readings spaced twenty to 
twenty-five metres apart is carried out over the suspected 
coneuctor, perpendicular to its strike. Readings are taken 
at both horizontal and vertical receiving loop positions and 
the dip angles of the secondary field at all eight samples are 
plotted. If perpendicular lines are drawn from the dip angle 
then they should converge at the eddy current axis of that 
sample". 
Figure 1 shows the construction used in the interpretation. 
2. Theory 
As the loops used in this field survey are quite small they can 
be approximated by a horizontal magnetic dipole. The 
electromagnetic fields about such a vertical loop restmg on 
a uniform half space of conductivity o-and magnetic 
permeability/a have been given by Morrison eta/ (1969), 
and Ward eta/ (1973). 
Whence, 
00 
H"' -~i.rrf l 1 + R ('-.ll?..[-J1 () ... x)+A.:t.J0 ('-.x.J] d).. 
D 
0 
In these equations Q 1s the dipole moment, i.e. N1 A1 I 





the area of the loop and I the current flowing in the loop. 
Here displacement currents have been neglected and an 
e•wt time dependence has been assumed. 
H:x., HY and Hz are the three components of the magnetic 
field. The axes chosen have their origin at the centre of 
the loop with the x axis directed out along the axis of 
the loop. This axis defines the traverse line. The z axis is 
directed vertical and the y axis is into the page. 
See Figure 1. 
The spectr~ of the voltages induced in a small receiving 
loop ( v "-' V~) orientated vertically or horizontally for a 
step-like current flowing in the primary loop are given by: 
- A 2 N 2- H"' 
Here we notice that the spectrum of a step function is 
1 !wand this cancels with the 1w arising from the time 
derivative of the magnetic field. Also A 2 is the area of 
(5) 












the small receiving loop of N 2 turns. 
The time domain voltages ( Vx. ( t l, VJ ( t) )therefore are: 
Vx(tl= - Q N2A2.j~2A.:l.F(i\,tl[-r1(A.-:x.)+)..)C.Jo(;:>.x.)Jd?.. 
:x: I.Tr 0 ro 
If t is time then fort> 0. 
2 z. 
0 _)..I a 
--e 
Irr 
where a = j u' )/o I t 





These integrals are readily evaluated by firstly using the 
power series expansion for the Bessel functions, Abromowitz-
and Stegun (1965, F.9.1.10) and secondly the results of 
Gradshteyn and Rhzshik (1965, No. 6.281). 
Expanding the Bessel function as a power series and integ-
rating term by term the resulting integrands of equations 
7 and 8 yields: 
oo 2n + 1 n 2 n + 5 
Vx. = ~N~v p::) --'!'---'-1'-J _ _;;a:.._ __ r_2_n_+_1_l __ 
:x:. o-~o L._. 2 n 1 I. 7r /Tr ( 2 n + 5 ) 
n=o 
(1Q) 
The angle that fixes the "current axis" is seen from Figure 
1 to be defined by 
tan f} = - V g I Vx. 
This expression simplifies for ax.<< 1 to be: 





This result shows that even for a uniform half space there is 
a "current axis" at a depth Q, where ~ 
L = B 
5 
1 
l7T . f!i (14) 
This equation shows that the apparent depth 1s independent 
of station position. 
3. Discussion 
The above result does not show that the method will not 
yield the "current axis" of a steeply dipping conductor 
beneath the transmitter. It does show, however, that a 
positive result will be obtained even when there is no 
conductor present. For this reason the method of depth 
estimation should be treated with care. 
Alternatively equation 14 can be used to estimate the 
conductivity of a reasonably uniform ground once,£ 1s known. 
As noted above this quantity can be found from Figure 1. 
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The transient response of a layered structure to plane wave exc1tat10n can be con-
sidered to be composed of a senes of waves and a ground wave For the case of a half-
space of conductivity cr and permeability I' the ma,ximum 111 the electric field rs found 
at a depth z and time t when t = z2crµ/2. 
This formula can be used to estimate the depth to a buned horizontal conductor with 
an accuracy that depends upon the resistive contrast at the conductor's surface 
The above ray type of solution can be converted to a solution composed of a number 
of modes by the use of a P01sson transform and the transformed solutions yield ciecay 
constants that are consistent with the prev10usly reported results 
In the case of a fmite source, the maximum m the electnc field 1s strongly dITected. 
The dITect10n depends uvon the geometry of the source and the aIT-earth mterface 
Although the maximum vanes with dITection it can be shown that 111 some dITect10ns 
s1m1lar laws to that above are valid 
The depth to a conductor can be estimated from the early part of the transients when 
the ground wave is removed The removal of the ground wave from the transient is 
facilitated by the use of an apparent conductivity formula 
Although these results were obtamed under restrictive cond1t10ns they do provide 
some'msight mto the electncal transients that are encountered by studymg more complex 
models 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The most common instrument for the measurement of electromagnetic 
transients that are generated from a square wave ma large loop is the Russian-
made MPP0-1 equipment. This equipment measures the decaying voltage for 
various times between o 5 ms and 15 ms (Velekin, Bulgakov, Gigoryeu, and 
Polikorpov 1971). A recent paper by Buscelli (1974) suggests that it may soon 
be possible to measure the voltage over the time range 0.25 to roo ms. 
* Received August 1975 
** L A Richardson & Assoc Pty Ltd, 33 Bertram Street, Chatswood, NS W 2067, 
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Although the Russian made equipment has been widely used there does not 
appear to be available any means by which the depth to a conductor can be 
estimated from the recorded signals. 
Lee (1975) has shown that the effect of depth of a buried sphencal conductor 
could be seen in the early_part of the transient signal. At later stages the fields 
decayed purely exponentially. Indeed the usual method used to calculate type 
curves for simple shaped conductors is to obtain the solut10n as a series of 
terms of the form A e-at. Unfortunately this series converges slowly for small 
values of the time parameter t. Recently, however, Kunetz (1974) has presented 
a series of decay curves for the transient response of layered structures. 
Kunetz (1974) obtained his solutions as a sum of terms of the formB e-b/t. 
These series are very rapidly convergent for the early stages of the transient. 
In this paper we exhibit the relationship between the two types of solution 
and examine the possibility of estimating the depths to a conductor from the 
arrival time of the maximum in the secondary transients. 
In what follows displacement currents have been neglected. This means 
that our solutions will be valid provided that t ~ e:/cr. Here e: is the dielectric 
constant and cr is a conductivity (Wait 1960). In addition it will be assumed 
that the magnetic permeability µ. is equal to the permeability of free space 
everywhere 
2. PROPAGATION OF A PLANE TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE IN A 
HALF-SPACE 
Since the depth of a conductor is to be estimated from the secondary signal 
observed at the ground surface it is expedient to examine first the propagation 
of a transient electromagnetic wave ma half-space. 
Kunetz (1972) has shown that if the electric field is generated by a magnetic 
field whose wave function is: 
H = HoH(t), (1) 
where H(t) is the Heaviside step function and Ho is the amplitude of the step 
function, then the associated electric field E is: 
2Hoµ.o e-z•aµ/( 4 tl 
E -----
- Vncrµ.& (2) 
Here µ. is the magnetic permeability, cr the conductivity of the half-space, 
and z the depth beneath the ground surface 
Therefore, a maximum m the electric field mtensity at a depth z occurs when 
t = z2crµ/2. (3) 
The question arises, then, as to whether or not the depth to a layer can be 
estimated by using this formula with z = 2h, where h is the depth to the 
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second layer and t the time of arrival of the secondary pulse at the earth's 
surface. In order to see if this is possible we shall briefly examme the transient 
response of a two-layered structure. 
3. TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC RESPONSE OF A Two LAYERED GROUND 
Consider a ground of two layers the upper one of which has a thickness h 
and a conductivity cr1. The basal layer has a conductivity cr2. Both lriyers are 
assumed to have a magnetic jJermeabihty µo. The electric field produced at 
the earth's surface due to a step-like change in the inducing magnetic field is: 
zHoµo 00 2 2 E = [l + 2 b rne-n ha,µ.ft], 
Vna1tµo .. ~, (4) 
where 
(Kunetz 1972). 
This equat10n has been mterpreted by Clay, Greischar, and Kan (1974) to 
be a ground wave and a series of rays which rire being reflected Lack and forth 
between the two surfaces of the top layer. The approach used by Clay et al. 
(1974) was to design a matched filter so that the arrival of the first reflection 
could be accurately estimated. These authors found that for best results the 
ground wave had to be first removed from the measured electric field and m 
many mstances more than the first reflection had to be considered. 
The previous section of this paper suggests that the maximum in the sec-
ondary wave occurs when: 
h2crµ 4t = 0.5 = y(o.5) 
An inspection of equation (4) shows that this is likely to be an excellent 
estimate when r is small or moderate. Figure l shows a graph of y against the 
reflection coefficient r. 
These results show that for typical host rock conductivities there is useful 
mformation needed to estnnate the depth to a flat lying conductor in the very 
early portion of the transient signal. 
An interesting feature of equation (4) is that for early times 
zHoµo 2 E """ ---= [l +Zr e-h aµ.ft]. 
Vna µot 
(5) 
This equation shows that the ground wave is first decreased if the basal 
layer is a conductor while it is mcreased if the basal layer is a resistor. In view 
of this some care should be exercised when interpreting the early part of a 
T. LEE 
transient decay curve. The effects have also been observed in previous calcula-
tions m involvmg more complex sources by Morrison, Phillips, and O'Brien 
(1969) and Lee and Lewis (1974). 
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Fig I A graph of the reflection factor r = (Var - Vcro)/(Vcr! + vcr.) agamst the value 
of y(h2cr1µ0/(4t)) at which the maximum m the secondary transient occurs Also sh.own 
1s the error mcurred from estimatmg the depth with y = o 5 
Equation (5) might also form the basis for estimatmg the depth by sub-
tractmg the ground wave and plotting t times the secondary response as a 
function of l/t on semilog paper. For early times the graph will be asymptotic 
to a straight line whose gradient is proportional to h2 • 
The expression on the right hand side of (4) can be considered to be composed 
of a series of terms that are the vanous reflected rays in which the time para-
meter is found as a reciprocal. The consequence of this is that it is difficult to 
see the behaviour of the electric field at later stages. Since it is the response 
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during these later stages that is indicative of conductors at depth (Lee and 
Lewis 1974) it is useful to be able to transform the ray solution to a mode 
theory solution in which- the time parameter occurs as t and not r/t This is 
also handy if computations are to be performed, as a ray theory solution will 
give a solution in a few terms for early times while a mode theory solution 
will yield an efficient solution at later stages. 
4- TRANSFORMATION OF RAY THEORY SOLUTIONS TO MODE THEORY SOLUTIONS 
The transformat10n from one type of solution to another can be readily 
effected by the use of the Poisson transform 
The Poisson transform can be formally wntten as: 
0::.0 00 ~ 00 
~% \' g(~n) = \1 ex 2 r g(y) e-ir:xny dy, 
L Li V27t . 
n=-oo n=-c:o -o:o 
(6) 
where ex~ = 27t (Courant and Hilbert r965, p. 77). 
When g(y) is an even function this equation becomes: 
00 00 
~Yz[g(o) + 2 ~ g(~n)] = Va[J(o) + 2 ~ f(nex)] (7) 
n=l n=l 
where 
f(nex) = 11~ f cos (nexy) g(y) dy. 
7t 0 
By inspection, then, when this result is applied to equation (4) and the more 
complex formulae such as those of Kunetz (r972) we obtain a senes of terms 
that have a time parameter t and not 1/t 
For example, consider the transient response of a conductive plate above a 
resistive half-space. Applying the result given in equation (7) with ~ = 
27t Vt/(h2ow1) yields: . 
zHo µo 
E = -h- [exp (-log (r- 2)/(4ex2)) • erfc (log (r/r)/(2ex)) 
o crµo 
+ 2 ~ exp (- n27t2t/(crµh2))]. (8) 
n=l 
In evaluating the integrals-except the first-it has been assumed that 
log (r/r)/ex + zinTI/ex !":;j 2in7t/ex 
Therefore 
(9) 
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Hence the contribution Et to the transient electric field from the upper 
layer can be approximated by: 
when t is large, 
i.e. 
4-1fo µo e_n2t/(crµ,h2) 
hcrµo 
4Ho µo 2 ( 2 Et ~ ____ e-Tt tt crµ,h > 
hcrµo (ro) 
A similar result has been given by Velekin and Bulgakov (r967) for a thin 
plate excited by a large loop of wire in which a primary step-like current 
flows. These authors found that the electromagnetic fields at later times decay 
exponentially with a decay constant of r/(crµohl). 
Here l was a length parameter that was related to the size of the plate along 
the dip and the location of the plate with respect to the loop. 
As a second example, consider the transient response of a slab of thickness h 
above a conductive half-space such that the parameter r in equation (4) is 
approximately -r. Applying the Poisson transform to equation (4) with 
r = -I yields: 
where 
Hence for later times 
(rz) 
There is no ground wave term in this case because, as can be seen from 
equation (r), as the conductivity of the second layer increases the ground 
wave decreases for all t > o. Therefore, this structure is eqmvalent to a slab 
of thickness zh. As stated previously, the difference between the two structures 
is readily distingmshed from the early part of the decay curve. 
These mode type solutions, then, are complementary to the wave type 
solution presented previously. That is to say, they are useful for large values 
of the time parameter. 
The above results show, then, that much mformat10n has been ignored in 
the past by people using the transient electromagnetic method for geophysical 
prospecting by concentrating on the later parts of the transients. 
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As po111ted out by Clay et al. (1974), who studied the transient response of 
thin plates, depth estimates could be made with the electrical transients if 
the ground wave was first subtracted. In order to subtract the ground wave it 
is necessary to know the conductivity of the uppermost layer. It will be shown 
111 the next section how this parameter can be estimated from the transients by 
an apparent conductivity function. 
5. APPARENT CONDUCTIVTTY FUNCTIONS 
The previous theory has shown that for a resistor over a conductor the 
depth to the conductor can be approximately estimated from the maximum in 
the secondary transient wave. 
From equat10n (z) the conductivity of a uniform ground can be found to be: 
CJ = [ 2Hoµo ] 2 
E Vntµo (l3) 
In this expression the electric field is measured at the ground's surface. 
In general, equation (13) can be used to define an apparent conductivity CJo. 
From equation (1) it is clear that for early times the electrir. field is rapidly 
atteuuai.ed with depth. Therefore it is to be expected that any layered structure 
will, at best, behave as a two-layered structure for early times. 
Hence for layered structures and early times 
'°°" _ CJ ~ [ -h2cr!J.oitJ 
CJa '"'"' [ , -h'crµ /t]2 ~ CJ l - 4r e · l T Zr e 0 (14) 
Equation (14) shows that if the conductivity of the top layer is to be esti-
mated from the transient electric fields then the fields must be measured at 
very short times or else the secondary structures must be very deep. 
6. EXTENSION TO OTHER SOURCES 
Although the previous discussion has been devoted exclusively to the 
transient response of a layered structure by a plane wave, it will now be shown 
that the above conclus10ns are consistent with features derived from transient 
curves derived from other sources. This conclus10n has been noted previously 
by Lee (1975) who studied the transient response of a sphere 111 a layered 
medium which was excited by a large co-axial loop. Lee (1975) found, for 
example, that for later times the fields decreased at the same rate of decay 
as would be expected from the previous studies made us111g plane wave sources. 
6.1 Line Sources 
Wait (1971) studied the transient response of a uniform ground to a hne 
source of current situated at the earth's surface. He showed that for the hne 
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source that carried an impulsive current, the electric field e(t) at a depth h 
below the surface is descnbed by: 
e(t) = 8 · F ( ____i!_) 
7t0"2 µoh 4 \ cr µoh2 , 
where 
F(T) ; 2 [~ - f + (TIIT) Y2] exp (- r/T) 
and 
(r5) 
Therefore, the electric field E(t) to be expected from a step current flowing 
in the wire is : 
E(t) = J e(t) dt. (r6) 
The electric field has a maximum when 3 I • "I/', 
h2crµ/(4t) = ~5· (r7) 
The transient electric field E at the earth's surface at a distance x from 
the line source is: 
(
COS AX) L-1 -- dt.. 
n+:r.. 
(r8) 
where L - 1 denotes the inverse Laplace transform and n = V(:r..2 + pcrµo 




r:2 (r-e-x')]' ---4t 
where 
crµx 2 
xz --- (r9) 4t 
This equation shows that the maximum in the electric field at any time 
occurs when x =, o. The effect of half-space and a two dimensional source is 
to direct the maximum in the electnc field. 
6.z Ring Sources 
The study of the transients that are produced by axially symmetnc sources 
is, in general, difficult because of the need to evaluate a series of very difficult 
integrals. 
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Wait (1960) found that if an electric dipole in an infinite medium is excited 
by a step current source, the two components e, and e6 of the electric field are: 
and 
_c B ( l i I crµoR 2 I) sin e, zR~ V 4t l 
0 4 
I -- M 1lhseconds 
er, • o 025 h1 
er2 • 10 o h2 = 5 Om 




Fig z A set of three layer transient decay curves which show the effect of a smgle con-
ductive layer at vanous depths m otherwise umform ground 
where 
A(x) = erfc (x) + zx e-x'/Vit 
and 
2 2 
B(x) = erfc (x) + (x + 2x3 ) e-X . v~. 
In these equations Rand 6 are sphencal polar coordinates and c is a constant. 
Therefore at a point R, 6 the maximum arrives when crµR 2/(4t) = l for the 
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radial component er and crµR 2/(4t) = (1 + V3)/2 for the angular component 
e0 . The presence of the angular functions shows that the absolute maximum 
is directed along two orthogonal directions. 
A large circular loop of wire in which a step current flows has been used 
by Lee and Lewis (1974) and by Lee (1975) as an approximation to the rec-
tangular loops used in the field when carrying out single loop transient electro-
magnetic measurements. 
That the fields from such loops may exhibit many of the features found in 
the transient signals discussed above can be seen from inspection of figure 2. 
This figure shows the normalised transient voltage E that would be observed 
in a roo meter radius loop. The loop lies on the surface of the structure shown 
in the diagram. At the early stages of the transient the signal approaches that 
to be expected from the ground wave. A little later the fields decay more 
rapidly than that of the ground wave. Equation (5) suggests that the nearest 
structure is a conductor. 
To show that this is in fact the case it is sufficient to consider the transient 
response of a two layered ground at early times. 
Lee and Lewis (1974, equation (16)) showed that if E1 is the normalised 
primary voltage and E2 is the normalised anomalous voltage, then: 




ni = Vp,2 + pcr1µ0). 
Here p is the parameter of the inverse Laplace transform and cr1 and cr2 are 
the conductivities of the top and basal layers respectively. d is the depth to 
the layer, and the magnetic permeability is assumed to be µo. 
Utilization of the technique developed by Goldstein (1932) to obtain the 
approximate value of the inverse Laplace transform at early times yields: 
j~ J i(/..b)2/..e-1''t/(cr1µ)- d 2o-,µft d/.. E2 =-er V 7tcr µot (23) 
0 
where c = µob 27t and r = (Vrrz - Vrrr)J(Vrrr + Vrrz). 
Here we have used the inverse Laplace transform pair No. 823 of Campbell 
and Foster (1948). 
l 10' 
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Fig 3. The apparent conductivity function for the decay curves shown m figure 2 
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Equat10n (23) can be simplified by using results given by Gay and Mathews 
(pp. 69 No. I8) and the asymptotic expans10n of the modified Bessel functions. 
Therefore, 
(24) 
Hence the total normalized voltage E from Lee and Lewis (I974, equation 
(I4)) and equation (24) is found to be· 
= ~ rI - re - cr1µod2/t1 
E tb n . (25) 
Equation (25) shows that the conclusions drawn from equation (5) are also 
applicable here. 
The computer pnnt-out showed that the maximum of the secondary electric 
field arrived at approximately 0-45 ms, o.88 ms, and I.7 ms for depths to the 
conductor of 50 m, mo m, and zoo m respectively These results suggest that 
for the case of a large loop the time for the maximum response to arrive: is 
proportional to the depth. 
Figure 2 also shows that for later times the fields decay exponentially. For 
the case of the deepest conductor a decay constant of o.zg · rn+ 3s- 1 was 
found. This result compares favourably with the theoretical value of n · IO + 4s- 1 
that is predicted from equation (rn). For the shallowest conductor the decay 
constant was only 0.24 · rn+ 3s- 1 . The error is due to the fact that for shallow 
conductors the maximum m the secondary field arrives when the primary 
field is still appreciable. 
Figure 3 shows a graph of apparent conductivity cra as a function of time. 
This function is defined analogously to the functions described in section 5 
of this paper. A procedure for the rapid computation of this funct10n is des-
cribed m appendix I. As is expected from equation (25), cra only approaches 
the true value of the conductivity of the top layer provided that criµ 0d2/t is 
large. It is expected that this function can be used to estimate the conductivity 
of the top layer and to provide some idea of the range of conductivities in the 
geological section An interestmg feature of these curves that has not yet been 
explained is that the stationary points for early stages of this example ap-
proximately satisfy the relation cr1µd 2/t = I. 
7 CONCLUSION 
The theory developed above shows that theoretical studies of the transient 
responses of geological structure to plane wave sources do provide some insight 
mto the processes occurring in the transients that are generated from more 
complex sources. These results indicate that it may be possible to develop 
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useful rules to estimate the depth to conductors from the arnval time of the 
maximum secondary response. It seems, however, that the relative maxuna 
arrive very early and consequently the existing mstruments will need to be 
modified if this information is to be used in the rnterpretat10n of field results. 
Alternatively, if the existing instruments cannot be modified, then resistivity 
surveys should be carried out in conjunction with transient electromagnetic 
surveys, so as to provide information on the near surface conductivities of the 
area. 
From a computational point of view there are two ways of obtaining for-
mulae for the calculation of a transient response The first of these, which is 
smtable for the early stages, is a ray theory approach, and the second, suitable 
for later stages, is a mode theory approach. The two sets of results may be 
transformed from one to the other by use of the Poisson transform. 
The above results are also in agreement with Ward et al. (1974) who found 
that if electromagnetic data were to be successfully mverted measurements 
over a very wide frequency range are required. 
APPENDIX I 
Lee and Lewis (1974) studied the transient response of a uniform half-space 
of conductivity cr and magnetic permeability µo. The eddy currents were 
induced into the half-spac:e by instantaneously switching off a steacly current 
of strength I in a large loop of radius a. These authors found that the voltage 
induced in the loop could be described by the express10n: 
\ 
2a[J. v~. y 




\ (- r)m(2m + 2) I am+i 




- 3 [ roa 25a2 35a3 ] 1/3 
'Yf = Va(r/5)11 I - - +-8--- ..... 
. 7 I 33 
R:j x[o.584803 - o.27848x2 + o.r38r3x4 - o.054r4x6 .' •• 
where x = ~· 
(Az) 
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This series can be inverted by the result of Abramowitz and Stegun (r965, 
P. r6, No. 3. 6.25) to yield: 
x R:j (((- 34.5864y2!3 + 6.5r3r8r)y213 + 2.38667) 213 + r.70998)y113 • • • • (A4) 
Table Ar shows the results of a series of calculations using this formula. 
It is obvious that the error incurred in using this formula is less than r.2% 
for x ~ 0.5 For values of y ~ r18.272 · ro- 1 . x can be found by the use of 
table A2 and a suitable mterpolation formula. 
TABLE Ar 
Range of x for which formula (A4) is useful 
y x 104 Xe (calculated) x (X-Xc) error -x-
O 2491 l 0 05 0 05 0 000% 
0 49600 0 06295 0 06295 0 000 
0 98639 0 07925 0 07924 -0 013 
l 9578 0 09976 0 09976 0 000 
3 8743 0 12560 0 12559 -0 008 
7 6300 0 15812 0.15811 -0006 
14 9144 0 19905 0 19904 -0.005 
28 8138 0 25054 0 25059 0.020 
54 66 0 31519 0 31548 0 092 
100 87 0 39586 0.39716 0 323 
178 272 0 49432 0.5000 l i:36 
298 95 o 6u27 0 62946 2 890 
462 612· 0 73663 0.79245 7 044 
653 52 0 85450 0 99763 14 347 
840 014 0 94773 l 25594 32 522 
TABLE A2 
Relation of x and y for y :::> o.or 
x y 
0 39716 0 01005 
0 500 0 017897 
0 62946 0 029896 
0 79245 0.046262 
0 99763 0 06535 
l 25594 0.084001 
l 58114 0 099678 
l 99054 O lll7ll 
2 5059 0 120543 
3 15478 0.126866 
3 9717 0 131320 
5 0 0 134419 
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